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TRAVEL TO BULGARIA
Conversation Cheat Sheet

MONEY & SHOPPING

AROUND TOWN

SURVIVAL PHRASES

Моля, закарайте ме до ~.
Molya, zakarayte me do ~.

Please take me to ~.

Къде е тоалетната?
Kade e toaletnata?

Where is the restroom?

Къде се намира гарата?
Kade se namira garata?

Where is the station?

CLICK HERE to get our Bulgarian Learning System! Get your Free Lifetime Account!

Бих желал да стигна до ~.

I’d like to go to ~.
Bih zhelal da stigna do ~.

Where is ~?
Kade se namira ~?

Къде се намира ~?

Create Your
FREE Account

CLICK

 

петдесет лева
petdeset leva

fifty leva

двадесет лева
dvadeset leva
twenty leva

sto leva

hundred leva

сто лева

десет лева
deset leva

ten leva

пет лева
pet leva

five leva

два лева
dva leva

two leva

един лев
edin lev

one lev

петдесет 
стотинки

petdeset stotinki

fifty stotinka

двадесет 
стотинки

dvadeset stotinki

twenty stotinka

резерват Сребърна
rezervat Srebarna

Srebarna Nature 
Reserve

нос Калиакра
nos Kaliakra
Kaliakra

паметник Шипка
pametnik Shipka

Shipka Memorial

Рилски манастир
Rilski manastir

Rila Monastery

Царевец
Tsarevets

Tsarevets

Мадарски конник
Madarski konnik
Madara Rider

Is there an ATM nearby?
Ima li bankomat nablizo?

Има ли банкомат наблизо?

How much is ~?
Kolko struva ~?
Колко струва  ~ ?
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Разбирам.
Razbiram.

I understand.

Да, говоря.
Da, govorya.

Yes, I do.

Разбира се.
Razbira se.

Of course.

Не разбирам.
Ne razbiram.

I don't understand.

Не, не говоря.
Ne, ne govorya.

No I don’t.

Не, не мога да го ям.
Ne, ne moga da go yam.

No, I can’t eat it.

Разбирате ли?
Razbirate li?

Do you understand?

Говорите ли английски?
Govorite li angliyski?

Do you speak English?

Можете ли да ядете това?
Mozhete li da yadete tova?

Can you eat this?

Здравей.
Zdravey.

Hello.

Приятно ми е 
да се запознаем.

Priyatno mi e da se 
zapoznaem.

Nice to meet you.

Аз съм  ~ .
Az sam  ~ .

I am ~.

Съжалявам.
Sazhalyavam.

I'm sorry.

Да.
Da.

Yes.

Не.
Ne.

No.

Извинете ме.
Izvinete me.

Excuse me.

Моля.
Molya.

Please.

Благодаря.
Blagodarya.

Thank you.

ASKING QUESTIONS

COMMUNICATION

ORDERING FOOD

COUNTERS

шкембе чорба

tripe soup

лютеница

ljutenica

шопска салата

shopska salad

таратор

tarator soup

сарми

stuffed cabbage

Смядовска луканка

lukanka Smyadovska

пълнени чушки

stuffed peppers

COUNTERS
един
edin

1
dva

два

2

три
tri

3

четири
chetiri

4

пет
pet

5

шест
shest

6

седем
sedem

7

осем
osem

8

девет
devet

9

десет
deset

10

I don’t understand.
Ne razbiram.

Не разбирам.

Excuse me.
Izvinete me.

Извинете ме.

~ please.
~, molya.

~, моля.

What do you 
recommend?

Kakvo bihte 
preporachali?
Какво бихте 
препоръчали?

~ please.
~, molya.

~, моля.

shopska salata shkembe chorba sarmi palneni chushki

Smyadovska lukankatarator
banitsa
banitsa 

баница 
lyutenitsa

Hello.
Zdravey.
Здравей.
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FAMILY RELATIONS

Want More? Talking About Your Family in Bulgarian › START HERE

FAMILY & RELATIVES
Conversation Cheat Sheet

FAMILY RELATIONS

PETS

dog
kuche

куче

cat
kotka

котка

bird
ptichka

птичка

fish
riba

риба

bunny
zayche

зайче

snake
zmiya

змия

husband
saprug
съпруг

wife
sapruga
съпруга

son
sin
син

daughter
dashterya
дъщеря

uncle
chicho
чичо

cousin
bratovched
братовчед

aunt
lelya
леля

I
az
аз

grandmother
baba
баба

grandfather
dyado
дядо

father
bashta
баща

mother
mayka

майка

younger sister
po-malka sestra

по-малка сестра

older sister
po-golyama sestra
по-голяма сестра

older brother
po-golyam brat
по-голям брат

younger brother
po-malak brat

по-малък брат

How’s your mother?

Kak e mayka ti?

Как е майка ти?

My mother is well.

Mayka mi e dobre.

Майка ми е добре.

I have a ~.
Imam ~.
Имам ~.

Forward my greetings to 
your ~.

Preday moite pozdravi na 
tvoya / tvoyata ~.
Предай моите поздрави 
на твоя / твоята ~.

What kind of person

is  your ~?
Kakav chovek e tvoyat /

tvoyata ~?

Какъв човек е твоят /

твоята ~?
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Want More? Talking About Your Family in Bulgarian › START HERE

Nice to meet you.

What’s your name?

How are you?

I’ve heard a lot about you. How many people are there 
in your family?

This is for you.

I’m from Sofia.

Where are you from? Can I sit here?

What is this?

How long will you stay?

It was nice to meet you.

Priyatno mi e da se zapoznaem.

Приятно ми е да се запознаем.

Kak se kazvate?

Как се казвате?

Kak ste?

Как сте?

Chuval sam mnogo za vas.

Чувал съм много за вас.

Otkade ste?

Откъде сте?

Az sam ot Sofiya.

Аз съм от София.

Tova e za vas.

Това е за вас. 

Kolko golyamo e semeystvoto vi?

Колко голямо е семейството ви?

Myastoto zaeto li e?

Мястото заето ли е?

Kakvo e tova?

Какво е това?

Kolko dalgo shte ostanete?

Колко дълго ще останете?

Radvam se, che se sreshtnahme.

Радвам се, че се срещнахме.

When is ~?

Please tell me more 
about ~.

Happy birthday!

Congratulations!

April Fools!

Happy Halloween!

Merry Christmas!

Happy New Year!

Grandma March Day
Parvi mart

Първи март

St. John’s Day
Ivanovden

Ивановден

Saint Trifon the 
Pruner Day
Trifon Zarezan

Трифон Зарезан

Orthodox Easter
Velikden

Великден

St. Elijah’s Day
Ilinden

Илинден

Dormition of the 
Mother of God

Golyama Bogoroditsa
Голяма Богородица

Unification Day
Den na Saedinenieto

Ден на 
Съединението

Independence Day
Den na nezavisimostta

Ден на 
независимостта

Koga e ~?
Кога е ~?

Molya, razkazhete mi 

poveche za ~.
Моля, разкажете ми 
повече за ~.

Chestit rozhden den!

Честит рожден ден!

Pozdravleniya!

Поздравления!

Chestit den na shegata!

Честит ден на шегата!

Vesel Helouin!

Весел Хелоуин!

Chestito Rozhdestvo Hristovo!

Честито Рождество Христово!

Chestita Nova Godina!

Честита Нова Година!

CELEBRATIONS

HOLIDAYS AND OBSERVANCES

FIRST MEETING

What do you do on ~?

Kak praznuvate ~?

Как празнувате ~?
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DINING LIKE A CHAMP 
Conversation Cheat Sheet

Create Your
FREE Account

CLICK

CLICK HERE to get our Bulgarian Learning System! Get your Free Lifetime Account!

Phrases You Need to Know at the Dining Table

I have a reservation at nine.
Az imam rezervatsiya za devet.
Аз имам резервация за девет.

Do you have a table for two?
Dali imate svobodna masa za dvama?
Дали имате свободна маса за двама?

May I have a menu?
Mozhe li menyuto?
Може ли менюто?

May I order?
Mozhe li da poracham?
Може ли да поръчам?

What do you recommend?
Kakvo bihte preporachali?
Какво бихте препоръчали?

I’ll have this, please.
Shte vzema tova, blagodarya.
Ще взема това, благодаря.

Excuse me.

Proshtavayte.
Прощавайте.

My order hasn’t come yet.

Oshte ne e pristignala porachkata mi.
Още не е пристигнала поръчката ми.

Check, please.

Smetkata, molya.
Сметката, моля.

Top Words You’ll Need at the Restaurant

。

.
  .指差 話す。

POINT & SPEAK ~ please.
Posochete i kazhete
Посочете и кажете

~, molya.
~, моля.

chicken
pileshko meso
пилешко месо

appetizer
predyastie
предястие

main dish
osnovno yastie
основно ястие

dessert
desert
десерт

beef
teleshko meso
телешко месо

pork
svinsko meso
свинско месо

salad
salata
салата

seafood
morski darove

морски дарове

What are today’s specials?
Kakav e spetsialitetat na denya?
Какъв е специалитетът на деня?

Can I have a drink menu?
Mozhe li da mi dadete menyuto s napitkite?
Може ли да ми дадете менюто с 
напитките?

Can I have some more ~?.
Mozhe li malko poveche ~.
Може ли малко повече ~.

Counters

1
edno
едно

2
dve
две

3
tri

три

4
chetiri
четири

5
pet
пет

6
shest
шест

7
sedem
седем

8
osem
осем

9
devet
девет

10
deset
десет
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CLICK HERE to get our Bulgarian Learning System! Get your Free Lifetime Account! How to Choose The Best Foods to Fit Your Preferences

With ~, please.
S ~, molya.
С ~, моля.

Without ~, please.
Bez ~, molya.
Без ~, моля.

meat
meso
месо

fish
riba

риба

vegetables
zelenchutsi
зеленчуци

butter
maslo
масло

sugar
zahar
захар

olive oil
zehtin
зехтин

alcohol
alkohol

алкохол

tomato
domati
домати

cheese
sirene

сирене

wine
vino
вино

onions
luk
лук

bell pepper
chushka
чушка

Does this dish contains any ~?
V tova yastie ima li nyakakav ~?
В това ястие има ли някакъв ~?

I can’t eat/drink ~.
Ne moga da yam/piya ~.
Не мога да ям/пия ~.

Please remove ~ from this dish.
Molya, mahnete ~ ot yastieto.
Моля, махнете ~ от ястието.

Table Request In The Restaurant

Complimenting and Criticizing the Food

Can you bring me (a) ~?
Mozhe li da mi donesete ~?
Може ли да ми донесете ~?

I need (a) ~.
Imam nuzhda ot ~.
Имам нужда от ~.

spoon
lazhitsa
лъжица

fork
vilitsa

вилица

knife
nozh
нож

napkin
salfetka

салфетка

salt
sol
сол

black pepper
cheren piper
черен пипер

water
voda
вода

bread
hlyab
хляб

drink
napitka
напитка

menu
menyu
меню

coffee
kafe
кафе

dessert
desert
десерт

It’s delicious!
Razkoshno e!
Разкошно е!

It looks tasty.
Izglezhda apetitno.
Изглежда апетитно.

It’s very good.
Mnogo e dobro.
Много е добро.

It’s overcooked.

Prekaleno dalgo e gotveno.
Прекалено дълго е готвено.

It lacks salt.
Bezsolno e.
Безсолно е.

It’s raw!
Surovo e.
Сурово е.

It smells so nice.
Uhae na tolkova vkusno.
Ухае на толкова вкусно.

This is not fresh.
Tova ne e svezho.
Това не е свежо.

It’s too spicy.
Tvarde pikantno e.
Твърде пикантно е.

Food Allergies & Restrictions!

I am allergic to ~.
Alergichen sam kam ~.
Алергичен съм към ~.

meat
meso
месо

eggs
yaytsa
яйца

milk
mlyako
мляко

peanuts
fastatsi

фъстъци

shellfish
midi
миди

gluten
gluten
глутен

soy
tsoya
соя

fish
riba

риба

I am a vegetarian.
Az sam vegetarianets.
Аз съм вегетарианец.

I am a vegan.
Az sam vegan.
Аз съм веган.

I can’t eat pork.
Ne moga da yam svinsko.
Не мога да ям свинско.
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BULGARI ANPOD101.COM  S URVI VAL PHRAS ES  #1 - THANK YOU!  I N BULGARI AN 2

BULGARIAN

1. �⇥⇤⌅⇧

2. ⌃⌥� ⌦↵�⇤�

3. ⌃⌥� ⌦↵�⇤� �⇧ ��⌦ ⌦

4. ⌃⌥� ⌦↵�⇤� ✏⇧ ��⌦ ⌦

ROMANIZATION

1. Merci

2. Blagodarya

3. Blagodarya vi mnogo

4. Blagodarya ti mnogo

ENGLISH

1. Thanks (informal)

2. Thank you (formal)

3. Thank you very much (very formal)

4. Thank you very much (used with friends)

VOCABULARY
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Bulgar ian Romanization English Class Gender

⌃⌥� ⌦↵�⇤� blagodaria thank you verb

�⇥⇤⌅⇧ merci
Thanks 

(informal) expression

�⌥�⇣ Vlak train noun masculine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�⇥⇤⌅⇧⌃ ⌥�,  ⌦⇥↵⇧⌅⇥�⇤.
Nayadoh se, blagodarya. 
I am full, thank you.

�⌦⇥↵⇧⌅⇥�⇤ �✏ ⇣⇥ ⌘⇧✓⇧◆�⇥. 
Thank you for the help.

��⌥✏ ⇣⇥ �⇧⇣✏��! 
Thanks for the roses!

���⌫✏⇠�� ⇡⇥⇠⇥ ⇢⌦⇥⇠⇥.
Pytnikyt chaka vlaka. 
The traveler waits for the train.

�⇧ �� ⌅⇧⌧⌦✏ ⇢ ⌫⇥⌧✏⇤ ↵�⇥⌅!
Dobre doshli v nashiya grad! 
Welcome to our city!

GRAMMAR

In Bulgarian, "thank you" is blagodaria" (���������). This compound word is made up of two 
parts. The first, blago (�����), means "prosperity" or "well-being". This is followed by daria 
(����), which in Bulgarian means, "to give a gift". This phrase is neither too formal nor too 
informal and will be your safe bet in situations where you are not to sure what way of saying 
"thank you" would be most appropriate. An important note on pronunciation: Bulgarian vowels 
are short; if you extend them, you are not changing the meaning of the word they form. Here's 
what they sound like: �, 	, �, 
, �, �. 

Now, in Bulgarian there are other ways to express one's gratitude. There's one formal and 
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one casual way that we will explore. Let's take a look at the casual expression first. 

In Bulgarian, the casual way of expressing gratitude, for example, "thanks" is merci (����). 
Yes, that's right! It sounds like French and this is exactly where this word was borrowed from. 
Keep in mind that the original French pronunciation has mutated and Bulgarians say it with 
the hard Slavic r. 

This expression might come in handy among friends and in other casual situations, for 
example, when collecting your change from the cashier at a supermarket or when picking up 
your mail at the post office. A word of caution: a limited number of Bulgarians still consider 
merci (����) a foreign word which shouldn't be used as there are enough "pure" Bulgarian 
expressions available. Also, to be on the safe side, make sure you use the higher-level 
expression blagodaria (���������) when dealing with officials in a formal context. 

On the other hand, for very special occasions when someone goes above and beyond the 
call of being kind, when someone is extremely generous, or for any other time you're 
extremely grateful, we have the following phrase to express deep gratitude: in Bulgarian the 
equivalent of "thank you very much", is blagodaria vi mnogo (��������� �� ����). The first 
word blagodaria (���������), as we already know means "to give prosperity". The second, vi 
(��), is the polite second person plural of the English "you". 

If the person you are thanking is a friend, you can switch to a deeper level of closeness by 
using ti (��), the second person singular equivalent of the English "you". Then the whole 
phrase becomes blagodaria ti mnogo (��������� �� ����). The last word in our expression 
is mnogo (����), which in Bulgarian is "much". To recap, the formal version of the phrase is 
blagodaria vi mnogo (��������� �� ����) while the version we use with friends is 
blagodaria ti mnogo (��������� �� ����). 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1 
 

What to do when someone thanks you in Bulgarian using one of the phrases we just learned? 
Very easy: just say molyah/mo-lyah/ (���) which literally means "please" but has the effect 
of "you are welcome." 

Quick Tip 2 
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As we saw in the case of merci (����), Bulgarian has borrowed words from many European 
languages like French, German, Italian, and English. Their original pronunciation, however, 
was "Bulgarianized." Hence, if you want to be understood in Bulgaria, make sure that you 
know how to say those foreign words with Bulgarian accent. 
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥⇤⌅.

2. ⇧⇥⌃⌥ �⇥⇤⌅.

3. ⇥�⇥⌃⌥ �⇥⇤⌅.

ROMANIZATION

1. Molya.

2. Tova molya.

3. Onova molya.

ENGLISH

1. Please.

2. This please.

3. That please.

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English

⇧⇥⌃⌥ tova this (formal)

⇥�⇥⌃⌥ onova that
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�⇥⇤⌅ molya please

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�⇥⇤⌅ ⇧ ⌃⇥⌥�  ⌥⌦.
Tova e domyt mi. 
This is my house.

↵⇥⌃⌅� ⌥⌦ ⇥�⇥⇤⌅ �⇧�⇥, ⌥⇥✏⇣.
Podai mi onova neshto, molya. 
Pass me that thing, please.

⌘�⇥⇤⌅ ✓⌅◆⇧ �⌦◆⇧�⇧ �⇧ ⇧  ⇤⇥⇧. 
That piece of cheese is not yours.

�⌦✏⇧  ��� � ⌫⌃⇧� �⇠⇥ �⌅⌥⌅✏⇧�⌦⇧, 
⌥⇥✏⇣. 
A ticket with a student discount, please.

GRAMMAR

This lesson's phrase will help you take matters into your own hands! In today's lesson we'll 
take a look at "please," as in asking for something. 

In Bulgarian, "please" is molya" (����). The most rudimentary way of using "please" is 
pointing at something while saying molya, but let's try and build this up a bit, shall we? 

Let's start with the expression, "this please" which in Bulgarian is tova molya (���� ����). In 
English, "this" comes before "please." In Bulgarian this word order is the same. In Bulgarian 
the word for "this," precedes molya. 

Let's take a look at the word for "this." "This" in Bulgarian is tova (����). Looking at the word 
for "this" warrants a look at the word for "that" which is onova (�����). The phrase "that 
please" is onova molya (����� ����). 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip
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A word of caution: unlike English nouns, Bulgarian nouns that refer to inanimate objects have 
different genders. For instance, a "table"—masa (��	�) in Bulgarian—is a "she" (feminine) 
while "chair"—stol (	���) in Bulgarian is a "he" (masculine). Under these linguistic 
circumstances, tova and "onova," the Bulgarian equivalents of "this" and "that" should be used 
when you want to express something along the lines of "this thing" or "that thing" where the 
gender is neutral in Bulgarian and you will not have to worry about achieving gender 
agreement between "this"—your indicator word—and the noun you are indicating. 

In other words, if you don't know what gender "pizza" (
���) is in Bulgarian, just say: tova, 
molya or onova, molya while pointing at it. Saying tova pizza molya is grammatically incorrect 
as "pizza" is a "she" in Bulgarian and requires the indicator tazi before a noun in the feminine: 
tazi pizza, molya (��� 
���, ����) is the correct expression in this case. 
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥⇤�⇥

2. �⇥⇤�⇥ ⌅⇧⌃⌥�  ⇧⇥� ?

3. �⇥⇤�⇥ ⌅⇧⌃⌥�  ⇥⌦⇥� ?

ROMANIZATION

1. Kolko

2. Kolko struva tova?

3. Kolko struva onova?

ENGLISH

1. How much?

2. How much is this?

3. How much is that?

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English

⇧⇥� tova this (formal)

⇥⌦⇥� onova that
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�⇥⇤�⇥ kolko how many, how much

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�⇥⇤⌅ ⇧ ⌃⇥⌥�  ⌥⌦.
Tova e domyt mi. 
This is my house.

↵⇥⌃⌅� ⌥⌦ ⇥�⇥⇤⌅ �⇧�⇥, ⌥⇥✏⇣.
Podai mi onova neshto, molya. 
Pass me that thing, please.

⌘�⇥⇤⌅ ✓⌅◆⇧ �⌦◆⇧�⇧ �⇧ ⇧  ⇤⇥⇧. 
That piece of cheese is not yours.

�⇥✏⌫⇥ � ◆⇠⇤⌅?
Kolko struva? 
How much is it?

�⇥✏⌫⇥ ⇣⇡�✏⌫⌦ ⌦�⌫⌅ ⇧? 
How many apples do you want?

GRAMMAR

This lesson's phrase is something for all of you shoppers out there. The phrase is "how 
much." In Bulgarian, "how much" is kolko (�����). For shopping, whether at the market, at a 
cafeteria, or wherever depending on your spending habits, this may be an extremely high 
frequency phrase! 

The most rudimentary way of using "how much" is pointing at something while saying kolko, 
but let's try and build this up, shall we? Let's start with the expression "how much is this" which 
in Bulgarian is kolko struva tova (����� �����	 ���	). The first word kolko means "how 
much." This is followed by struva (�����	) which is the Bulgarian equivalent of the verb "cost." 
The third word in the expression is tova (���	) and means "this." 

Looking at the word for "this," warrants a look at the word for "that" which is onova (�
��	). 
The phrase "how much is that" is kolko struva onova (����� �����	 �
��	). 

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Quick Tip 1
 

It's time for another reminder that unlike English nouns, Bulgarian nouns that refer to 
inanimate objects have different genders. For instance, a "table"—masa (�	�	) in Bulgarian—
is a "she" while "chair"—stol (����)—is a "he." Under these linguistic circumstances, tova 
(���	) and onova (�
��	), the Bulgarian equivalents of "this" and "that" should be used when 
you want to express something along the lines of "this thing" or "that thing" where the gender 
of "thing" is neutral in Bulgarian and you won't have to worry about achieving gender 
agreement between "this"—your indicator word—and the noun you are indicating. 

In other words, if you don't know what gender "pizza" (��	) is in Bulgarian, just say: kolko 
struva tova or kolko struva onova while pointing at it. Saying kolko struva tova pizza is 
grammatically incorrect as "pizza" is a "she" in Bulgarian and requires the indicator tazi before 
a noun in the feminine: kolko struva tazi pizza (����� �����	 �	� ��	) would be the 
correct expression in this case. 

Quick Tip 2 

 
 

An extra level of politeness can go a long way in Bulgaria and in the context of this lesson, 
you can achieve that effect by adding the magic word "please" at the end of each expression: 
"How much is this, please" is kolko struva tova, molya (����� �����	 ���	, ����) and 
respectively, "how much is that, please" is kolko struva onova, molya (����� �����	 �
��	, 
����). 

Prices in Bulgarian urban areas are almost always fixed. A lack of price tag is not an invitation 
to a bargaining session that will usually not bring about a price reduction. Hence, be advised 
that you should bargain only if local people you trust say it is okay to do so. 
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥⇤⌅⇧⌃⌥�⌃

2. �⇥⇤⌅⇧⌃⌥

3. ⇥ ⌦⇤  ↵�⇤ 

4. ⇥ ⌦�⇤ ⇥⌃�

5. ⇥ ⌦�⇤ ⇧⌃�⌃⇤

ROMANIZATION

1. Zdraveite

2. Zdravei

3. Dobro utro

4. Dobyr den

5. Dobyr vecher

ENGLISH

1. Hello (formal version)

2. Hi (informal version)

CONT'D OVER
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3. Good morning

4. Good afternoon

5. Good evening

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English

�⇥⇤⌅⇧⌃ zdrave health

�⇥⇤⌅⇧⌃⌥ zdravei hi (informal and singular)

✏⇤⇣⇧⌃� privet
hi (informal singular and 

plural)

�⇥⇤⌅⇧⌃⌥�⌃ zdraveite
hello (formal second person 

plural form)

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�⇥⇤⌅⇧⌃⌥� ⌃  ⌅⌦-⇧⌅↵ �⌥�  ⌃��. 
Health is the most important thing.

�⇥⇤⌅⇧⌃⌦, �⌅� �✏? 
Hi, how are you?

⇣⇤✏⇧⌃⌥  ⌅ ⇧�✏⌘�✏. 
Hi, everyone.

�⇥⇤⌅⇧⌃⌦, �⌥⇥⌅⇧ ⌅  ⌃ �✓⌃ �⌃ ⇧✏↵⇥⌅◆✏. 
Hello, haven't seen you for a while.

�⇥⇤⌅⇧⌃⌦⌥⌃, �⌅� �⌥⌃? 
Hello, how are you?

GRAMMAR
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In this lesson, we will cover basic greetings for the appropriate time of the day. As there are 
quite a few to go over, let's jump right in! In Bulgarian, the phrase zdraveite (���������) can 
be used as a universal semi-formal greeting to a single person or a group of people. This 
word is a verb and originates from the noun zdrave (������) which means "health." As it has 
no literal equivalent in English, we can translate zdraveite roughly as "may you grow 
healthier." I dub this expression as "semi-formal" because it relies on the formal plural 
construction used to address a single person respectfully and at the same time is used in 
situations where there is a growing feeling of familiarity between people who have not yet 
moved to an informal level of communication. 

The next three phrases are the expressions which you can rely on in any kind of formal 
situation as well as in daily communication with people you are meeting for the first time or 
don't know well. 

In Bulgarian, "good morning" is dobro utro (�	
�	 ���	). The first word dobro (�	
�	) means 
"good." This is followed by utro (���	) which in Bulgarian is "morning." 

"Good afternoon" doesn't have a direct equivalent. In this situation, the period between 
morning and evening, Bulgarians say dobar den (�	
�� ��) which is "good day." The first 
word, dobar, (�	
��) means "good." This is followed by den (��) which is "day." 

And finally we have the evening greeting which in Bulgarian is dobar vecher" (�	
�� �����). 
The first word dobar as you already know means "good." This is followed by vecher (�����) 
which is "evening." 

At the workplace it is common to greet your colleagues with all of the above-mentioned 
expressions where zdravei (�������) is the informal first person singular form of zdraveite 
which we already mentioned. An appropriate way to address your superiors as well as your 
customers would be by using the three formal expressions dobro utro, dobar den, and dobar 
vecher which we covered a moment ago. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1
 

Another informal greeting that you can hear in Bulgaria is privet (������) which can be used 
with greet one person or a group. It is also widely used in Russian which is a Slavic language 
as well. 
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Quick Tip 2
 

Quite often in very informal context, Bulgarians also use the Italian ciao (��	) in the sense of 
"goodbye" but never in the sense of "hi" when they are greeting someone. 
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥⇤⌅⇧�⌃⌥�

2. �⇥  ⌦⇥↵⇥

3. �⌃⇥

4. �⇥ ��⇤⌃⌥�

ROMANIZATION

1.

Dovijdane

2.

Do skoro

3.

Chao

4.

Do chuvane

ENGLISH

1.

Good bye

2.

See you later

3.

Bye-bye

4.

Good bye (on the phone)

VOCABULARY
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Bulgar ian Romanization English

�⇥⇤⌅⇧�⌃⌥� dovizhdane goodbye (formal)

�⇥  ⌦⇥↵⇥ do skoro

goodbye (informal) – also on 

the phone

�⌃⇥ ciao

bye (casual) – also on the 

phone

�⇥ ��⇤⌃⌥� do chuvane

goodbye (formal – only on 

the phone)

�⇥ ��↵� do utre

until tomorrow (informal – 

also on the phone)

�⇥ ⌥���✏⇣ do nedelia until Sunday

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�⇥⇤⌅⇥⇧⌃⌥ �⇥  ⌃ ⇧⌦↵�⇥ ��⇧⌃��⇥✏↵.
 

I forgot to say goodbye.

⇣⌘⇥✓��⇥⌅◆ ⌃ ��  �⌅�.
 

Thanks and goodbye.

�⇥�, �⇥��.
 

Bye, Mom.

⇣⌘⇥✓��⇥⌅◆ ⌃ �� �⌫⇧⇥✏↵.
 

Thank you and goodbye.

⇠�⇧⌃��⇥✏↵ ⌃ �� ⌫⇡⌅↵.
 

Goodbye until tomorrow.

⇢��⌃✏⌃  ⌃ ⌃ �� ✏↵�↵⌘◆.
 

Take a rest until Sunday.

GRAMMAR

In this lesson, we will introduce parting greetings. A formal parting expression that can be 

used on all occasions is Do vizhdane (�� �������). It doesn't have a direct translation in 

English and means something along the lines of "until we see each other again" and is used 

when Bulgarians want to say "goodbye." Let's take a look at the components. The first word 
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do (��) means "until." This is followed by vizhdane (�������) which in Bulgarian is a noun 

and means literally "seeing" in the sense of meeting someone. 

Luckily, do vizhdane is a very universal phrase and you can use it anytime in the morning, 

day, or night! Just don't forget that it's a formal expression and your new Bulgarian friends 

might think you're being overly ceremonial if you use it in casual situations. 

In Bulgarian, a more casual way of saying goodbye is do skoro (�� 	
���). The whole phrase 

literally means "until soon" and could be used to express something like"see you soon." You 

can go for this expression when talking to people you know well. The first word, do or "until" in 

English, is followed by skoro (	
���) which means "soon." 

Another casual way of saying goodbye is ciao (���). Yes, another international word, this time 

Italian. This phrase is used among friends, peers, and family members. A word of caution: 

unlike Italians, Bulgarians use ciao only when they part and never when they greet someone. 

In Bulgarian, the formal way of saying goodbye on the phone is do chuvane (�� �����). The 

whole phrase can roughly be translated as "until we hear from each other again." This phrase 

is your go-to phrase for formal situations, for instance, when ending a business call or when 

talking to an administration official. We already know that the first word, do means "until." The 

second element, chuvane (�����) is a noun and literally means "hearing." 

Informally, when saying "goodbye" on the phone, you can make use of the two phrases we 

already covered: do skoro and ciao. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1
 

Bulgaria is free of strict social segregation rules based on age, gender, or hierarchy. The 

communication context decisions that you will have to make are simple compared to the more 

complex levels of interrelation in places like Korea, for example. If you stick to the basic rules 

and phrases that apply to formal and informal situations in Bulgaria, you will do just fine. 

Quick Tip 2
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The word do ("until") can help you form expressions with a variety of time references. For 

instance, do utre (�� ���), means "until tomorrow." Yes, you guessed it: utre in Bulgarian is 

"tomorrow." Do nedelia (�� ������) means "until Sunday" where nedelia (������) is 

"Sunday." 
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥⇤⌅ ⌅ ⇧⌃⌥�⌅⇧ ⌥⇧⌥?

ROMANIZATION

1. Kyde e toaletnata?

ENGLISH

1. Where is the toilet?

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English

⌦⌅ ↵ zheni women

�⇥⇤⌅ kyde where

�⇥⌦⌅ mazhe men

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�⇥⇤⌅⇤ ⇧⌃⇥⌥ ⌥� ⌥⌦↵� �↵⌦⌥⌃⌦↵ �✏⌃⇣�⇤ 
⌘⌃✓↵. 
Many women choose careers over 
children.

◆⌘⌃ ⌃  ⇤�⇥⌥✓↵�↵? 
Where is the hospital?

� �⌃�↵�⇥⌫�↵ ⌃ �↵ ✏⇧⌃. 
The dressing room is for men.
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GRAMMAR

In this lesson we will cover an extremely important phrase: "Where is the bathroom?" Just to 
avoid any possible confusion for our non-native English speakers out there, let's clarify that in 
North American English, a room where you can find a toilet, a sink and sometimes a bathtub 
or shower, is called "bathroom." 

In Bulgarian, "Where is the bathroom?" is Kade e toaletnata? (���� � ������	���?) The first 
word kade (
���) means "where." This is followed by e (�) which in Bulgarian means "is." In 
this case, the word order in Bulgarian is exactly the same as the one in English so literally this 
means "Where is?" Let's take a look at the next, toaletnata (������	���) which means "the 
bathroom" in North-American English and "the toilet" in British English. 

Now when you finally make it to the bathroom there may be one last hurdle. In some 
instances, only the Bulgarian characters are written on the doors! What can you do? Well, the 
word for "women" is ��	� (zheni), and the word for "men" is ��� (muzhe). 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip
 

Unlike in English, the definite articles in Bulgarian are suffixes, that is, they are placed after 
the word they refer to. In this lesson's phrase, toaletna means "bathroom." However, in 
toaletnata we have an extra -ta at the end of the word which is the definite article for a noun in 
the feminine in Bulgarian. 
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥ ⇤⌅⇧⌃⌥⇤⌅�.

ROMANIZATION

1. Ne razbiram.

ENGLISH

1. I don't understand.

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English

⇤⌅⇧⌃⌥⇤⌅� razbiram understand

�⇥ ne not, don't

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�⇥⇤⌅⇧⌃⇥⌥ �⇧  ⌦? 
Do you understand me?

↵⌦ ⌦ ��⇥�⌦�. 
He's not hungry.

✏⇥⇤⇥⇣ "↵⌦"! 
I said "No"!

GRAMMAR
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"I don't understand" is going to be a very useful phrase, because most of the time, maybe 
even almost 100% of the time, you won't understand. Despite some similarities, Bulgarian 
sounds very different from English. In the beginning there will likely be an adjustment period 
during which your ears will get used to the sounds and intonations of the language. 

In Bulgarian, "I don't understand" is ne razbiram (�� ��������). The first word ne (��) means 
"no."This is followed by razbiram (��������), which in Bulgarian is "understand." So, 
altogether we have ne razbiram. Literally this means "no understand" and is the Bulgarian 
counterpart of "I don't understand." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1 
 

More and more Bulgarians, especially in big cities, are becoming proficient in English. The 
number of restaurant menus and public space notices in English is also on the rise. However, 
don't expect most elderly citizens as well as people in the countryside to know any of the 
international lingua franca. 

Quick Tip 2 
 
 

Of course, the better you understand Bulgarians and their culture, the more enjoyable your 
stay in the country will be. You can find more information on the topic, including survival, 
language, and travel guides at "Expat in Bulgaria" (www.expatinbulgaria.com). 
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥⇤⇥⌅⇧⌃⌥ �⇧  ⌦��⇧↵��⇧?

2. �⇥⇤⇥⌅⇧⌃⌥ �⇧ ⌦⌥���⇧?

ROMANIZATION

1. Govorite li angliiski?

2. Govorite li nemski?

ENGLISH

1. Do you speak English?

2. Can you speak German?

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English

�⇥⇤⇥⌅⇧⌃⌥ govorite to speak

 ⌦��⇧↵��⇧ angliiski English

⌦⌥���⇧ nemski German

�⇧ li

particle used to make 
questions (no independent 

meaning)

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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�⇥⇤⌅ ⇧⌃ ⌥�  ⇥⌦⇥↵⌃�⌅ �⇥-⌦⌃�⇥✏⇥, ⇣⇥⇧⌘? 
Can you speak louder, please?

✓�◆⌃ ✏�↵�� ⌅ � � ⇧⌃��✏⌃. 
This map is in English.

✓↵⌘�⌦� ⇣⌃ ↵⌅⌫⌃✏ �⇥ ⌅⇣�✏⌃. 
I need a German dictionary.

⇠⌅ ⌦�⇧⌃ ⇧⌃ ⇡�↵⌅? 
Is it going to rain tomorrow?

GRAMMAR

In thiss lesson we will cover yet another extremely important phrase: "Can you speak 
English?" Using this phrase as opposed to just starting to speak English at someone is 
important for many reasons. For one, if the party you're speaking to doesn't understand 
English, at least they will be able to understand what you're asking in Bulgarian. Also, it 
shows a lot of respect to demonstrate that you took the effort to learn even a tiny bit of the 
language. 

For these reasons, and many more, we are going to cover this phrase. In Bulgarian, "Can you 
speak English?" is Govorite li angliiski? (�������� �� 	
������?). The first word govorite 
(��������) means "speak" in the polite second person plural form of the verb. We use this 
when we talk to people we don't know or in formal situations. As it's in the plural, you can also 
use this form to address a group of people. This is followed by li (��), which is a particle used 
to make questions and doesn't have an independent meaning. The third word, angliiski 
(	
������) means "English. 

So all together we have Govorite li angliiski? This phrase cannot be translated literally as 
there is no direct English equivalent to the Bulgarian question particle li. However, a rough 
version would sound something like: "Speak you English?" 

Now let's try a different language. How about German: "Can you speak German?" Govorite li 
nemski? (�������� �� 
����?) The word for German is nemski (
����). Here just the 
word for the language changes. The rest is the same. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 
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1
 

Nowadays in Bulgaria, English is studied both at public and private schools, so the number of 
speakers is rapidly increasing. However, you can still come across many Bulgarians—
especially elderly citizens or people in the countryside—who don't speak the language. 
Hence, one more reason to invest time and energy in learning Bulgarian. 

Quick Tip 2
 
 

Interest in learning English is booming in Bulgaria. Once in the country, you can continue to 
improve your Bulgarian free of charge by offering an informal "English for Bulgarian" 
exchange program to a native speaker. 
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥⇤⌅⇥⇧⌃⌅⌃, ⌥⇥� .

2. �⇥⇤⌅⇥⇧⌦, ⌥⇥� .

3. ↵�⇤�⇥, ⌥⇥� .

4. �⌦✏⌅⌃ �⌦ �⇥⇤⌅⇥⇧⌦�⌦?

5. �⌦✏⌅⌃ �⌦ �⇥⇤⌅⇥⇧⌦�⌦ ↵�⇤�⇥, ⌥⇥� ?

ROMANIZATION

1. Povtorete, molya.

2. Povtori, molya.

3. Bavno, molya.

4. Bihte li povtorili?

5. Bihte li povtorili bavno, molya?

ENGLISH

1. Once again please. (formal)

2. Once again, please. (informal)

CONT'D OVER
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3. Slowly please.

4. Can you say it again?

5. Can you say it again slowly, please?

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English

�⇥⇤⌅⇥⇧⌦�⌦ povtorili

to repeat (polite second 
person plural form in this 

context, can be used to talk 
formally to a single person 

as well as formally or 
informally to a group of 

people)

↵�⇤�⇥ bavno slowly

�⌦ li

particle used to make 
questions (no independent 

meaning)

⌥⇥� molya please

↵⌦✏⌅⌃ bihte

would (polite second person 
plural form, can be used to 

talk formally to a single 
person as well as formally or 

informally to a group of 
people)

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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�⇥⇤⌅⇧ ⌃⇥ ⌥� ⌅�⌦⇥⌃⇥ ⇥↵⌦⇧�⇧�⇥⇧⌅�? 
Could you repeat the sentence?

�� ��, ✏�⌃⇣. 
Slowly, please.

⌘⇧  �⌃⇥ ⌃⇥ ✓⌅⌦⇧? 
Is it going to rain tomorrow?

�⇥⌃⇧⌅ ◆◆ ◆⌅✓�⇧�⌅◆�� ��✏�⌃⇧�⇥⇧, 
✏�⌃⇣. 
A ticket with a student discount, please.

⌫�� � ⇠⇥⇤⌅⇧ ⇥◆��⌃⇥ ↵� ↵��✓◆��? 
What would you like for breakfast?

GRAMMAR

There will be many times when the Bulgarian speech around you will be fast and furious. You 
might not catch all, or any of it. In instances like this asking the speaker to say it again can 
prove the difference between understanding a crucial piece of information or spending the 
rest of the day trying to figure out what was just said. So that you can get a feel for the 
language and tune your ear, you should use the following phrase over and over again! 

In Bulgarian, "once again, please." is povtorete, molia (���������, ���	). The first word, 
povtorete (���������), is the polite second person plural form of the verb "repeat." You can 
use it when you speak to one person formally or to a group of people formally or informally. 
This is followed by molia (���	), which in Bulgarian means "please." The informal version of 
the phrase is povtori, molia (������
, ���	) where povtori (������
) is the second person 
singular form of the verb "repeat." This is used with friends or close acquaintances. 

At times, even repetition of what is said isn't enough to understand the speaker, as the words 
are still whizzing by too fast. In instances like this, you can use the phrase "slowly, please." In 
Bulgarian, this is bavno, molia (����, ���	). The first word bavno (����) means "slowly." 
This is followed by molia, the Bulgarian equivalent of "please, which we covered a moment 
ago. 

These phrases can be used together. "Once again please," "slowly please."In Bulgarian, this 
sounds like povtorete bavno, molia (��������� ����, ���	). 

Another option is "Can you say it again?" whose Bulgarian equivalent is roughly Bihte li 
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povtorili? (�
��� �
 ������
�
?) This phrase means literally "Could you repeat?" and, in 
Bulgarian, it sounds more polite than "Can you say it again?" The first word bihte (�
���) is 
the polite second person plural form of the verb "could." This is followed by the particle li (�
), 
which doesn't have an independent meaning in Bulgarian and is used to form questions. Now 
we can take a look at the last word in the phrase, povtorili (������
�
), which is the second 
person polite form of the verb "repeat." 

This phrase can be used together with "slowly, please." The result is: "Can you say it again 
slowly, please?" which is Bihte li povtorili bavno, molia? (�
��� �
 ������
�
 ����, 
���	?) 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip
 

Molya (���	) is a versatile Bulgarian word that can carry you through different situations. For 
instance, if somebody thanks you, you can reply with molya, which in this case has the 
function (but not the literal meaning) of "you are welcome." Also, a quick and easy way to ask 
somebody to repeat something you haven't heard well is to just say molya? In this case molya 
functions similarly to "pardon" in English. 
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥⇤�⌅⇧⌃⇧.

2. �⇥⇤�⌅⌥⇤� .

ROMANIZATION

1. Izvinete.

2. Izvinyavai.

ENGLISH

1. Excuse me or I am sorry. (formal version or when talking to a group of people)

2. Excuse me or I am sorry. (informal version)

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English

�⇥⇤�⌅⇧⌃⇧ izvinete excuse me (polite)

�⇥⇤�⌅⌥⇤� izviniavai excuse me (informal)

⌦↵�⌥ molia that’s all right

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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�⇥⇤⌅⇧⌃⌥⌃, � ⌦�  ⌃ ↵���⌥? 
Excuse me, what time is it now?

�⇥⇤⌅⇧⌃⌥⌃, � ✏ ⌃ �⌦⌃⇣⇤�⌘�⌥� �✓⌅◆��? 
Excuse me, what is the next stop?

�⇥⇤⌅⇧✏⇤�, � ⌦�  ⌥⌅ ⌃ ↵���? 
Excuse me, what's the time?

� ⌦✏, ⇧⌃ ⌃ ⇧⌅⌘   � �⌃⇧ . 
That's all right, it's nothing special.

GRAMMAR

In this lesson we'll cover phrases used for apologizing. Now, as you haven't quite mastered 
Bulgarian, it's probably very prudent to go over the phrases for apologizing as they just might 
come in handy. 

We'll start with izvinete (��������). This universal phrase is the polite second person plural 
form of the verb "to excuse." This means that it is used in a formal situation with a single 
person or in a formal or informal situation with two or more people. You can resort to this word 
if, for example, you bump into someone or step on their foot; when you are in a crowded place 
and you want to move past people standing in your way; when you are late for an 
appointment or meeting; or when you feel you have hurt someone's feelings. Izvinete is also a 
good choice when you want to attract someone's attention and start a conversation. For 
instance, when you are shopping and want to ask a salesperson a question. 

Next we'll take a look at izviniavai (��������	). This expression is the informal second 
person singular form of izvinete, the word we already covered. It is used in the same 
situations but with friends or acquaintances that are too close for the formal tone of izvinete. 
For example, you can use the magical powers of izviniavai if you are late for a date or spill 
orange juice over a friend. 

Now, what if someone says one of these words to you? In that case, the proper response is 
molia (
���), the Bulgarian equivalent of"that's alright." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 
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Bulgarians are not fanatical when it comes to punctuality. However, as citizens of a former 
communist country who are now building a western-style market economy, they are 
developing a new appreciation of the value of time. Hence, keep in mind that punctuality is 
appreciated and being late by more than ten minutes can be seen as a not very considerate 
thing to do. 
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥⇤⌅⇥ ⇧⌃⌅⇥.

2. �⇥⇤⌥⌅ �� 

3. �⇥⇤⌥⌅ ⌦�↵�⌅.

4. �⇥��⇥ ↵⇥⌦��✏ ⇣⌃�?

5. ��⌘  ↵⇥⌦��.

6. �⌦✏✓✏ ↵⇥⌦��✏.

7. ⌃⌅⌘✓✏ ↵⇥⌦��✏.

8. ↵�⌃⌘⌅⌘✓✏ ↵⇥⌦��✏.

9. ◆�⌃⌘✓✏ ↵⇥⌦��✏.

10. �⌦✏✓✏ �⇧⌘.

11. ⌃⌅⌘✓✏ �⇧⌘.

12. ↵�⌃⌘⌅⌘✓✏ �⇧⌘.

13. ◆�⌃⌘✓✏ �⇧⌘.

ROMANIZATION

1. Dobro utro.

CONT'D OVER
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2. Dobar den.

3. Dobar veche.

4. Kolko choveka ste?

5. Edin chovek.

6. Dvama choveka.

7. Trima choveka.

8. Chetirima choveka.

9. Petima choveka.

10. Dvama dushi.

11. Trima dushi.

12. Chetirima dushi.

13. Petima dushi.

ENGLISH

1. Good morning.

2. Good afternoon.

CONT'D OVER
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3. Good evening.

4. How many people in your party?

5. One person.

6. Two people.

7. Three people.

8. Four people.

9. Five people.

10. Two people. (alternate)

11. Three people. (alternate)

12. Four people. (alternate)

13. Five people. (alternate)

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English

�⇥⇤⌥⌅ ⌦�↵�⌅ dobar vecher good evening

�⇥⇤⌅⇥ ⇧⌃⌅⇥ dobro utro good morning

��⌘  ↵⇥⌦�� edin chovek one person

�⌦✏✓✏ ↵⇥⌦��✏ dvama choveka two people
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�⇥⇤⌥⌅ �� dobar den good afternoon

⌃⌅⌘✓✏ ↵⇥⌦��✏ trima choveka three people

↵�⌃⌘⌅⌘✓✏ ↵⇥⌦��✏ chetirima choveka four people

◆�⌃⌘✓✏ ↵⇥⌦��✏ petima choveka five people

⇣⌃� ste are

↵⇥⌦��✏ choveka people, person

�⇥��⇥ kolko how many, how much

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�⇥⇤⌅⇧ ⌃⌥�⌥⇧   ⌦⇥⇤⇧⌥ ⌦⇥↵� . 
Good evening and welcome.

�⇥⇤⇧⇥ ��⇧⇥   ✏⇧ ⇣�⌥⌘ ⌦⌥⌘. 
Good morning and have a nice day.

✓⌦ ⌘ �⇥⌃⌥◆ ⌥⌦  ⌘� ✏⌥�◆���. 
One person is sitting on the bench.

�⌃�⌫� �⇥⌃⌥◆� ⇧�⇠⇡⇥⌃�⇧⇣�. 
Two people are talking.

�⇥⇤⌅⇧ ⌦⌥⌘ ⌘� ⌃ �◆ . 
Good afternoon, everyone.

⇢⇧ ⌫� �⇥⌃⌥◆� ��◆�� ⌘� ⇥✏�↵◆�. 
Three people are waiting in line.

�⌥� ⇧ ⌫� �⇥⌃⌥◆�  ⌫�� ⇧⌥⌧�. 
Four people are having a meeting.

�⌥� ⌫� �⇥⌃⌥◆� ⌃⇠⌥��  ⇠✏ ��. 
Five people took the exam.

�⇥⇤⇧⌥ �  �⌥? 
Are you OK?

�⇥�◆⇥ �⇧�⌃�?
Kolko struva? 
How much is it?

�⇥�◆⇥ ⇣⇤⌅�◆   ◆��⌥? 
How many apples do you want?

GRAMMAR
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There is a wide variety of Bulgarian food, and your job as a visitor is to eat as much of as 
many things as possible! However, before you start eating, you have to get the table! So in 
this lesson we'll cover getting to the table in a restaurant. As for ordering...well, you'll just have 
to hang on until next session. 

When entering a restaurant in Bulgaria, you will be greeted with one of three possible 
phrases based on the time of day. We covered them in detail in the "Basic Greetings" session 
so now is a good time to do some recap! 

In Bulgarian, the polite greeting when entering a place of business is exactly the same as 
when entering any other place. In the morning we say dobro utro (����� ����). The first word, 
dobro (�����), means "good." This is followed by utro (����), which in Bulgarian is "morning." 

During the day, we say dobar den (����� ��	). The first word, "dobar" (�����), means 
"good." This is followed by den (��	), which is "day" in Bulgarian. 

In the evening we say dobar vecher (����� 
����). The first word, as we already know, 
means "good." This is followed by vecher (
����), which is "evening." 

In Bulgarian, in more casual situations, the owners might say zdraveite (���
����). This 
word is a formal second person plural form. It doesn't have a literal English translation. Very 
loosely it can be interpreted as "may you grow healthier." 

Now usually the first question you'll be asked when you set foot in a restaurant is "How many 
people in your party?" which in Bulgarian is Kolko choveka ste? (����� ��
�� ���?) The 
first word kolko (�����) means "how many." This is followed by choveka (��
��), which in 
Bulgarian is "people." Finally, we have ste (���), which means "are." Literally, the whole 
expression can be translated as "How many people are?" which we interpret as "How many 
people in your party?"Another frequently used way of asking "How many people in your 
party?"is Kolko dushi ste? Here dushi is a plural noun that doesn't have a singular form just 
like its English equivalent "people." 

Now let's go over how to answer in this situation. In Bulgarian, there is a counter for people, 
which, as we mentioned a moment ago, is choveka (��
��). Now it's time to introduce 
numbers: 1 is edno (��	�), 2 is dve (�
�), 3 is tri (���), 4 is chetiri (������) and 5 is pet (���). 
When we put together numbers and counters for people, our numbers change form to match 
the noun they refer to. "One" or edno becomes edin (���	) when it stands before a singular 
noun in the masculine like chovek (��
��). We have edin chovek (���	 ��
��) or "one 
person." By adding the vowel a to chovek, we form the plural of our counter. The number "two" 
is dve. With the counter it changes to dvama (�
�a): dvama choveka (�
� ��
��), which 
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means "two people." "Three" is tri and changes to trima (����). With the counter trima 
choveka (���� ��
��) or "three people." "Four" is chetiri and changes to chetirima 
(�������); with the counter: chetirima choveka (������� ��
��) which is "four people." 
"Five" is pet and changes to petima (�����); with the counter: petima choveka (����� 
��
��), which means "five people." Following the same logic, we can get dushi, the 
alternative word for "people" into the game. Just don't forget that dushi exists only in plural so 
for one person we can say edin chovek. "Two people" becomes dvama dushi; "three 
people"—trima dushi; "four people"—chetirima dushi and "five people"—petima dushi. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1 
 

Kolko (�����), the Bulgarian word for "how many" or "how much," can be used with both 
countable and uncountable nouns. For instance, kolko priyateli (k���� ��������) means 
"how many friends" where "friend" is a countable noun. Kolko voda (����� 
��) means 
"how much water." Here, "water" is an uncountable noun and its use with kolko is also correct. 

Quick Tip 2 
 

Another frequent word for "people" in Bulgarian is dushi (����). The correct pronunciation of 
the word requires stress on the first syllable. Just like the English word "people," dushi is in 
plural and does not have a singular form. The phrase kolko dushi (����� ����) means "how 
many people." In this case, "How many people in your party?" becomes Kolko dushi ste? 
(����� ���� ���?) 

Following the same logic, we can get dushi, the alternative word for "people," into some 
counting action. Just don't forget that dushi exists only in plural so for "one person," we can 
say edin chovek (���	 ��
��). "Two people" becomes dvama dushi (�
� ����), three 
people—trima dushi (���� ����), "four people"—chetirima dushi (������� ����), and 
"five people"—petima dushi (����� ����). 
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥⇤⌅⇧⌃⌥�

2. ⇤⌅⇧⌃⌥�

3.  ⌃⌦⌃ ↵⌃ ⇤⌅⇧⌃⌥� ��� �⇥⇤⌅⇧⌃⌥�?

4. ��� ⌃ ✏⌅⇧�, �⇥⇤⌅⇧⌃⌥�,  ⇣�⌘.

5. ✓⇣◆⇥  �� ✏⌃ ⌦⇥✏�⇥  �⌃ ?

6. ✓⇣◆⇥  �� ✏⌃ ⌦⇥✏�⇥  �⌅?

ROMANIZATION

1. Nepushachi

2. Pushachi

3. Masa za pushachi ili nepushachi?

4. Trima dushi, nepushachi, molya.

5. Mojem li da sednem tam?

6. Mojem li da sednem tuk?

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. Non-smoking

2. Smoking

3. A table for smokers or non-smokers?

4. Three people, non-smokers, please.

5. May we sit there?

6. May we sit here?

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English

✏⌃ da

to (in this context used 
before a verb, for instance, 

to succeed, to fly ); yes

�⌅ tuk here

↵⌃ za for

�� li

particle used to make 
questions (no independent 

meaning)

�⇥ ne not, don't

⇤⌅⇧⌃⌥� pushaci
smokers (literally) – smoking 

here

�⇥⇤⌅⇧⌃⌥� nepushachi
non-smokers (literally) – non-

smoking here

��� ili or
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⌦⇥✏�⇥ sednem we sit

 ⇣◆⇥ mozhem we can

�⌃ tam there

 ⌃⌦⌃ masa table

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�⇥⇤⌅⇧⌃ ⌥⌃ ⇥⌃⌅� ⇤ ⌦⌃↵. 
I need to work alone.

��� �↵⌃ �⇥✏⇣↵⌃, ⌘⌃✓⌥◆ ⌥⌃ ⇧◆��◆↵. 
Here's a pub; let's go in.

�⇥⇤⌅⇧⌃ ↵� �⇧⌃⌫�⇤⇧⌃⇠ �⇥◆↵ �⌃ ⇥✏⇡◆. 
I need moisturizing cream for my hands.

⇢◆ ⇧⌃� � � ⇥◆? 
Is it going to rain tomorrow?

�◆ ◆ ⌧⌃⌥◆�. 
He's not hungry.

�⌃�⌃⌘ "�◆"! 
I said "No"!

�↵⌃� � ⌅⇥⌃ ⇤ �� ⌦◆⌦ ⇥�?
Imash li bratya ili sestri? 
Do you have any brothers and sisters?

  �  ⌃↵ ◆.
Eto tam e. 
It is right there.

GRAMMAR

In this lesson, we'll cover getting a table in the section of the restaurant you want. In Bulgaria, 
smoking in restaurants is still accepted, but there are occasions when you can ask for a non-
smoking seat. Or, perhaps you would like a smoking seat. Either way let's cover that first. 
Attitudes against smoking are still very much on the tolerant side in Bulgaria. At the time of 
this recording it is still a challenge to find a place – either public or private – where non-
smoking regulations are taken seriously. However, some restaurants provide some sort of 
non-smoking arrangements so we'll cover the language you need to get to the table of your 
choice. 
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When you enter a restaurant you'll most likely hear one of three phrases: dobro utro (����� 
����), which means "good morning," dobar den (����� ��	), which is "good afternoon," or 
dobar vecher (����� 
����), which is "good evening." These expressions are covered in 
detail in the "Basic Greetings" lesson. 

"Non-smoking" in Bulgarian is nepushachi (	������). This word is made up of two parts. 
The first part, ne (	�), means "no," "not," or, in this case, "non." This is followed by pushachi 
(�����), which in Bulgarian is "smokers."So, nepushachi means literally "non-smokers." 
"Smoking," as you have already guessed, is pushachi (�����). 

The staff at a restaurant might ask you, masa za pushachi ili nepushachi? (���� �� ����� 
��� 	������?) This literally means "a table for smokers or non-smokers?" The first word, 
masa (����), is "table." The second element, za (��), is a preposition and means "for." We've 
already introduced the words for "smokers"—pushachi (�����) and "non-smokers"—
nepushachi (	������). The remaining piece of the puzzle is ili (���), which means "or." 
Short and easy to say! Let's hear the whole phrase again: masa za pushachi ili nepushachi? 
which is translated as "a table for smokers or non-smokers?" 

You can answer this question by saying: nepushachi, molia (	������, ����), which is "non-
smokers, please" or pushachi, molia (�����, ����), which is "smokers, please." 

Another option is to beat them to the punch by saying how many people in your party and non-
smoking first. We've already covered these phrases in the lesson "Business greetings / How 
many people" so I'll just give you a quick example. You can start with: trima dushi, 
nepushachi, molia (����� ���, 	������, ����), which means "three people, non-
smokers, please." 

Now, second-hand smoke may not be the only obstacle on your path towards the perfect 
meal, as you may not like the location of the table selected for you. Perhaps you'd want a 
table by the window, or one not next to the kitchen door! In Bulgarian, "May we sit there?" is 
Mozhem li da sednem tam? (����� �� �� ���	�� ���?) The first word, mozhem (�����), is 
the first person plural of the verb "can." This is followed by our good old friend, the particle li 
(��), which doesn't have an independent meaning and which we use to make questions. The 
next word is da (��), which is the Bulgarian counterpart of the English "to" used before a verb. 
In this case the verb is sednem (���	��) and this is the first person plural of "sit." The last 
word, tam (���), means "there" or "over there." Simple, one-syllable word: tam. Here's the 
entire phrase again: Mozhem li da sednem tam? This means, "May we sit there?" 

If the table you desire is closer by, you can use the phrase: "May we sit here?" In Bulgarian 
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this is Mozhem li da sednem tuk? (����� �� �� ���	�� ���?) We have one new word to 
introduce: tuk (���), which means "here." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip
 

Equality between men and women is well established in Bulgaria. Hence, smoking in public 
places, including in the streets is considered acceptable for both genders. 
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥⇤⌅ ⇧⌃ ⌥�  ⇥⌦↵���⌅?

2. �⇥⇤⌅ ⇧⌃...

3. �⇥✏�, �⇥⇧⇣.

4. ⌘�✓✏⇥  ⌦⌅ ⇥⌦↵�✏��⌅?

5. ✏⇥⌥�, �⇥⇧⇣.

6. ◆⌅ ⇧⌅⌥, �⇥⇧⇣.

ROMANIZATION

1. Moje li da porychame?

2. Moje li...

3. Tova, molya.

4. Kakvo preporychvate?

5. Voda, molya.

6. Bez led, molya.

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. Can we order?

2. Could you please...?

3. This, please.

4. What do you recommend?

5. Water, please.

6. No ice, please.

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English

�⇥⇤⌅ ⇧⌃ moje li could you please

⌥� da

to (in this context used 
before a verb, for instance, 

to succeed, to fly ); yes

 ⇥⌦↵���⌅ porachame to order

�⇥✏�, �⇥⇧⇣ tova, molya this, please

✓�✓✏⇥ kakvo what

 ⌦⌅ ⇥⌦↵�✏��⌅ preporachvate (you) recommend

✏⇥⌥� voda water

�⇥✏� tova this (formal)

⇧⌃ li

particle used to make 
questions (no independent 

meaning)
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�⇥⇤⌅ moje can (third person singular)

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�⇥⇤⌅ ⇧⌃ ⌥�  ⌃ ⌦⇥ ⇥↵�⌅�⌅,  ⇥⇧�? 
Could you please help me?

✏⇣�⌘✓� ⌥� ⇣�⌘⇥�� ◆� . 
I need to work alone.

��✓⇥ �⌅ ⌦⇥⇣⌫⇠� ⌅? 
What are we going to order?

�⇥⇤⌅ ⇧⌃ ⌥�  ⌃ ⌥�⌥⌅�⌅ �⇥✓�,  ⇥⇧�? 
Can you pass me this, please?

��✓⇥ ⌦⇣�✓⌃⇡?
Kakvo pravish? 
What are you doing?

��✓⇥ ⌃ � ⇢� ✓⌅⇠⌅⇣�? 
What are we having for dinner?

�⇣⌅⌦⇥⇣⌫⇠✓��⌅ ⇧⌃ �⌃ �⇥✓� ✓⌃�⇥? 
Do you recommend us this wine?

⌧⌫⇣⇢⇥, ⌥⇥�⌅◆⌅�⌅ ⇠�⇡� ✓⇥⌥�!
Byrzo, donesete chasha voda! 
Hurry up, bring a glass of water!

�⌅���� ⌦⌃⌅ ✓⇥⌥�.
Jenata pie voda. 
The woman drinks water.

�� ⇥ ✓⇥⌥�,  ⇥⇧�. 
Just a water, please.

✏⇥✓� ⌅ ⌥⇥ ⌫�  ⌃.
Tova e domyt mi. 
This is my house.

�⌅ ✓�⇧⌃ ⇧⌃  �⇣⌅? 
Is it going to rain tomorrow?

✏⇥! �⌅  ⇥⇤⌅ ⌥� �⌃ ⌦⇥ ⇥↵�⌅ ✓ �⇥✓�. 
He can't help you with that.

GRAMMAR
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In this lesson we'll cover getting by at the table. Service quality in Bulgaria has come a long 
way since the fall of communism at the end of the eighties. Most likely, if you are in the capital 
or another big city, the staff will approach and accommodate you as soon as you enter the 
restaurant. However, in some non-urban areas you might have to get the hold of the staff first. 
You can accomplish this by saying: Mozhe li da porachame? (���� �� �� 	�
����?) is 
interpreted as "Can we order?" 

The first word, mozhe (���), means "possible" or "can." This is followed by the particle li 
(��), which doesn't have an independent meaning and is used to make questions from 
positive statements. It's an easy, frequently used, one-syllable word. Da (��) functions as the 
English "to" before a verb in this context. The verb in question before da is porachame 
(	�
����), which means "order." And the whole phrase: Mozhe li da porachame? (���� 
�� �� 	�
����?). This means"Can we order?" 

Alternatively, if the person whose attention you're trying to attract is further away from you and 
probably will not hear you, you can simply raise your hand, make eye contact and say mozhe 
li (��� ��). This doesn't have a literal translation but can be interpreted as "could you, 
please." 

Once the waiter or waitress comes to your table, you can simply point and say "this, please." 
In Bulgarian, "this, please," is tova, molia (����, ���). The first word, tova (����), means 
"this." This is followed by molia (���), which means "please." 

Now if you're feeling ambitious, you could go for "What do you recommend?" In Bulgarian, 
"What do you recommend?" is Kakvo preporachvate? (����� 	
�	�
������?) The first 
word, kakvo (�����), means "what." This is followed by preporachvate (	
�	�
������), 
which is the formal second person plural form of the verb "to recommend." 

Now, two more phrases that will come in handy, have to do with water and ice! Tap water in 
Bulgaria is chlorinated and generally safe to drink but sometimes it causes stomach upsets. 
Hence, bottled water is preferable. There is excellent mineral water bottled at a number of 
springs in various parts of the country. The phrase "water, please" is voda, molia (����, 
���). The first word, voda (����), means "water." This is followed by molia (���), which 
means "please"and which we covered a moment ago. 

Now on to the ice issue! Whether it is a health concern or economic decision, in Bulgarian "no 
ice please" is bes let, molia (��� ���, ���) The first word, bes (���), means "without." This is 
followed by let (���), which in Bulgarian is "ice." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Quick Tip
 

Fortunately, most restaurant menus in urban areas are translated in English. In rural areas it 
would be wise to be accompanied by a translator as in many cases waitstaff will understand 
you but you may find their particular regional accent difficult to comprehend. 
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥⇤⌅⇧ ⌃⌥� ⌦ .

2.  ⇥↵⌃ � ↵���✏⇥.

3.  ⇥↵⌃ � ⇣✏⇥⌘⇥ ↵���✏⇥.

4. ✓⌃◆�⇧⌃↵�!

ROMANIZATION

1. Dobyr apetit.

2. Tova e vkusno.

3. Tova e mnogo vkusno.

4. Nazdrave!

ENGLISH

1. Enjoy your meal. (non-literal translation)

2. This is delicious.

3. This is very delicious.

4. Cheers! (to your health!)

VOCABULARY
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Bulgar ian English

◆�⇧⌃↵� health

✓⌃◆�⇧⌃↵�! Cheers!

↵���✏⇥ delicious

 ⇥↵⌃ � ↵���✏⇥ This is delicious

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�⇥⇤⌅ ⇧ ⌃⌥⇥�⇥ ⇤ ⌦↵⌥⇥ 
This is very delicious.

GRAMMAR

Table manners are a must wherever you go! In this lesson we'll cover some basic table 
etiquette when sitting down for a meal in Bulgaria. By and large, Bulgarians have a very 
egalitarian table etiquette both in terms of social hierarchy and gender roles. Sometimes the 
eldest person pays the bill. Sometimes children treat their parents, for example, after they 
have received their very first salary. Very often a group of friends would split the bill for the 
evening. In other words, flexibility is key. You can improvise based on the situation at hand or 
ask some of your Bulgarian friends for advice. 

Before beginning a meal it is polite to say dobar apetit, (����� ���	
	) which roughly 
translates to "enjoy your meal." The first word, dobar (�����), means "good." It's an adjective 
and as we already know adjectives in Bulgarian have endings corresponding to the gender of 
the nouns that follow. In this case dobar can be used only with singular nouns in the 
masculine. This is followed by apetit (���	
	) whose English meaning, as you have already 
guessed, is "appetite." 

And as Bulgaria is known for its great food, you are bound to enjoy quite a few culinary 
delights, and therefore will need the word for "delicious"! In Bulgarian, "this is delicious," is 
tova e vkusno (	��� � �����). The first word, tova (	���), means "this." Next is e, which is 
the third person singular form of the verb "be" and means "is." This is followed by vkusno 
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(�����), which is "delicious." Let's expand this phrase by saying "this is very delicious." The 
only new word here is "very," which in Bulgarian is  mnogo (�����). Now, the recap of the 
whole phrase "This is very delicious!": tova e mnogo vkusno (	��� � ����� �����). 

Now before the meal begins, and perhaps throughout, there may be a toast! The Bulgarian 
word for "Cheers!" is na zdrave (�� ������). The first word na (��) is a preposition and can't 
be translated literally but here it can be interpreted as "to." This is followed by zdrave 
(������), which means "health." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip
 

As we mentioned, in Bulgaria there are usually no strict rules governing table etiquette based 
on gender difference, age, or social position. However, you can come across a limited 
number of Bulgarians who still practice an old patriarchal tradition where the eldest man in 
the family breaks up the bread for everyone at the beginning of a meal. Nowadays, you can 
witness this ritual almost exclusively during important holidays like Christmas or Easter. 
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥⇤⌅ ⇧⌃...?

2. ⌥�⌅� ⌦�⌦, �⇥⇧↵.

3. ��⇥�⇥ ⌅ � ✏⌥�⇥.

4. ⇣⇧⌦�⇥⌘⌦✓↵.

5. ◆⇥�⌦ ⇧⌃ ⌘⌦ ⌃�⇥⇧�⌦�  ✓⌅⌘⌃��⌦  ⌦✓�⌦?

ROMANIZATION

1. Mohze li...?

2. Smetkata, molya.

3. Mnogo e vkusno.

4. Blagodarya.

5. Moga li da izpolzvam kreditna karta?

ENGLISH

1. Could you please...?

2. Check, please.

CONT'D OVER
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3. This is very delicious.

4. Thank you.

5. Can I use a credit card?

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English

⇣⇧⌦�⇥⌘⌦✓↵ blagodaria thank you

 ✓⌅⌘⌃��⌦  ⌦✓�⌦ kreditna karta credit card

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�⇥⇤⌅⇧⌃ ⌥�,  ⌦⇥↵⇧⌅⇥�⇤.
Nayadoh se, blagodarya. 
I am full, thank you.

�⌦⇥↵⇧⌅⇥�⇤ �✏ ⇣⇥ ⌘⇧✓⇧◆�⇥. 
Thank you for the help.

⇥↵� ✏⌃ ⌥✏ ���⌅✏�⌫⇥�⇥ �⇥��⇥. 
I lost my credit card.

GRAMMAR

In this lesson, we'll cover getting out of the restaurant. First you may have to get a hold of the 
staff. You can accomplish this by saying mozhe li? (���� ��?) This doesn't have a literal 
translation but can be interpreted as "could you, please." The first word, mozhe (����), 
means "possible" or "can." This is followed by the particle li (��), which doesn't have an 
independent meaning and is used to make questions from positive statements. It's an easy, 
frequently used, one-syllable word. If the waitperson whose attention you're trying to attract is 
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further away and probably won't be able hear you, you can raise your hand, make eye contact 
and say louder, mozhe li? 

Once they are at your table, you can ask for the check. In Bulgarian, "check, please" is 
smetkata, molia (����	
�
, ����). The first word, smetkata (����	
�
), means "the bill." 
Bulgarian articles are in the form of suffixes. For instance, smetka (����	
) means "bill." We 
can say "the bill" by adding the extra particle -ta (-�
) to produce smetkata. A word of caution—
this ending is for singular nouns in the feminine only. This is followed by molia (����), which 
means "please." 

Now if you'd like to tell them how good the food is or if you're eating with someone and you 
want to let them know how good you feel the food is, you can say: "this is very delicious," 
which can be translated as mnogo e vkusno (���� � �	����). The first word, mnogo 
(����), means "very" in this context. Next is e (�), which is the third person singular form of 
the verb "be" and means "is." This is followed by vkusno (�	����), which is "delicious." 

Don't forget to say "thank you." Here's a quick reminder: "thank you" in Bulgarian is blagodaria 
(��
��
��). 

One last useful phrase has to do with credit cards. In Bulgarian, "Can I use a credit card?" is 
Moga li da izpolzvam kreditna karta? (��
 �� �
 �������
� 	������
 	
��
?) The first 
word, Moga (��
), is the first person singular form of the verb "can." This is followed by the 
particle li (��), which doesn't have an independent meaning and is used to form questions. 
Next we have da (�
). It functions as the English "to" before a verb in this phrase. This is 
followed by the verb izpolzvam (�������
�), which means "to use." In the end we have 
"credit card," which is kreditna karta (	������
 	
��
) in Bulgarian. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1 

 
 

Leaving a tip is a common practice in Bulgaria. Some high-end restaurants have a ten 
percent service charge included in the check. At most other restaurants an average tip would 
be somewhere in the ten to twenty percent range. If in doubt about what an acceptable tip 
would amount to in a particular situation, just ask your Bulgarian friends. 
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Quick Tip 2 

 
 

Bulgaria is the homeland of yogurt! Yes, even the bacterium, which produces this very tasty 
and healthy food, is named after the country: Lactobacterium bulgaricum. If you like dairy 
products, tasting some real Bulgarian yogurt is an absolute must! 
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥⇤⌅

2. ⇧⌃�⌥

3. ⌃�⇧

4.  ⌦↵

5. �⇧ ↵⌦↵

6. �⇧ 

7. �⇧✏ 

8. ✏⇧⌃⇧⇣

9. ⌥✏⇧⇣

10. ⌃⇧�⇧ 

11. ⌃⇧✏⇧ 

ROMANIZATION

1. nula

2. edno

3. dve

CONT'D OVER
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4. tri

5. chetiri

6. pet

7. shest

8. sedem

9. osem

10. devet

11. deset

ENGLISH

1. zero

2. one

3. two

4. three

5. four

6. five

CONT'D OVER
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7. six

8. seven

9. eight

10. nine

11. ten

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English

⇧⌃↵� �⌥�⇧⌘ edin chovek one person

⌃�⌅⇣⌅ �⌥�⇧⌘⌅ dvama choveka two people

⌃⇧✏⇧ deset ten

⌥✏⇧⇣ osem eight

⇧⌃�⌥ edno one

⌃⇧�⇧ devet nine

✏⇧⌃⇧⇣ shedam seven

�⇧✏ shest six

�⇧ pet five

 ⌦↵ tri three

�⇥⇤⌅ nula zero

⌃�⇧ dve two

�⇧ ↵⌦↵ chetiri four

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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�⇥⇤⌅ ⇧⌃⌥�  ⌦�⇥⇤ ⌅↵ ��� ↵�↵. 
One person is sitting on the bench.

✏⌥↵⇣↵ ⇧⌃⌥� ↵ ⌘↵✓◆⌃⌥↵⌘�. 
Two people are talking.

�↵�⌃⇧⌥↵⇣ ⌘↵�⌃�↵ ⌥ ⇥�⌦�� ⇧↵⌦↵. 
I start work at ten o'clock.

✏⌃�⌘� � ⇥↵ ⌥�⇧�⌘⌫ �⌘�⇥⇤ ⌃⌦�⇣. 
It's good to have dinner before eight.

⇠⇣↵⇣ ⌦↵⇣⌃ �⇥⌅↵ ⇣⌃⌅��↵ ⌥ ⇥⇡⌃�↵. 
I have only one coin in my pocket.

⇢⌘⇤�⇤⌘↵⇣ ⌦� ⌥ �⌧⇤ ⌥ ⇥�⌥��. 
I go back home at nine.

�⌘�⌧↵�↵ � ⌥ ⌦�⇥�⇣. 
The meeting is at seven.

⇢⇤ ⌃⌥⇤� ⇧↵⌦ ✓↵�⌃⇧⌥↵ ⌥ ⌫�⌦�. 
The rush hour begins at six.

⇢�� ⇣⇤ � ���⇤⇣⌃�⌃ ⇧⇤⌦�⌃. 
Five is my favorite number.

 ⌘⇤ ⇧↵⌦�� �. 
It's three o'clock.

 �⇣��⌘↵�!⌘↵�↵ � ⌅!�↵ ◆⌘↵⇥!⌦↵ �⌃ 
"��✓⇤�. 
The temperature is zero degrees Celsius.

✏⌥�  ↵#��↵, ⇣⌃�. 
Two coffees, please.

$ ⌦�↵�↵ ⇤⇣↵ ⇧��⇤⌘⇤ ⌦�⌃�↵. 
There are four chairs in the room.

GRAMMAR

In this lesson, we're going to cover counting zero through ten. Counting is very straightforward 
in Bulgarian, so let's jump right in! 

0 is nula (����) 
 1 is edno (����) 
 2 is dve (���) 
 3 is tri (	
�) 
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 4 is chetiri (��	�
�) 
 5 is pet (�	) 
 6 is shest (���	) 
 7 is sedem (�����) 
 8 is osem (����) 
 9 is devet (����	) 
 10 is deset (����	) 

Counting things is not as simplified in Bulgarian as it is in English because Bulgarian nouns 
have singular and plural forms as well as gender. In case of the word for "person," the gender 
is masculine. For example, "one person" is edin chovek (���� �����). The number comes 
first and is followed by the object, in this case, "person." If there are two people, we say dvama 
choveka (����� ������). 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip
 

Arabic numerals are universally used in Bulgaria. However, decimal fractions are written with 
a comma rather than a point. For instance, 10.5% would be 10,5% according to the Bulgarian 
standard. 
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥⇤⌅⇧⌃⌥��

2. ⇥ ⇧⌅⇧⌃⌥��

3. �⌦⇤⌅⇧⌃⌥��

4. ↵��⇤⌦⇤⌅⇧⌃⌥��

5. ���⌅⇧⌃⌥��

6. ��⌥�⌅⇧⌃⌥��

7. ⌥�⇥��⌅⇧⌃⌥��

8. ✏⌥��⌅⇧⌃⌥��

9. ⇥� ��⌅⇧⌃⌥��

10. ⇥ ⇧⌃⌥��

11. �⌦⇤⌃⌥��

12. ↵��⇤⌦�⌥��

13. ���⇥�⌥��

14. ��⌃⌥��

15. ⌥�⇥��⇥�⌥��

CONT'D OVER
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16. ✏⌥��⇥�⌥��

17. ⇥� ��⇥�⌥��

18. ⌥�✏

ROMANIZATION

1. edinaiset

2. dvanaiset

3. trinaiset

4. chetirinaiset

5. petnaiset

6. shestnaiset

7. sedemnaiset

8. osemnaiset

9. devetnaiset

10. dvaiset

11. triiset

CONT'D OVER
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12. chetireset

13. petdeset

14. sheiset

15. sedemdeset

16. osemdeset

17. devetdeset

18. sto

ENGLISH

1. eleven

2. twelve

3. thirteen

4. fourteen

5. fifteen

6. sixteen

7. seventeen

CONT'D OVER
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8. eighteen

9. nineteen

10. twenty

11. thirty

12. forty

13. fifty

14. sixty

15. seventy

16. eighty

17. ninety

18. one hundred

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English

���⇥�⌥�� ⇤ ⇥� �� petdeset i devet fifty-nine

⌥�✏ sto one hundred

⇥ ⇧⌅⇧⌃⌥�� dvanaiset twelve

�⌦⇤⌅⇧⌃⌥�� trinaiset thirteen
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↵��⇤⌦⇤⌅⇧⌃⌥�� chetirinaiset fourteen

⌥�⇥��⌅⇧⌃⌥�� sedemnaiset seventeen

�⇥⇤⌅⇧⌃⌥�� edinaiset eleven

��⌥�⌅⇧⌃⌥�� shestnaiset sixteen

✏⌥��⌅⇧⌃⌥�� osemnaiset eighteen

⇥� ��⌅⇧⌃⌥�� devetnaiset nineteen

⇥ ⇧⌃⌥�� dvaiset twenty

⇤ i and

⇥ ⇧⌃⌥�� ⇤ �⇥⌅✏ dvaiset i edno twenty-one

⇥ ⇧⌃⌥�� ⇤ ⌥�⇥�� dvaiset i sedem twenty-seven

�⌦⇤⌃⌥�� triiset thirty

↵��⇤⌦�⌥�� chetireset forty

���⇥�⌥�� petdeset fifty

��⌃⌥�� sheiset sixty

⌥�⇥��⇥�⌥�� sedemdeset seventy

✏⌥��⇥�⌥�� osemdeset eighty

⇥� ��⇥�⌥�� devetdeset ninety

���⌅⇧⌃⌥�� petnaiset fifteen

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�⇥⇤⌅⇧ ⌃ ⌃⌥� ⇥⌥⌃⇤⌃⇧ � ⌦⌃⇧⌥⌃⇤⌃⇧ � 
⌥⌃↵⌃⇧. 
The time is eleven fifty-nine.

��⇥� ⇤⇧� ⌥�✏⇥⇣�↵⇥ ⌘⇥ ✓ �⇧⇥. 
I have a one hundred-dollar bill.
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◆� ⇥� �⌘�⌥↵⇥� ↵ ⌥↵⇥ ⇥�⇤⌃⇧. 
I always have lunch at twelve.

⌫� ⌃  ⇥ ⇧⇣� ⇥�⇤⌃⇧ �⌥� �. 
She is thirteen years old.

��⇥� ⇠⌃⇧�⇣� ⇥�⇤⌃⇧ ⇡⇠⌃ �✓⇥. 
I have fourteen students.

��⇥ ⇤⌃⌥⌃� ⇥�⇤⌃⇧ ⌘� ⌘� ⇥ ↵ ✓⇡⇧��⇧⇥. 
There are seventeen candies in the box.

◆⌃⇠⌃ ⌃ ⌃⌥� ⇥�⇤⌃⇧ ⇠⇥⇤⇥. 
It's already eleven o'clock.

⇢⌃ ���⌃⌧ ⌥⇥ ✏⌃⌥⇥⌧ ⇧��� ��✏� ⇥✓� 
 ��⇥⌧ ⌧⌃⇤⇧ ⇥�⇤⌃⇧. 
You can't watch this movie if you are not 
sixteen.

�⇧⇥↵⇥�  ⇥ �⇤⌃� ⇥�⇤⌃⇧ ⌥ ⌃⇤. 
I turn eighteen today.

⌫⌃�� �⌘⇡↵✓� ⇤⇧⇣⇡↵⇥⇧ ⌥⌃↵⌃⇧ ⇥�⇤⌃⇧ 
✏⌃↵⇥. 
These shoes cost nineteen leva.

⌫�� ⌃  ⇥ ⌥↵⇥�⇤⌃⇧ �⌥� �. 
He is twenty years old.

 ⇥!⇥⇣ � ⇤�⌃⇧⇥ ⇥, ��✏�. 
Sugar and cream, please.

��⇥ ⌥↵⇥�⇤⌃⇧ � ⌃⌥ ⇥ ⇤↵⌃"�  ⇥ ⇧�⇣⇧⇥⇧⇥. 
There are twenty-one candles on the cake.

#� ⇤⌅�  ⇥ ⌥↵⇥�⇤⌃⇧ � ⇤⌃⌥⌃� �⌥� �. 
I am twenty-seven years old.

⌫��  ⇥↵⌅⇣⌧� ⇧⇣��⇤⌃⇧. 
He turned thirty.

⌫�� ⌃ �⌅�  ⇥ ⇠⌃⇧�⇣⌃⇤⌃⇧. 
He is a man of forty.

⌫� ⇤⌃ ⌦⌃ ⇤�� �⇣⇥  ⇥ ⌦⌃⇧⌥⌃⇤⌃⇧. 
She retired at fifty.

��⇠� �� ⌃  ⇥ ⌧⌃�⇤⌃⇧. 
My uncle is sixty.

⌫�� ⌘⌃⌧⌃  ⇥ ⇤⌃⌥⌃�⌥⌃⇤⌃⇧, ✓�⇥⇧� 
�⌘�✓�✏� ⇤↵⌃⇧⇥. 
He was seventy when he went around the 
world.

$⌃ ⇥⇧⇥ ⌃  ⇥ �⇤⌃�⌥⌃⇤⌃⇧ �⌥� �. 
The woman is eighty years old.
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%⇤⇧⇥↵⇥⇧ �✓�✏� ⌥⌃↵⌃⇧⌥⌃⇤⌃⇧ ⌥⌃ ⇥. 
There are around ninety days left.

&⇣⇥⇧�↵⇠⌃⌥ �� ⌃  ⇥ ⌦⌃⇧ ⇥�⇤⌃⇧. 
My cousin is fifteen.

GRAMMAR

In this lesson, we're going to continue counting as we cover 11 to 100. Let's just quickly 
review 1 to 10. 0 is nula; 1 is edno; 2 is dve; 3 is tri; 4 is chetiri; 5 is pet; 6 is shest; 7 is sedem; 
8 is osem; 9 is devet; 10 is deset.  

Counting from 11 to 20 in Bulgarian is also very straightforward so let's jump right in! 

11 is edinaiset (���������) 

12 is dvanaiset (�	�������) 

13 is trinaiset (�
�������) 

14 is chetirinaiset (����
�������) 

15 is petnaiset (���������) 

16 is shestnaiset (���������) 

17 is sedemnaiset (�����������) 

18 is osemnaiset (����������) 

19 is devetnaiset (��	��������) 

20 is dvaiset (�	�����) 

The numbers from 21 to 99 are a combination of numerals we already covered. You need 
one tiny but essential word to combine them: the conjunction "and," which is a single sound in 
Bulgarian: i (�). Let's construct some numbers with the help of our new friend, the particle i! 20 
is dvaiset (�	������), 1 is edno (����). Hence, 21 would be dvaiset i edno (�������� � 
���	), which literally means "twenty and one" and is translated as "twenty-one." Based on the 
same logic, 27 would be dvaiset i sedem (�������� � ����
). 
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Let's move on! 

30 is triiset (�
�����) 

40 is chetireset (����
����) 

50 is petdeset (��������) 

60 is sheiset (�����) 

70 is sedemdeset (����������) 

80 is osemdeset (���������) 

90 is devetdeset (��	�������) 

Finally, the word for 100 is sto (���). 

Combining these larger numbers works the same way as in the 1 to 20 sequence. For 
instance, 50 is petdeset (��������), 9 is devet (��	��). Hence, 59 would be petdeset i devet 
(�������� � �����). 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip
 

Arabic numerals are universally used in Bulgaria. However, groups of zeroes in numbers like 
10,000 / 100,000 / 1,000,000 are not separated by commas. Instead, a single space is used in 
the Bulgarian standard: 10 000 / 100 000 / 1 000 000. 
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥⇤⇥⌅⇧⌃⇧ ⌥⇧�⇥⌃⇥, ⇤�⌅ .

2. ⇤��⌦� ↵����.

ROMANIZATION

1. Namalete cenata, molya.

2. Mnogo skypo.

ENGLISH

1. Lower the price, please.

2. Very expensive.

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English

⇤��⌦� mnogo very much

↵���� skapo expensive

⌥⇧�⇥ tsena price

�⇥⇤⇥⌅⇧⌃⇧ namalete to lower, decrease

⇤�⌅ molya please

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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�⇥⇤⇥ ⇥⌅⇧⌃⇧ ⌥� ⌦↵�� .
Imam mnogo priyateli. 
I have many friends.

�⇤��✏⇣⇤ ⇥  ⇥⌅⇧⌃⇧. 
I like it very much.

⌘⇧⇣⇤ � ↵⇣✓�◆� ✏✓⌥⇧. 
This is too expensive.

�↵⇧⇤↵⇤ ⌅⌦⇥⇤ ��⌅⇤. 
This product does not have a price.

⌫⇤⇥⇤��↵� ��⌅⇤↵⇤ ⌅⇤ ◆ ⌅ ↵�, ⇥⇧�⌦. 
Please lower the price of the watermelons.

⇠ ��↵ ✏✓✏ ✏↵⇡◆�⌅↵✏⇧ ⌅⇤⇥⇤��⌅ �, 
⇥⇧�⌦. 
A ticket with a student discount, please.

GRAMMAR

This lesson's phrase is related to the phrase "how much?" In Bulgarian this is kolko? (�����?) 
We also introduced "How much is this?" Kolko struva tova? (����� ������ ����?) and "How 
much is that?" Kolko struva onova? (����� ������ �����?) Today's phrase is used when 
you're at one the most exciting places in any country around the world, the market! 

When you come to Bulgaria, you will find many exciting shopping opportunities. Interestingly, 
in contrast to the shopping culture in many other countries, haggling is not a favorite pastime 
as prices almost everywhere in urban areas are fixed. The few rare situations where you can 
do some bargaining would be shopping at flea markets, private art galleries, or in rural areas. 

So when you're at the market and talking prices, there is another phrase that will come in very 
handy! That phrase is "lower the price, please." In Bulgarian, "lower the price, please" is 
namalete tsenata, molia (��	�
��� ������, 	�
). The first word, namalete (��	�
���), is 
the polite second person plural form of the verb "to decrease." This is followed by tsenata 
(������), which is "the price." As we already know, Bulgarian definite articles are in the form 
of suffixes. The word tsenata is a singular noun in the feminine and in this case -ta (-��), the 
last syllable of tsenata, is our definite article for a singular noun in the feminine. At the end of 
the phrase we have molia (	�
), which as we already know means "please." 

Another phrase that can be used in combination with this is "too expensive." However, the 
direct translation of this phrase sounds somewhat judgmental in Bulgarian, so I'm going to 
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suggest a less emotionally charged alternative. We can use very expensive, which in 
Bulgarian is mnogo skapo (	���� �����). The first word, mnogo (	����), stands for "very" or 
"a lot." Next is skapo (�����), which is"expensive." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip
 

Until the end of 1989 Bulgaria was part of the communist bloc. The country is still in economic 
transition and many people live bellow the poverty line. Hence, it will be very wise if you could 
always keep your money, documents, and valuables in a safe place—never in a backpack or 
a purse, which will be a soft target for the large number of experienced pickpockets out and 
about. 
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VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English

�⇥⇤ Lev
a unit of Bulgarian currency 

equal to 100 stotinki

�⇥⇤⌅ Leva plural form of Lev

⇧⌃⌥⌃� ⌦⌅ stotinka
the smallest unit of 
Bulgarian currency

⇧⌃⌥⌃� ⌦� stotinki the plural form of “stotinka”

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�⇥⇤⌅⇧⌃ ⌥� ⌦ ↵⌥⇧. 
The price is one lev.

�⌥⌦⌃⇥⌃ ⌥ �⌥�⌥⇥ ↵⌥⇧⌃. 
The price is ten leva.

�✏⌃✏ �⌃✏⇣ ⌥�⌦⌃ �⇥⇣⇥ ⌦⌘⌃. 
I only have one stotinka.

�⌥⌦⌃⇥⌃ ⌥ �⌥⇧⌥⇥ ✓⌥⇧⌃   �⌥⇧⌥⇥�⌥�⌥⇥   
�⌥⇧⌥⇥ �⇥⇣⇥ ⌦⌘ . 
The price is nine leva and ninety-nine 
stotinki.

GRAMMAR

The Bulgarian currency is called Lev (���), which means "lion" in 19th century Bulgarian. The 
plural form of the word is Leva (����). One Lev consists of one hundred stotinki (�����	
�). 
Paper currency in common circulation includes bills of 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, and 50 Leva and coins 
of value 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, and 50 stotinki. As of September 2002, there is also a 1 Lev coin in 
circulation. At the moment of this recording in mid-April 2008 the exchange rate is roughly 1 
Lev and 24 stotinki to the dollar and roughly 1 Lev and 96 stotinki to the Euro. In Sofia, the 
capital of Bulgaria, a Big Mac costs about 3 Leva and 50 stotinki, which is around 2 US 
dollars and 70 cents. 

All Bulgarian banknotes are protected by high-tech measures like holographic anti copy 
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elements, transparent register ornaments, microtext and security threads. Both the front and 
back sides of the different bills and coins feature images of prominent Bulgarians who made 
significant artistic, scientific, and political contributions since the establishment of the country 
in 681 AD. Images of influential Christian Orthodox figures, artwork, and places of historical 
value are also represented on both bills and coins. 

A word of caution: There are strict currency regulations in Bulgaria. Anybody entering the 
country with an amount equivalent to 8000 Leva or more has to declare it to customs officials. 
Once in Bulgaria, keep in mind that most payments are made in cash. An increasing number 
of businesses in urban areas as well as resorts accept credit cards. These include: car rental 
companies, upmarket stores, hotels, and restaurants as well as travel agents. Some banks 
will cash your travelers cheques and will collect 5% commission. Automatic teller machines 
can be found in major urban areas as well as Black Sea resorts. 

A word of even more caution: You should exchange currency in banks or hotels if you want to 
avoid misleading rates or hidden charges at the countless private exchange bureaus. Above 
all, never accept any services from individuals who approach you in the street and try to tempt 
you with higher exchange rates or ask you to make change for them. Also, it would be wise 
not to carry large amounts of cash with you as there are groups of pickpockets in large urban 
areas, public transportation, and some resorts. Unfortunately, car theft is also common in 
Bulgaria. 

Apart from these concerns, Bulgaria is a generally a safe country where violent crime is 
uncommon. Expect to meet many warm, friendly, and hospitable people. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip
 

Your personal security in Bulgaria is a must. For this reason, it is imperative that you read 
carefully (before you travel) the Information Sheet written by the United States Consulate at 
this address: http://www.travel.state.gov/travel/cis_pa_tw/cis/cis_1074.html 
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥⇤⌅⇧⇥⌅⇤ ⌃⌥�⌅

2. �⇥⇤⌅⇧⇥⌅⇤ ⌃ ⌦↵

3. �⇥⇤⌅⇧⇥⌅⇤, �� �.

4. ��⌥⇤⌅  ✏ Wi-Fi?

5. ⇣⌥⇧� ⌥ ✏ ⌘�⇤⇧⌅↵✏⇤⌅ ✓⌃� ✏�⌅, �� �.

ROMANIZATION

1. Internet café

2. Internet klub

3. Internet, molya.

4. Imate li Wi-Fi?

5. Parola i potrebitelsko ime, molya.

ENGLISH

1. Internet café

2. Internet club

CONT'D OVER
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3. Internet, please.

4. Does this store have Wi-Fi?

5. Password and username, please.

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English

✏�⌥� imam have

✏⇥⇤⌅⇧⇥⌅⇤ internet internet

⌘⌥⇧� ⌥ parola password

✏ i and

⌘�⇤⇧⌅↵✏⇤⌅ ✓⌃� potrebitelsko of the user

 ✏ li

particle used to make 
questions (no independent 

meaning)

✏�⌅ ime name

�� � molya please

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�⇥⇤⌅⇧ ⌃⌥ �⇤ ⇤⌃⌦⇤? 
Do you have a lighter?

↵���⌅ ��✏⇣⌥✏⇤ ⌥⌘⌅⇧✏⌘⇧⌅ ⌘⇤ 
⌦✓⇥ ◆⌅�✏⇤.
Myjyt syrfira internet na kompyutyra. 
The man surfs the internet on the 
computer.
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⇤�⇤✏ ⌥ �⇥⇧⌅⇤⌘⇤, ⇥✓⌃�. 
Sugar and cream, please.

⌫⇧ ⇠⇤⌃⌥ ⌃⌥ ⇡⌅✏⇧? 
Is it going to rain tomorrow?

⇢⌥⇧ ⌥⇥⇧ ⌅✏��⇠⇤ ⌧⇤ �⇧  ✓�⇠⌥ ⌘⇤ 
✏⇤� ⌥�⌦⇤⌅⇤? 
Whose name shall appear on the receipt?

�⌥⌃⇧⌅ ��� �⌅⇡⌧⇧⌘⌅�⌦✓ ⌘⇤⇥⇤⌃⇧⌘⌥⇧, 
⇥✓⌃�. 
A ticket with a student discount, please.

GRAMMAR

In this lesson we'll learn about a place crucial to your travels in this modern age: the Internet 
café! In Bulgarian, "Internet café" is Internet kafe (�������� ����). In Bulgaria, this type of 
establishment is also called Internet klub (�������� �	
�) or an "Internet club" in Bulgaria. 
There are many Internet cafés and clubs located throughout the large urban areas, so finding 
one should be no problem! However, so that things go smoothly once inside, I will guide you 
through the Internet café experience. 

Bulgarians love the Internet! You can come across Internet cafés and clubs of all kinds, 
shapes, and sizes! There are various service management options as well. At most cafés, the 
folks at the reception desk will start a counter on a computer in the hall and will give you the 
number of the machine they have enabled for you. After you're done surfing, you will go back 
to the desk and tell them your PC number. They will stop the counter and will charge you by 
the hour. At the time of this recording (May 2008), rates vary from around 1 to 3 Bulgarian 
Leva per hour while 79 US cents will get you around 1 Lev. 

Other Internet cafés will let you in only after they issue a personal member card for you. The 
process takes a couple of minutes and requires some personal ID information. Once in, you 
are charged by the hour and you pay your bill after the assistant at the exit scans your card. 
Some places offer discounts after you've spent there a number of hours. Other places have 
overnight discounts packages, so you might want to pore over their price list to find the best 
option for you. 

Now, when you walk into a Bulgarian Internet café, make your way to the reception desk and 
tell them what you need. The most basic way would be to say Internet, molia (��������, 
�	�). I am sure you are familiar with both words in this expression. Let me just remind you 
that molia (�	�), which we covered a while back, means "please." Altogether we have 
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Internet, molia. Literally, this means "Internet, please." 

Another system critical question for all you laptop-packing world trekkers is "Does this store 
have Wi-Fi?" In Bulgarian, "Does this store have Wi-Fi?" is Imate li WIFI? (����� 	� ��� 
���?) The first word, imate (�����), is the polite second person plural form of the verb "have." 
This is followed by the particle li (	�), which doesn't have an independent meaning outside of 
a phrase. Its only function is to transform a positive statement into a question. Next is WIFI 
(��� ���), which is pronounced the way it sounds in English: "Wi-Fi." To recap, the Bulgarian 
equivalent of "Does this store have Wi-Fi?" is Imate li WIFI? which literally means "Do you 
have Wi-Fi?" 

And finally here is one more phrase that might prove useful: "password and username, 
please." In Bulgarian, "password and username, please," is parola i potrebitelsko ime, molia 
(���	� � ��������	�� ���, �	�). The first word, parola (���	�), means "password." 
This is followed by i (�), which means "and." Then we have potrebitelsko (��������	��), 
which is an adjective in Bulgarian and can be translated as "of the user" or "belonging to the 
user." Next, we have ime (���), which means "name." At the end of the phrase is molia 
(�	�), which means "please." So, altogether we have parola i potrebitelsko ime, molia. 
Literally this means "password and name of the user, please." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1 
 

Some Internet clubs in Sofia are "game-free." That is, they aim at providing service for people 
who would appreciate a quieter environment. One such place is Internet Café Garibaldi 
situated in downtown Sofia. Their website, which also includes a price list is available in 
English http://www.garibaldicafé.net/indexe.htm. 

Quick Tip 2 
 

If you are a gamer, you will find that plenty of Internet clubs offer great gaming opportunities 
including regular tournaments. One of these places is called The Matrix: http://www.ma3x.net/. 

Some hotels and hostels provide free Wi-Fi spots. Kervan Hostel ( http://
www.kervanhostel.com/ ) in Sofia is one of them. 
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥⇤⌅⇧⌃⌥

2. �⇥⌃ ⇤ ⌦⌃ ⇥↵�⌃ ⇤ ⇥↵��� ✏↵ ⇣⌘⌅⇥✓⇤⌦⌅⇤ ◆⇤✓⇤ ↵�⌃⌥?

ROMANIZATION

1. Stansia

2. Otiva li tozi avtobus do Centralna gara Sofiya?

ENGLISH

1. Station

2. Will this bus go to Central Bus Station Sofia?

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English

↵⇥⌃ ⇤� otivam to go

⌦⌃ li

particle used to make 
questions (no independent 

meaning)

⇧⌘⌅⇥✓⇤⌦⌅⇤ tsentralna central

↵�⌃⌥ Sofiya Sofia

�⇥⇤⌅⇧⌃⌥ stansia station
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⇤ ⇥↵◆⇤✓⇤ avtogara bus station

✏↵ do to

⇥↵�⌃ tozi
this (used before masculine 

nouns in the singular)

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�⇥⇤⌅ ⇧⌃ ⇤⇥ ⌥�⌃ ⌅ ⇤⌅ ⌦⌅↵⌥�⌅ �⇤⇥�. 
My wife isn't going to work today.

�⇥  ⌅✏⌃ ✏⌃ ⇣�⌦⇥? 
Is it going to rain tomorrow?

⌘⌅✓⌃ �◆⌃⌦⌅ ⇥ �⇥⇤�⌦⌅✏⇤⌅. 
This stop is central.

�✓ ⌫⌃ ⇥⇠   ⇡⌥⇢⌃⇠.
Jiveya v Sofiya. 
I live in Sofia.

�⌅ ⌥⇠ ��⌅⇤�⌃⇠ �◆⌃⌦⌅? 
At which station does it stop?

�✓ �⌧⇧ ⇤⌅ ⌅ �⌥�⌅⌦⌅�⌅. 
I am at the bus station.

��⌃ ⌅⇧ �⌥ �⇣◆⇥⌦⇧⌅⌦⇥�⌅. 
I am going to the supermarket.

�⌥  ⇤⌥⇧⇥⌦ ⇥ �⌥✓⌃ ⌅ �⌥↵⇣�? 
Which number is this bus?

GRAMMAR

The bus is an important means of transportation. However, before you get on the bus you 
probably want to confirm if the bus is going to your destination. We can accomplish this by 
asking "Will this bus go to...?" and then add in a destination. In this lesson we'll use Central 
Bus Station Sofia. In Bulgarian, "station" is stantsia (�������). 

Our desired destination is Central Bus Station Sofia. In Bulgarian "Will this bus go to Central 
Bus Station Sofia?" is Otiva li tozi avtobus do Tsentralna avtogara Sofia? (���	� 
� ���� 
�	���� �� ������
�� �	������ �����?) The first word, otiva (���	�), is the third person 
singular form of the verb "go." This is followed by our good old friend, the particle li (
�), which 
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is used to form questions and doesn't have an independent meaning outside of context. Next 
we have tozi (����), which means "this" and is used before masculine nouns in the singular. 
And here is the masculine noun in the singular we'd be talking about* avtobus (�	����), 
which is "bus." This is followed by the preposition do (��), which stands for "to" in this 
expression. 

So to recap here, we have Otiva li tozi avtobus do...(����� 
� ���� �	���� ��... ) This 
phrase cannot be translated literally as there is no direct English equivalent to the particle li. 
The closest translation would be "is this bus going to ..." 

Let's take a look at the next word tsentralna (������
��) which means central. This is 
followed by avtogara (�	������), which stands for "bus station." Finally, Sofia (�����) is the 
name of the Bulgarian capital where you can find the bus station in question. The 
internationally accepted spelling of the word is S,o,f,i,a but a spelling that reflects more 
closely the native pronunciation would be S,o,f,i,y,a. Altogether we have Otiva li tozi avtobus 
do Tsentralna avtogara Sofia? which can be interpreted as "Is this bus going to Central Bus 
Station Sofia?" 

Once you have the right bus, there are a few things you need to know about riding it. During 
your stay in Bulgaria you will encounter several options: 

Public transportation buses within urban areas: 

In this situation, your should buy a ticket before you get on a bus or any other means of public 
transport. There is a multitude of deals like single-ride tickets and monthly cards available at 
ticket offices and booths. Just to give you an idea, at the moment of this recording (May 2008), 
a single-ride ticket costs about 55 US cents in Sofia, the capital of Bulgaria. Also, a new fare 
collection system based on E-cards is expected soon in Sofia. You can stay up-to-date with 
all things public transportation in the capital by going to the official Sofia public transport 
company site at skgt-bg.com. One more time, skgt-bg.com. 

Now, let's move on to intercity bus services: 
Here you can choose from a variety of private companies as well as a state-operated 
services. 

Generally, private companies offer much more modern air-conditioned buses at very 
competitive prices. For example, when my girlfriend Eva and I were on holiday last summer, 
we chose a private bus service for our journey from Sofia to the Black Sea resort town of Kiten 
(�����). Our comfortable six-hour ride cost about 48 US dollars for a round trip for both of us. 
Different companies have different regulations so your best bet here would be buying your 
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ticket in advance from Central Bus Station Sofia or the office of the particular company. Let me 
remind you that payments in Bulgaria are generally made in cash. 

Some of the offices may not accept credit card transactions. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1
 

 
You can stay up-to-date with all things public transportation in the capital by going to the 
official Sofia Public Transport Company site: www.skgt-bg.com/. On the Metropolitan Sofia 
website, you can find maps, schedule, and other general information about Sofia's subway 
service: www.metropolitan.bg. 

Quick Tip 2
 

 
Central Bus Station Sofia offers numerous travel possibilities to tourist destinations within 
Bulgaria as well as international locations like Athens and Istanbul. Their website has a 
regularly updated schedule and fare rates information: www.centralnaavtogara.bg/. 
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥⇤ ⌅ ⇧⌃⌅⌥� ⌦ ↵  ⇧���✏ ?

2. ⇣⌅⌘↵� ⌃⌘   �↵⇥✓ �  ◆⇥�⇤ ⌃� ⌅ ⇧⌃⌅⌥� ⌦ ↵  ⇧���✏ ?

3. ��⌘⇥ ��⌅⌘  ⌃� ⌅⇧⌃⌅⌥� ⌦ ↵a ⇧���✏ ?

ROMANIZATION

1. Koya e sledvashtata spirka?

2. Centralna avtogara Sofiya li e sledvashtata spirka?

3. Kino Arena li e sledvashtata spirka?

ENGLISH

1. What is the next stop?

2. Is Central Bus Station Sofia the next stop?

3. Is Arena�Cinema the next stop?

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English

e e is
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⇧⌃⌅⌥� ⌦ ↵ sledvashtata
the next, the following (noun 

in the feminine)

⇧���✏ sprika stop, bus stop

✏⇥⇤ koya which

�⌅⌘↵� ⌃⌘ tsentralna central

◆⇥�⇤ Sofiya Sofia

✏�⌘⇥ kino cinema

⌃� li

particle used to make 
questions (no independent 

meaning)

⇧↵ ⌘��⇤ stansia station

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�⇥⇤⌅ ⇧ ⌃⌥� ⌦⌅↵⌅. 
This is the stop.

��⇧�⇤⌅✏⌅↵⌅ ⌃⌥� ⌦⌅ ⇧ ⇣⌅⌘⌅↵⌅. 
The next stop is our stop.

���✓⌅◆ ⇣⌅ ⌃�⇧�⇤⌅✏⌅↵⌅ ⌃⌥� ⌦⌅. 
I get off at the next stop.

⇥� ⌦⇥�⌅ ⇧ ↵⇤⇥�↵⌅? 
Which car is yours?

�⌅✓� ⌃⌥� ⌦⌅ ⇧ �⇧⇣↵ ⌅�⇣⌅. 
This stop is central.

⌫✓ ⇠�⇤⇧� ⇤ �⇥⇡��.
Jiveya v Sofiya. 
I live in Sofia.

�⇥⇤⌅ ⇧ �⇢��◆⇥↵⇥ ◆� ⌦�⇣⇥. 
This is my favorite cinema.

⌧⇧ ⇤⌅�� �� �↵ ⇧? 
Is it going to rain tomorrow?

�⌅ ⌦⇥� ⌃↵⌅⇣��� ⌃⌥� ⌅? 
At which station does it stop?
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GRAMMAR

Once on the bus, you will hear announcements informing the passengers of where the bus 
will stop next. Now, in the case that there is no English announcement you may not catch the 
location just announced. So, the phrase "What is the next stop?" may be indispensable. 

In Bulgarian, "What is the next stop?" is Koya e sledvashtata spirka? (��� � ���������� 
�	
���?) The first word, koya (��), means "what" or "which." Bulgarian question words 
match the gender of the noun they refer to. In this case, koya has an ending which is used 
before singular nouns in the feminine. This is followed by e (�) which is the third person 
singular form of the verb "be." This means "is." So to recap here, we have koya e. Literally this 
means "what is." Let's take a look at the next word, sledvashtata (����������), which means 
"the next" or "the�following." We have already covered this, but let me remind you that the 
Bulgarian counterparts of the English definite articles are in the form of suffixes. In other 
words, the last syllable -ta in sledvashtata has the function of the definite article "the" in 
English. Finally, we have spirka (�����	), which stands for "stop" or "bus stop" in this context. 

Let's recap the entire phrase: Koya e sledvashtata spirka? Literally this means "What is the 
next stop?" 

Another way of inquiring could be asking if your desired destination is the next stop. For this 
phrase we'll use the already familiar Central Bus Station Sofia as the destination. So the 
phrase "Is Central Bus Station Sofia the next stop?" is Tsentralna avtogara Sofia li e 
sledvashtata�spirka? (��������� ������� ��
� �
 � ���������� �	
���?). The 
question begins with Tsentralna avtogara Sofia, which means "Central Bus Station Sofia." 
Let's take a look at the first word tsentralna (���������), which means "central." It is followed 
by avtogara (�������), which stands for "bus station." The final word is the name of the 
Bulgarian capital, which, as we already know, is pronounced Sofiya (��
�). 

The destination name is followed by the particle li (�
), which doesn't have an independent 
meaning and which we use to make questions. The next word is e (�), which in Bulgarian 
means "is." This is followed by sledvashtata spirka (���������� �	
���), the Bulgarian 
equivalent of "the next stop," which we covered a moment ago. 
 So altogether we have Tsentralna avtogara Sofia li e sledvashtata spirka? This phrase 
cannot be translated literally as there's no direct English equivalent to the Bulgarian question 
particle li and furthermore the word order in Bulgarian is slightly different from the one in 
English. As you might have noticed the question in Bulgarian doesn't start with the verb "is." 
Thus, a rough version would sound like "Central Bus Station Sofia is the next stop?" 
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Now, let's try a different destination. How about Arena Cinema, a huge multi-screen cinema 
complex in Sofia? "Is Arena Cinema the next stop?" would be Kino Arena li e sledvashtata 
spirka? (�
� ����� �
 � ���������a �	
���?) The word for "cinema" is kino (��
�). Here 
just the word for the destination changes. The rest is the same. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip
 

You can find detailed information about using different transportation options like private mini-
bus 
lines and taxis in Sofia by visiting its Wikitravel.org page: http://wikitravel.org/en/Sofia 
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥⇤⌅ ⇧⇤⌃⌥�,  ⌦⌃↵.

2. ���⇤⌅⌥�⌥, ✏⌦⇣ ⌅⌦ ⌥⌘ ✓��⌦⇧◆ ⌦�⇤�✓ ⇥⌦ �◆✏⇤ �✓ ⌥�⌅⇤✏?

3. ⌫⌘⌦⌃⌥⇣⇧◆ ⌅⌦ ⌥⌘ �⌥�.

ROMANIZATION

1. Edin bilet, molya.

2. Izvinete, koi nomer avtobus otiva do Ruski pametnik?

3. Troleibus nomer pet.

ENGLISH

1. A ticket, please.

2. Excuse me, what bus number do I need to take for Ruski pametnik?

3. Trolley bus number five.

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English

✏⌦⇣ koi which

✓��⌦⇧◆ avtobus bus
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⌦�⇤�✓ otivam to go

�⌥� pet five

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�⇥⇤ ⌅⇧⌃⇥⌥�  ⌦↵ ��⌥↵�? 
Which sweater do you like?

�✏�⇣⌘✓⌘◆� �� ⌥⇥�◆ ⇣↵ ↵⌥◆⇥�⇧�↵.

Uchenicite se vozyat na avtobusa. 
The students ride the bus.

⌫⌥◆⇥�⇧�⌘◆� �↵ ⇣↵⇤-�⇠ ⌘ ⌅⇥ ◆⇥⌥↵ 

⌥ �⇡� ⇣↵ ⇢�⇣�. 
The bus is the fastest this time of the day.

��⇣↵ ⇡⌘ ⇣� ⇥◆⌘⌥↵ ⇣↵  ↵�⇥◆↵ ⇢⇣��. 
My wife isn't going to work today.

⌧�◆ ⇡⌘ � ⌃��⌘⇡⇥◆⇥ ✏⌘�⌃⇥. 
Five is my favorite number.

GRAMMAR

In Sofia, there are many options for transportation around the city. The most common one is to 
get on a bus. There are also electrical trolley buses and trams, but they are considered as 
slower compared to buses and especially to the Sofia metro. Riding the subway is the fastest 
way to get around, but the metro lines still do not cover all the parts of the city. That is why in 
this lesson we are going to cover how to get on a bus and use trolley bus transport. 

In Bulgaria, you can buy tickets at the special ticket booths that are located at every station. 
Those booths also offer snacks, tobacco, and newspapers on their stands. Note that not all of 
the stations have the ticket booths. Only the major stations have them, so it is better to buy a 
ticket while you are in one of the big stations. Also, you can buy a ticket from the bus driver. 
This lesson will show you how to buy a ticket from the booth clerk or the bus driver. 

Now let's go and see how to get our bus ticket. 

To get a ticket, we can ask ���� �����, 	
�� (Edin bilet, molya), which means "Excuse me, a 
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ticket, please." Therefore, you have edin bilet, meaning "a ticket," and molya, meaning 
"please." 

Our location for this lesson will be Sofia. Let's imagine you need to go from Sofiiski Universitet 
(the largest national university) to Ruski pametnik (the square where you can find the Rodina 
Hotel), and you need to ask what bus number you have to take to get there. 

You can accomplish this by asking, "Excuse me, what bus number do I need to take for Ruski 
pametnik?" In Bulgarian, that is ��������, �	
 �	��� ��	��� 	��� �	 ����� �������? 
(Izvinete, koi nomer avtobus otiva do Ruski pametnik?) 

Let's look at this sentence word by word. First, you have the usual izvinete followed by koi, 
which is Bulgarian for "which." Then you have nomer avtobus, meaning "bus number," than 
otiva, meaning "go," and finally do Ruski pametnik, which means "to the Russian monument 
square." Izvinete, koi nomer avtobus otiva do Ruski pametnik? 

A possible answer to your question could be �
������ �
	� ��� (Troleybus nomer pet) 
"Trolley bus number five." Pet is "five." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1: Getting around Late Night in Bulgaria 
 

The transportation service usually operates until around 11:30 or 12 AM. After that, you need 
to use a taxi. You have to be careful which taxi company you use. Here are some 
recommendations: http://bgtaxi.eu/en/sofia/taxi-s-ekspres-ood-1280-sofia.html and http://
www.oktaxi.net/cgi-bin/oktaxi.pl?code=main�=en. 

Quick Tip 2: Taking the Subway in Sofia

 

The Sofia metro began operation in 1998. There is only one subway line in Sofia. Although 
the other lines are still in development, the Sofia metro Line 1 connects very important spots 
in the city. You can check the map here: http://www.metropolitan.bg/en/map/. 
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥⇤ ⌅⇧⌃⌥�⇤  ⇤ ⌦⇤↵�⇤, ��⌃✏.

2. �⇥⇣⌘�✓�◆⌥� ⇧⌃⇧ ⌥��⌘�✓�◆⌥� ⌅⇧⌃⌥�?

3. �⇥⇤ ⇥⇣⌘�✓�◆�⇧ ⌅⇧⌃⌥�⇤  ⇤ ⌦⇤↵�⇤.

ROMANIZATION

1. Dva bileta za Varna, molya.

2. Dvuposochen ili ednoposochen bilet?

3. Dva dvuposochni bileta za Varna.

ENGLISH

1. Two tickets to Varna, please.

2. Return or one-way?

3. Two return tickets to Varna.

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English

⇥⌃⇤� Vlak train

⇥⇣⌘�✓�◆⌥� dvuposochen return
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⌥��⌘�✓�◆⌥� ednoposocehn one way

⌅⇧⌃⌥� bilet ticket

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�⇥⇤⌅⇧⌃⇥⇤ ⌥�⌃�  ⌦�⌃�.
Pytnikyt chaka vlaka. 
The traveler waits for the train.

↵⌦�⌃⇥⇤ � �� �⌅, ⌅� � ⇤⇧⌅. 
The train is slow but cheap.

✏� ⇧⇣⌃�⌘ ✓ ◆�⇣�⌥�⌅ �⇧⌦�⇤. 
I don't want a return ticket.

�◆⇧� �✓⌅��⇣�⌥�⌅ �⇧⌦�⇤. 
I bought a one-way ticket.

⌫�⇠◆�⇧� �⇧⌦�⇤� ⇡� ⌘◆⇡�⇢. 
I've lost the ticket to the museum.

GRAMMAR

In the previous lesson, we covered how to get on the bus. In Bulgaria, a convenient, though 
sometimes tricky, way to travel over long distances is taking a train, which in Bulgarian is vlak. 
The train service is a bit cheaper than the coach service, but unfortunately trains are not 
famous for being punctual. This shouldn't discourage you though, especially if you want to 
see a bit of the countryside between cities and not just the other side of a motorway. 

You have to ask for tickets for the vlak ("train") at the ticket office, and you can accomplish this 
by asking Molya edin bilet za... and then your destination. Now of course, we need a 
destination. So let's use the city of Varna this time. So how do you ask for a ticket to Varna? 
"One ticket to Varna" in Bulgarian is ��� ������ 	� 
����, ���� (Edin bilet za Varna). 

Let's now imagine that you are traveling not on your own but with someone else, so you need 
to ask for two or more tickets. "Two tickets to Varna, please" in Bulgarian is Dva bileta za 
Varna. As you can see, it's very easy to understand. In place of edin bilet ("one ticket"), you 
have the number dva, meaning "two." 
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If you use these exact words, they are either going to assume you want one-way tickets or ask 
you whether you want a return ticket, which in Bulgarian is dvuposochen. The usual question 
the person behind the window asks is ��������� ��� ����������� �����? (Dvuposochen 
ili ednoposochen bilet?) The literal translation would be "Return or one way ticket?" Let's go 
through the words here: dvuposochen is "return," ili is "or," ednoposochen is "one way," and 
bilet is "ticket." The whole sentence again is Dvuposochen ili ednoposochen bilet? The reply 
can be dvuposochen or ednoposochen. 

If you want to avoid questions and get a return ticket right away, just put the word 
dvuposochen in front of bilet in the previous sentence, like this: ��� ��������� ������ 	� 
�����. (Dva dvuposochni bileta za Varna.) "Two return tickets to Varna." See how easy it 
was? 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1 
 
 

In Bulgaria, you can buy train tickets at the station where you can find the ticket office. In the 
central station in Sofia there are also ticket machines. If you are in a hurry and cannot buy a 
ticket at the station, you can buy one from the ticket conductor on the train for the same price. 

 Quick Tip 2
 

The Bulgarian railway system has schedules and other information on this website: http://
bdz.bg/index-en.php. It is the cheapest way to travel, but also it is slow, not very convenient, 
and not so punctual. Still, the passengers are very friendly to foreigners, and you can have a 
nice time while chatting with the Bulgarian people on the train. 
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥⇤⌅ ⇧⇤⌃⌥�  ⌦↵�� �⌃�✏� ⇣� ⌘⌃✓�⇥⇤�.

2. ◆⌦✏ ⇣� �⇣⌥⌅✓ �✏�✓.

ROMANIZATION

1. Edin bilet pyrva klasa za Plovdiv.

2. Sys zapazeno myasto.

ENGLISH

1. A first-class ticket to Plovdiv, please.

2. With a reserved seat.

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English

 ⌦↵�� pyrva first

��✓↵� vtora second

�⌃�✏ klas class

⇧⌦↵⇣ �⌃�� byrz vlak express train

⇣� �⇣⌥⌅✓ �✏�✓ zapazeno myasto reserved seat

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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�⇥⇤⌅ ⇧ ⌃⌅⌥� ⌥⌃⌅ ⌦⇧� ⇥⌦⌅⌃  ↵�⌦⇤⌅ 
��⌅�⌅. 
This really is a first-class restaurant.

✏ ⇥⌦⌅ �⌥ ⌃⌅ ⇥↵⌅⇣�⌅ ⌅. 
You're the second in line.

⌘✓⌥ ⇧�◆  ↵⌦⇧↵⇥⌅⇤⌅ �⌦⇥�⌅.
Uchitelyat prepodava uroka. 
The teacher teaches the class.

�⌥⌫ ⌥��⌅� ⇠⌥�⇧  ⇤ ⇥⌦⌅ ��⌅�⌅, ⇡⇥�◆. 
I'd like a second-class ticket, please.

��⌦⇢⌥ ⇧ ⇤�⌅�⇥⇤⇧ �⌅ ⌃⌅⌥� ⌥⌃⌅ ↵⇥-
⇠�⌦⇢⌥. 
Express trains are really faster.

�⇢⇤⌥⌃⇧ ⇧, �⇥��⇥ ⇧ ⇠⌥�⇧ ⌅ ��� 
⇢⌅↵⌅⇢⇧⌃⇥ ⇡◆� ⇥? 
Excuse me, how much is a ticket for a 
reserved seat?

GRAMMAR

In the previous lesson, we covered how to ask for and buy a train ticket. Once you have 
established the destination, it is time to select the type of seat you want. Normally in Bulgaria, 
you can choose between pyrva klasa ("first class") and vtora klasa ("second class"). Pyrva 
means "first" and klasa is "class." The second phrase is very similar: vtora is "second" and 
klasa is "class" again. 

Let's now imagine you want to buy a first-class ticket. This time the destination will be Plovdiv. 
"A first-class ticket to Plovdiv, please," in Bulgarian is ���� ����� 	
�� ��� � ������� 
(Edin bilet pyrva klasa za Plovdiv). The structure is the same as you have just seen in the 
previous lesson. We just add pyrva klasa ("first class"). So the whole phrase becomes Edin 
bilet pyrva klasa za Plovdiv. 

In Bulgaria, only the express trains and the international trains have the first-class option. 
Also, if you want to make your travel more comfortable you might prefer to reserve your seats 
beforehand. This is another option when you buy the ticket, so you must inform the ticket 
office clerk you want to buy such tickets. The reserve seat ticket will be ten to fifteen percent 
more expensive, and it will have a fixed seat number on it. Just remember, you have to ask for 
the special ticket when you buy it. 
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Now let's see how to do that. Say you want to go to Plovdiv again, a nice town in the East. 
Remember that in our earlier lesson, you said �
� �	���� ����� (Edin bilet za Plovdiv) 
"One ticket to Plovdiv, please." This time, you add another sentence: Sys zapazeno myasto. 
Sys zapazeno myasto means "with a reserved seat." You can check online the time and the 
availability of such train tickets so that you can plan your trip in the best way. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1
 

The cheapest option is a second-class regular train ticket. These don't guarantee that you're 
going to have a seat, and the cars are not always very clean. A first-class ticket on regular 
trains is better because you can count on having a comfortable numbered seat and also 
access to a mini-restaurant. 

Quick Tip 2
 

If you feel like visiting Bulgaria's neighboring countries and many other countries in Europe, 
you probably have to catch a train from Sofia's Centralna JePe Gara ("Central Railway 
Station") since it handles most of the international lines. The station is very big and has 
beautiful buildings but also it is not so clean and not such a friendly place. Be sure to follow 
the signs to the main building where you can buy your ticket and wait for the train in the 
waiting room or in any of the nearby cafés or restaurants. 
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥ ⇤⌅⇧⇧⌅ ⌃⌥⇥�⌅⇧ , ⌦⇥↵�.

2. ��⌃ ⌦ ✏  ⇥⇧⇣✏  ✏⇥ ⇤⌅⇧⇧⌅ ⌃⌥⇥�⌅⇧ .

3. ⌘✓⌃ ⌅ ✏⇥◆⌅.

4. �⇥�⌅ ↵⇣ ✏   ⌫⇠ ↵⇣⇧⌅ �⇧⇥ ↵⌅⇠ ?

ROMANIZATION

1. Do Pette Kiosheta, molya.

2. Iskam da otida do Pette Kiosheta.

3. Tuk e dobre.

4. Moje li da razvalite sto leva?

ENGLISH

1. To Pette Kiosheta, please.

2. I would like to go to Pette Kiosheta.

3. Here is fine.

4. Do you have change for one hundred leva?

VOCABULARY
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Bulgar ian Romanization English

⇧ ⌃�⇣ taksi taxi

⇧✓⌃ tuk here

⇡⌅ ◆⇢✏⌅ shte byde will be

⌦⇥�⌅ moje can (third person singular)

 ⌫⇠ ↵�⌦ razvalyam to change

�⌅⇧✏⌅�⌅⇧ ↵⌅⇠ petdeset leva fifty leva bill

�⌅⇧✏⌅�⌅⇧ ↵⌅⇠ petdeset leva fifty leva bill

�⇧⇥ ↵⌅⇠ sto leva one hundred leva bill

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�⇥⇤ ⌅⇧⌃⌥⇤ �⇤ ⇥⌥⌦ ↵ ⇤���  ⌦✏⇣⇥. 
There were five of us in one taxi.

⌘✓✏ ⇥⌥⌦ ✏◆�⌥⌦, ⌃⌦��⇤ �⌦ ↵⌫⇤⇠�⇤⌥. 
Here's a pub; let's go in.

⇡◆⇤⇢⌦ ⌦ ⇢⇤ ⌅�⇤ �  �⇣⇤⌥ �⌦⇣⌦. 
The meeting will be at eight o'clock.

⌘�� �⇤ ⌥��⇤ �⌦  ⇥ ��⌥�⌧�⇤ ↵  �↵⌦. 
He can't help you with that.

⇡�⌦⌫⇧↵⌦⌥, �⇤ ⌥�⌧⌦ �⌦ ↵⇥ ◆⌦⇠↵⌦⌫⇧. 
I'm sorry, I can't give you change.

�↵ �⌥⌦   �⇤ �◆⇥⇤⌥⌦ ⌅⌦�✏�� ⇥ �  
�⇤ �⇤⇣⇤  ⌫⇤↵⌦. 
The vending machine doesn't take ten-
thousand bills.

�↵ �⌥⌦   �⇤ �◆⇥⇤⌥⌦ ⌅⌦�✏�� ⇥ �  
�⇤ �⇤⇣⇤  ⌫⇤↵⌦. 
The vending machine doesn't take ten-
thousand bills.

��⌫⇧, �⇤ ⌥⇥ �⌦↵⌦� ⇤ ⌅⌦�✏�� ⌦ �  ⇣ � 
⌫⇤↵⌦! 
Please don't give me twenty-thousand bills!

GRAMMAR
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In the lesson for riding the Bulgarian bus, we mentioned getting on a taxi and choosing the 
right taxi company. In this lesson, we'll cover a phrase you can use to get to your destination 
when riding a taxi. We'll look at the most basic way to express this. To do this, we'll use Pette 
Kiosheta, which is a central location in Sofia. It literally means "The Five Corners." 

Let's go over what to say to the taxi driver to get there. In Bulgarian, "To Pette Kiosheta, 
please" is �� ����� ������	, 
��� (Do Pette Kiosheta, molya). The word for "to" in 
Bulgarian is in front of the noun: do plus your destination place. 

This is the most basic way of expressing where you would like to go and actually even the 
easiest one. However, speaking the local language is one of the most fun things you can do 
on your travels. So challenge yourself by using a different option! 

You can also say "I would like to go to Pette Kiosheta," which in Bulgarian is ��	
 �	 ����	 
�� ����� ������	 (Iskam da otida do Pette Kiosheta). Let's look at the components. The first 
word, iskam, means "I would like." This is followed by the verb da otida, meaning "to go." 
Finally, you add do Pette Kiosheta, which in Bulgarian is "to the Pette Kiosheta," and you're 
done! All together, we have Iskam da otida do Pette Kiosheta. 

One more helpful phrase when taking a taxi is "Here is fine," which in Bulgarian is ��� � 
����� (Tuk e dobre). This phrase will allow you to get out of the taxi whenever and wherever 
you want. Tuk is, as we know, "here" in Bulgarian. After this, we have the auxiliary verb e, or 
"is." The last word is dobre, which is "good" or "fine." As usual, it's a good idea to add "thank 
you" at the end of this sentence, which in Bulgarian is blagodarya. 

Another useful phrase you could practice when riding a taxi is ���� �� �	 �	��	���� ��� 
���	? (Moje li da razvalite sto leva?) This means "do you have change for one hundred 
leva?" Bulgarian currency is called leva. In archaic Bulgarian, this word meant 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1
 

Almost all taxicabs in Bulgaria are in the yellow uniform color, but there are some unofficial 
ones with a different color. In order to recognize them easily, you can look for the illuminated 
sign saying "TAXI" on the top of the car. 

Bulgarians do wave down moving cabs, but it is more convenient and secure to call one on 
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the phone or to walk up to one. You can find empty cabs at every traffic junction in every 
major station. Still, be careful to look for the fares displayed on the back seat windows 
because there are taxi companies with relevantly high fares, which Bulgarians know well but 
foreigners might not notice the difference in time. 

Quick Tip 2
 

The fares in Bulgaria are not very expensive. In Sofia, you can expect 0.39 leva per kilometer 
ride. At night, just like everywhere else, the rates go up to 0.45 leva per kilometer. Since Sofia 
is not that big a city, in the rush hours sometimes it is faster to walk to locations just a short 
distance away in the center of the city. Of course, if you have to go to the suburbs, we 
recommend that you get a cab to your desired location. Cab drivers always expect a small tip, 
usually the small change from your initial price. 
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥⇤⌅ ⇧⌃⌥� ⇤�  �⇧⌅⌦↵...?

2. �⇥⇤⌅ ⇧⌃⌥� ⇤�  �⇧⌅⌦↵ ���⌅⇤⌅ �⌅?

3. ✏��� ⌅⇣⌅, ⇧⌃⌘⌅ ✓� ⇤� ⇧� ◆�⌘⌅⇣⌅ ◆⇥⇤⌅ �⇧� ⇣⌅✓⌅⌃ ?

4. ✏��� ⌅⇣⌅, ⇧⌃⌘⌅ ✓� ⇤� ⇧� ◆�⌘⌅⇣⌅ ◆⇥⇤⌅ �⇧� ��⇤◆� �� ⌫�⌥�⌦�?

ROMANIZATION

1. Kyde moga da namerya..?

2. Kyde moga da namerya zavedenie?

3. Izvinete, moje li da mi kajete kyde ima telefon?

4. Izvinete, moje li da mi kajete kyde ima budka za cigari?

ENGLISH

1. Where can I find...?

2. Where can I find a bar?

3. Excuse me, could you tell me where I can find a phone?

4. Excuse me, could you tell me where I can find a tobacco shop?

VOCABULARY
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Bulgar ian Romanization English

◆⇥⇤⌅ kyde where

 �⇧�⌦�⇧ namiram I find

⇤� ◆�⌘� da kaja say

⇣⌅✓⌅⌃ telefon telephone

��⇤◆� �� ⌫�⌥�⌦� budka za cigari kiosk

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�⇥⇤⌅ ⌅ ⇧⌃⌥� ⌦↵�↵? 
Where is the hospital?

��⌃ �⌅ ✏⌃⇣↵ ⇤↵ �↵✏⌅⌘✓ ↵◆�⌅�↵ ⌅ �  �⌅ 
⌃⇧↵⇤✓. 
If I can't find a pharmacy, I'll call you.

�↵ �� �↵ �⌅ ✏⌃⇣↵ ⇤↵ �↵⌫↵ � ⌃ ⇠↵ 
�⌃⇡↵. 
I really can't say anything to this.

⇢⌃⇠  �⌅⌥⌅�⌃� �⌅ ⌘↵⇧⌃� . 
That phone doesn't work.

�⌅ ⇡ ⌫⇤↵✏ ⇧⌧⇤�↵�↵ ⇠↵ ⌦ ⇣↵⌘ . 
I can't see that kiosk.

GRAMMAR

Have you ever been in a city you don't know at all, and you are desperately looking for 
something you need and cannot find it? It has happened to me so many times! I wandered 
around without knowing where to go to find, for example, a bar, a phone, or a restroom! But 
don't worry! Thanks to our Survival Phrases, if you go to Bulgaria you will always be able to 
ask for information and help. 

Today, we would like to introduce you to a phrase that will help you track down that specific 
something you're looking for. "Where can I find..." in Bulgarian is ���� ���� �� ������...? 
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(Kyde moga da namerya...?) Then you add the name of the specific thing you are looking for. 

In this sentence, you can use a basic structure in any situation in which you will need to get 
something. This structure is made up of the adverb kyde, meaning "where," followed by the 
verb moga, meaning "can," and then you add da namerya, meaning "to find." After that, you 
can add the place or thing you're looking for. 

Now let's see what kinds of things you might need if you're traveling abroad. Let's imagine 
you're walking around in Sofia, it's very hot, and you need to get something to drink. Let's go 
and ask where you can find a bar! "Where can I find a bar?" in Bulgarian is ���� ���� �� 
	���
� �����	��? (Kyde moga da namerya zavedenie?) In Bulgaria, the answer is: 
around every corner. 

As you can easily see, you have the structure you have just seen, Kyde moga da namerya..?, 
followed by the thing you are looking for, zavedenie, which is "a bar." 

With this form, you can go anywhere you need and ask for anything you are looking for. You 
could use another form if you wanted to be more polite and wanted to use a different 
expression. Let's imagine you are looking for a phone this time. "Excuse me, could you tell me 
where I can find a phone?" ���	���, ���� �� �� �� ������ ���� ��� ����	
�? 
(Izvinete, moje li da mi kajete kyde ima telefon?) Don't you think this is more formal? Of 
course it is! So what do we have here? We have izvinete, meaning "excuse me," then the 
construction moje li da mi kajete, which means "could you tell me." There is really no reason 
to break this construction down any more. Just remember, moje li da mi kajete plus what you 
want to know is a polite way to ask for some information. After we have said Izvinete, moje li 
da mi kajete ("Excuse me, could you tell me"), we have to add what we want to be told! In this 
case, we want to find a phone, which is kyde ima telefon? It is very similar to our previous 
sentence, this time the object is telefon, meaning "telephone." 

To ask for any other item, we can just replace zavedenie or telefon with any other word, and 
the phrase works brilliantly! Let's try it with "tobacco shop," which in Bulgarian is budka za 
cigari. "Excuse me, could you tell me where I can find a tobacco shop" in Bulgarian is 
���	���, ���� �� �� �� ������ ���� ��� ����� �� �����? (Izvinete, moje li da mi 
kajete kyde ima budka za cigari?) 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 
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1
 

Here are some other things you might be looking for. 

Bulgarian Romanization "English"

��	�
kino "cinema"

����
��
���
supermarket "supermarket"

����
poshta "post office"

���	���
bolnica "hospital"

������
apteka "pharmacy"

Quick Tip 2
 

There is a wide range of bars, cafés, and clubs all over Bulgaria. Sofia has some of the most 
popular clubs in the country. Whatever type of bar or club you are looking for, you will find it in 
Bulgaria. You can enjoy a quiet drink in bar with modern architecture or a delicious meal in a 
traditional-style restaurant, or you can head to a music club and enjoy anything from rock and 
techno to hip hop. There are many clubs performing the so-called "pop-folk" Bulgarian music, 
which is accepted in a controversial way by the Bulgarians themselves. If you like challenges, 
you can try visiting such a club. 
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥⇤ ⌅⇧ ⌃⇤⌥⌅⇧�  ⇤⌦↵��⇤?

2. �⇥⇤ ⌅⇧ ⌃⇤⌥⌅⇧�  ⌥⇤⌃� ⇥⇤↵?

ROMANIZATION

1.

Ima li nablizo apteka?

2.

Ima li nablizo bankomat?

ENGLISH

1.

Is there a pharmacy near here?

2.

Is there an ATM near here?

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English

⌃⇤⌥⌅⇧�  nablizo nearby, here

⌥⇤⌃� ⇥⇤↵ bankomat ATM

⇤⌦↵��⇤ apteka pharmacy

⇧⇥⇤ ima to exist, to be

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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�⇥⇤ ⌅⇧ ⌃⇤⌥⌅⇧�  ⇤⌦↵��⇤?
 

Is there a pharmacy near here?

�⇤⌃� ⇥⇤↵✏↵ ⇣⌦⌘✓ ◆⇤ ⌘⇤⌥ ↵⇧.
 

The ATM stopped working.

 �� ◆⇤ ��⌦⇧↵� ⌦⇤⇣↵⇤ �⇤ �✏⌥⇧  ↵ 
⇤⌦↵��⇤↵⇤.

 

You can buy toothpaste at the pharmacy.

�⇥⇤↵� ⌅⇧ ⇣�⇣↵⌘⇤?
 

Do you have a sister?

GRAMMAR

In the previous lesson, we covered how to ask to get something. In this lesson, we'll introduce 

you to another useful phrase for finding the place where you can get what you are looking for. 

Today's phrase is "Is there a (place) near here?" First, we need a place. Let's use the word 

apteka, which means "pharmacy," but we can also translate it as "chemist" or "drug store." 

In Bulgarian, "Is there a pharmacy near here?" is ��� �� ������	 �
���? (Ima li nablizo 
apteka?) The first word ima li means "is there." This is followed by the word nablizo, which 

means "nearby" or "here" in English. Last, we have apteka, which is "pharmacy." 

To ask for a different place, we can just replace the word apteka with any other word and the 

phrase works just fine. Let's imagine you need to withdraw some money from your bank 

account. In Bulgarian, "Is there an ATM near here?" is ��� �� ������	 ���	���? (Ima li 
nablizo bankomat?) The only thing that changes is the thing you are looking for, in this case 

an "ATM," which in Bulgarian is bankomat. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1
 

You can spot Bulgarian pharmacies by the green cross, lit up either in neon or against a white 

background. Pharmacists are usually very decent diagnosticians, and a lot of them speak 

English. They can help you with many medical problems and can be your first line of defense 

if you're feeling sick in Bulgaria. 
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Quick Tip 2
 

Generally speaking, you get better exchange rates if you go to an obmenno biuro or 

"exchange bureau." Most of the time, they give better rates than banks and ATMs. Getting 

cash from ATMs in Bulgaria is very easy. Most machines take any kind of credit card. 
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥⇤⌅⇧⌃⇧ ⌥� ⇤�⌅⌦.

2. ↵�⌅��⌃⇧ ⌥��✏⌅⌦.

3. ↵�⌅��⌃⇧ ⌥�⇣✏⌘⌥⌦.

4. ↵�⌅��⌃⇧ ⌥�⇣✏⌘⌥⌦ ⌥� ⌘⌅⇧⌃⌦✓�⇤�.

5. �⇣✏⌘⌥⌦ ⇧.

6. ��✏⌅⌦ ⇧.

ROMANIZATION

1. Vyrvete napravo.

2. Zaviite nalyavo.

3. Zaviite nadyasno.

4. Zaviite nadyasno na svetofara.

5. Vdyasno e.

6. Vlyavo e.

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. Go straight.

2. Turn left.

3. Turn right.

4. Turn right at the light.

5. It's on the right.

6. It's on the left.

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English

◆�⌅�⌅� zavivam turn

⇣✏⌘⌥⌦ dyasno right

�✏⌅⌦ lyavo left

⌥� ⇤�⌅⌦ napravo straight

⌅⇥⇤⌅✏ vyrvya to go (polite form)

⌘⌅⇧⌃⌦✓�⇤ svetofar traffic light

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�⇥⇤⌅⇧⌅ ⌃⌅⌥�⌥⌅  ⌅⇤⌦⌥⇥.
Kolata zaviva nalyavo. 
The car turns left.

↵⌅⌥��  ⌅�⌦� ⇥ ✏⇣� ⌅✏⇧⌘✓⌅⇧⌅. 
Turn right at the pharmacy.
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◆ �⇤�⌅⇣�⌦ ✓⌅⇣⌅⌫⌘ ⇥⇧ �⌦� ⌅⇧⌅ �⇧⇣⌅ ⌅. 
In Bulgaria, we drive on the right side.

�⇥⇤⌅⇧⌅ ⌃⌅⌥�⌥⌅  ⌅⇤⌦⌥⇥.
Kolata zaviva nalyavo. 
The car turns left.

⇠�✓⇥�⌅  ⌘ ⌃⌅⌥�⌥⌅�  ⌅⇤⌦⌥⇥ ⇧⇡✓. 
Never turn left here.

⇢⇧��⇥�  ⌅✏⇣⌅⌥⇥ ⌥✓�⌧� ⌫� ⌅⇤⌅⇧⌅ 
⌥⌘�⌘⇣. 
I went straight home last night.

�⇥⇤⌦ ⌥�⇣⌥⌘⇧⌘ ⇥⇧ �⇣⇡�⌅⇧⌅ �⇧⇣⌅ ⌅  ⌅ 
✏�⇧⌦. 
Please go to the other side of the road.

�⌥⌘⇧⇥ ⌅⇣�⇧  ⌘ ⇣⌅!⇥⇧�. 
The traffic light is not working.

GRAMMAR

In today's lesson, we'll introduce you to directions that will help you find the place you are 
looking for. Previously, we introduced "Is there a place near here?" and "Where is there a 
(something)?" But while we can now ask, we haven't addressed understanding the answer. 
Today, we're going to work on understanding what someone tells us. And we'll go over basic 
directions. 

First, we have "go straight." In Bulgarian, "go straight" is napravo. It doesn't actually contain 
the word "go" but only "straight." That is usually how Bulgarians get around the problem of 
choosing the appropriate level of politeness in grammar. Let's say they want to be more polite 
with you, being a foreigner and whatnot. Then, you would hear ������� ������� (Vyrvete 
napravo). The word vyrvete is "go" in its more polite form. 

Let's look at the next expression to help us turn. Let's cover "turn left," which in Bulgarian is 
���	
�� ������ (zaviite nalyavo). The first word, zaviite, means "turn" again, with an 
elevated level of politeness. We follow this with nalyavo, meaning "left." So all together, we 
have zaviite nalyavo. Remember how we mentioned that Bulgarians might skip the verb to 
make it easier and less awkward without the polite speech. It's the same here too, so you 
might just hear nalyavo. 

Now let's work on "turn right." In Bulgarian, "turn right" is ���	
�� ��	�
�� (zaviite 
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nadyasno). Let's try now "Turn right at the traffic light," which in Bulgarian is ���	
�� ������ 
�� 
������� (Zaviite nadyasno na svetofara). 

After zaviite nadyasno ("turn right"), which we have just seen, you have na svetofara ("at the 
traffic light"). First you have na, which in English is "at." Then you have svetofara ("the traffic 
light"). The entire sentence is Zaviite nadyasno na svetofara. 

"It's on the right" in Bulgarian is ����� � (vdqsno e). The first word, vdyasno, means "on the 
right." Finally, we have e, the third person singular of the verb "to be." So all together, we have 
vd vyasno e. "It's on the left" in Bulgarian is ���� � (vlyavo e). The only difference is the 
word vlyavo in place of vdyasno. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1
 

Knowing your directions is very useful. However, your best bet is to get a map so that you 
don't get too lost. When buying a map, you just ask Imate li karta? meaning "Do you have a 
map?" and you'll never be lost again! 

Quick Tip 2
 

Once you have mastered the rights and lefts in Bulgarian, knowing the words for north, east, 
south, and west could come in handy. 

Bulgarian Romanization "English"

�����
sever "north"

	����
iztok "east"

��
yug "south"

�����
Zapad "west"
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥ ⇤⌅ ⇧⇤⌅⌃⌥�⇥  ⌅?

2. �⇥ ⇤⌅ ⇧⇤⌅⌃⌥⌦  ⌅?

3. �⇥ ⌃⇥ ⇧⇤⌅⌃⌥�⇥  ⌅?

4. �⇥ ⌃⇥ ⇧⇤⌅⌃⌥⌦  ⌅?

ROMANIZATION

1. Shte ni snimate li?

2. Shte ni snimash li?

3. Shte me snimate li?

4. Shte me snimash li?

ENGLISH

1. Can you take our picture? (formal)

2. Can you take our picture?

3. Can you take my picture? (formal)

4. Can you take my picture?

VOCABULARY
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Bulgar ian Romanization English

⇧⇤⌅⌃⌥⌃ snimam take a picture of

⇤⌅ ni us

⌃⇥ me me

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�⇥ ⇤⌅⇧⌃⌥�⇥  ⇧ ⌃⇥⌅ ⇧ ⌦⇥↵⌥�⌥ ⌃⇧? 
Could you take a picture of me and my 
kids?

��� ⌅⇥ ⌅⇧ ✏⇧⌦⇣. 
He didn't see us.

�⇥ ⌃⇥ ⇧⌘✓⌥◆⌥  ⇧?
Shte me izchakash li? 
Will you wait for me?

�� ⇣ ��✓⌥◆⌥��⇥ ⌃⇥! 
Please wait for me too!

GRAMMAR

In this lesson, we'll introduce a phrase that will surely come in handy for capturing your 
memories on film or a memory card. Bulgaria has a lot of beautiful locations. Obviously, you 
will take many pictures of the landscape and monuments. However, sometimes you'll want to 
be in the picture or include everyone in your party. Therefore, there are times when the 
question "Can you take our/my picture?" will be invaluable! 

In Bulgarian, "Can you take our picture?" is �� �� ������� ��? (Shte ni snimate li?) The first 
word, shte, means "would you?" This is followed by ni, which literally means "us" in English. 
Then comes snimate, which means "take picture." At the end, we put li, which is a particle we 
use in asking questions in Bulgarian. To recap here, we have Shte ni snimate li? This means 
"Can you take our picture?" 

If you are on your own and you want to ask "Can you take my picture?" in Bulgarian, you just 
need to replace ni with me, so you would have �� �� ������� ��? (Shte me snimate li?) 
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What if you bump into a young person and you don't need to use the formal level of speech? 
It's very easy because the only element that changes is the verb. So snimate changes into 
snimash ("Can you take a picture?"). So all together, you will have �� �� �����	 ��? (Shte 
ni snimash li?) when there are more people in your group and �� �� �����	 ��? (Shte me 
snimash li?) when it is just you by yourself. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1
 

It is always polite to wave for permission before taking someone else's photo, just like in every 
country. Also, if want to ask someone to take your picture, pop an izvinete there in the 
beginning. I hope you already remember well that this word means "excuse me." 

Quick Tip 2
 

You can get cameras and digital equipment pretty much everywhere in Sofia, although be 
aware that around touristy areas sellers ask for ridiculous prices. Try to be prepared, don't let 
the battery die on you, and remember that Bulgaria has two round pins for the plugs and 220 
volts. 
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥ ⇤⌅⇧⌃⌅⌥� ⇥ ⌥� ⌦↵ ⌃� ����↵�?

2. ✏⌅⇣⇥ ⌥� ⌦↵  ⇥ ����↵�?

3. ⌘⌅⇧⌃⌅⌥⇥�⌅ ⌥� ⇥ ⌦↵ �⇥ ����↵  ✓◆?

ROMANIZATION

1. Shte pozvolite li da vi snimam?

2. Moje li da te snimam?

3. Pozvoleno li e da se snima tuk?

ENGLISH

1. Can I take your picture? (formal)

2. Can I take your picture? (informal)

3. Can I take a picture here?

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English

⇤⌅⇧⌃⌅⌥⌃↵� pozvolyavam allow

�⌅�↵ moga to allow
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⌃� vi your

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�⇥ ⇤⌅⇧⌃⌅⌥� ⇥ ⌥� ⌦↵ �⇧⇤⌅⌥⇧⌃↵�  ⌅⌃↵, 
�⌅⌥�? 
Can I use that, please?

�⇥ �⌅✏⇥ ⌦↵ ⌃⌅⌦� ⇥ ⇣⌘✓⇥  ⌘⇣. 
You can't bring a dog in here.

GRAMMAR

How many times have you been on one of your trips with your camera, trying to immortalize 
particular moments? In Bulgaria, it can happen so often that not only a landscape can arouse 
your curiosity, but also many people! I know you don't want to jeopardize your marvelous 
album in Bulgaria. That's why today we will cover some phrases related to the one we saw in 
the previous lesson, including Shte me snimate li? which means "Can you take my picture?" 

Now, you would like to ask for permission. In Bulgarian, "Can I take your picture?" is �� 
�������	� �� 
� �� �����? (Shte pozvolite li da vi snimam?) 

The first expression, shte pozvolite li, means "would you allow?" Da, which in Bulgarian 
means "that," follows next. The next word, vi, means "your." The verb snimam means 
something like "me to take a picture." The whole sentence becomes Shte pozvolite li da vi 
snimam? Literally, this means "Can I take a picture of you?" 

If you are able to socialize immediately and you feel Bulgarian people could all be like 
friends, or even if you simply meet some young people, you can use ���� �� 
� 	� 
������? (Moje li da te snimam?) meaning "Can I take your picture?" In this sentence, we 
changed the beginning and also escaped from the formal word for "your." In this way, the 
whole thing sounds a little less formal. You can try this one with young people or children. 

What if you are in a museum, an art gallery, or a shop and you want to try to ask "Can I take a 
picture here?" In Bulgarian, this is �������� �� � 
� �� ���� ���? (Pozvoleno li e da se 
snima tuk?) The first word, pozvoleno , means "allowed." It is followed by da se snima, which 
means "to take photos" at the infinitive. Da se snima. Then you have tuk, meaning "here," 
which we know very well by now. So all together, we have Pozvoleno li e da se snima tuk? 

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Quick Tip 1
 

Here are a few good places to visit and take pictures: you definitely don't want to miss Sofia's 
cathedral Alexander Nevsky, The Slaveikov Square, and many of the museums gathered 
around the city center. Should you want to travel to another town, the first destination must be 
Plovdiv in south of Bulgaria, which has a beautiful old downtown area. Other destinations 
should include Veliko Tarnovo, a town in the northeast with great architecture and historical 
importance, and the Black Sea town Varna to sample local fish dishes and relax. 

Quick Tip 2
 

People more interested in hiking will find that Bulgaria has an extensive system of mountains, 
the highest one of which is Rila with its peak Musala at 2925 meters. Together with the Pirin 
mountain and the mountain chain Stara planina, they offer great views and walks. Try the 
Rhodope mountain too because it has a rich cultural heritage, including ancient Thracian 
sites such as Perperikon, medieval castles, churches, monasteries, and picturesque villages 
with traditional Bulgarian architecture from eighteenth and nineteenth century. 
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥⇤ ⌅ ⇧⇥ ⌃⌥� ⇥⌦↵⇤� wine?

2. �⇥⇤ ⌅ ��✏⇥ ⇧⇥ ⌃⌥� ⇥⌦↵⇤�?

3. �⇥⇤ ⌅ �⇧�✏⇥ ⇧⇥ ⌃⌥� ⇥⌦↵⇤�?

4. �⇥⇤ ⇤⇥⇣✏⇥�⌅ ⇧⇥ ⌃⌥� ⇥⌦↵⇤� happy birthday?

ROMANIZATION

1. Kak e na byl-gar-ski wine?

2. Kak e tova na bylgarski?

3. Kak e onova na bylgarski?

4. Kak kazvate na bylgarski happy birthday?

ENGLISH

1. How do you say wine in Bulgarian?

2. How do you say this in Bulgarian?

3. How do you say that in Bulgarian?

4. How do you translate happy birthday in Bulgarian?

VOCABULARY
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Bulgar ian Romanization English

�⇧�✏⇥ onova that

⇤⇥⇣✏⇥⌘ kazvam say

��✏⇥ tova this (formal)

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�⇥⇤⌅⇧ ⌃⌥ ⇥�⇥ ⌅ �⌦↵⇥, ⌃⇥��.
Podai mi onova neshto, molya. 
Pass me that thing, please.

��⇥ ⌅ ✏⌅⇣⌘⌦ ✓⌥⇣⌦�⌦ �⌦ ⌦ ◆ ⇥⌦. 
That piece of cheese is not yours.

⇥�⌅◆⇥ ���⇥⇧ �⌥⌫⌅, �⌥⌦ �⌅⇠ ⌅⌃⌦ 
"⇡⌅⇠⇤⇣⌅ ⌦." 
When somebody sneezes, we say "Bless 
you."

⇢⇥ ⌅ ⌦ ⇤⇥⌃�◆ ⌃⌥.
Tova e domyt mi. 
This is my house.

GRAMMAR

For this lesson, we're going to need a word, as we're going to cover "How do you say 
[something] in Bulgarian?" So let's get started right away! 

Bulgaria is quite famous for its wine, so let's assume that you want to buy some but have no 
idea what to call it in Bulgarian! What do you do now? Of course, you ask with Survival 
Phrases! 

In Bulgarian, "How do you say 'wine' in Bulgarian?" is ��� � �� ���	�
��� "wine"? (Kak e na 
byl-gar-ski "wine"?) The first word, kak, means "how." This is followed by e, which is "to be," 
third person singular, as you all remember. In English, we could literally translate e as "how 
is." Next, we have na bylgarski ("in Bulgarian"). 

So all together, we have Kak e na bylgarski "wine"? Literally, this means, "How is in Bulgarian 
wine?" 
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Not to leave you hanging: "wine" in Bulgarian is vino. 

You can also use this expression without using any English. To accomplish this, you can use 
the expression "How do you say this in Bulgarian?" In Bulgarian, "this" is tova. So in 
Bulgarian, "How do you say this in Bulgarian?" is ��� � ��� �� ���	�
���? (Kak e tova na 
bylgarski?) The structure is similar to the previous sentence, except that in place of "wine," we 
have the demonstrative adjective tova, and it has made its way up to before the word na 
bylgarski ("in Bulgarian"). All together, we have Kak e onova na bylgarski? This is a phrase 
you can use while pointing at something. 

Simply substitute the word tova with se onova ("that") to ask "How do you say that in 
Bulgarian?" You will have ��� � ����� �� ���	�
���? (Kak e onova na bylgarski?), 
meaning "How do you say that in Bulgarian?" 

But wait, it's your Bulgarian friend's birthday, and you want to wish him or her a happy 
birthday but you don't know how to say it. Let's try and ask ��� ������ �� ���	�
��� "happy 
birthday?" (Kak kazvame na bylgarski "happy birthday"?), which means "How do you say 
happy birthday in Bulgarian?" The first word is kak, and it means "how." Then you have 
kazvame, which is the present tense first person plural of the verb kazvame, which means "to 
say." Finally, you have na bylgarski, which you have previously seen, and then the word or 
expression you wish someone to translate. So all together, we have Kak kazvame na 
bylgarski "happy birthday"? 

"Happy birthday," by the way, is Chestit rojden den. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1
 

Bulgarian wine can make a great gift for someone back home. You should definitely try the 
Mavrud wine, which is a typically Bulgarian wine variety from the Thrace plain in southern 
Bulgaria. We also recommend that you visit the town of Melnik, famous for winemaking and 
interesting architectural landmarks. 

Quick Tip 2
 

When buying wine, you should look for the more expensive bottles. Even though wine is a 
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well-regulated and important industry in Bulgaria, you might still run into low quality bottles in 
shops. It is better to buy wine from a big supermarket or a special wine shop and to avoid 
buying one from the small liquor shops on the streets. You may also do some research on the 
famous Bulgarian winemakers, regions, and wine varieties at these websites: http://
www.bulgarianwine.com/ and http://bulgarianwines.com/. 
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥⇤⌅ ⇧⌃ ⌥�  ⇥ ⌦�↵⌃�⌅�⌅?

2. �⇥⇤⌅ ⇧⌃ ⌥� �⌃  ⇥ ⌦�↵⌃�⌅�⌅?

3. ✏�⇣ �⌘✓◆� ⌥� �⌅ ↵⌘⇥⌃�⌦⌅�⌅?

4. ⌫���⌅ ⇧⌃ ⇧⌃�� ⌃ �⇥⇧⌃?

ROMANIZATION

1. Moje li da go napishete?

2. Moje li da mi go napishete?

3. Kak tryabva da se proiznese?

4. Imate li list i moliv?

ENGLISH

1. Can you write it down, please?

2. Can you write it down for me, please?

3. How do you pronounce this?

4. Do you have paper and pen?

VOCABULARY
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Bulgar ian Romanization English

�⇥ � moga could you, he could

↵⌃�� pisha to write

�⌃ mi for me, to me

↵⌘⇥⌃�⌦��✓� proiznasyam pronounce

⌃��� imam have

�⇥⇧⌃ moliv pencil

⇧⌃�� list paper

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�⇥⇤ ⌅⇥⇧⌃⌥⌃ �  ⌦↵ �⇥ �⇥�� ✏↵. 
He could repair it for you.

⇣⌘⌃✓↵◆⌦ �↵⌥⌃ �↵�⌅⇥.

Uchenikyt pishe pismo. 
The middle school student writes a letter.

�⌃ ⌅⇥�  �  �↵⌥  ✓  ⌫⇠� ��◆↵. 
I can't write in Bulgarian.

⇡⇥⇧⌃ ⇠↵ �  ⌅↵ �⇥✓⌃�⌃⌥ ⇢ ⌅⌫���⌃�? 
Can you bring me a burger? (informal)

�⌃ ⌅⇥�  �  ��⇥↵⌧✓⌃�   ��⌃� . 
I can't pronounce the address.

�⌅ ⌦⌃ ⇠↵ ⌧ � ⇠◆ ? 
Do you have a lighter?

⇡⇥⇠↵✏⌦ �⌃ �⌘��↵ ✓ �⇥⇠⇥✏↵✓ . 
The pencil broke in half.

���⌫✏  ⌅↵ ⇠↵�⌦ �  �⇥ ✓ �↵⌥ . 
I need a paper to write it down.

GRAMMAR

In the previous lesson, we covered how to ask "How do you say this in Bulgarian?" Kak e na 
bylgarski...? Do you remember? In this lesson, because we don't want you to be caught off 
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guard in any kind of situation in Bulgaria, we are going to introduce you to a new phrase that 
is very important to help you focus your skills not on the sounds, but on the writing. So let's 
start this new lesson. 

In Bulgarian, "Can you write it down please?" is ���� �� �� 	� 
������? (Moje li da go 
napishete?) The first word, moje, is the verb "could you," which you already know. Next, we 
have li, which in Bulgarian is a particle we use when asking a question. Then comes the verb 
da go napishete ("to be able to write"). In this construction, we use this verb in its polite form. 
So to recap here, we have Moje li da go napishete? Literally, this means "Can you write it 
down, please?" 

Next, we have another way to express the same meaning. ���� �� �� �� 	� 
������? 
(Moje li da mi go napishete?) means "Can you write it down for me?" The only extra thing in 
this sentence is the word mi, which means "for me." Moje li da mi go napishete? 

Once you have the written words, you may find that you have no idea how to pronounce them. 
In Bulgarian, "How do you pronounce this?" is ��� ����� �� �� ���������? (Kak tryabva 
da se proiznese?) You can say this while pointing at the word. The first word, kak, means 
"how." You should all be familiar with this by now. Next, we have tryabva da, which in English 
is "must," "have to," or "should." Finally, you have proiznese ("to pronounce"). The entire 
sentence again is Kak trybva da se proiznese? 

It might happen that people are not carrying a piece of paper or a pen. So before asking Moje 
li da mi go napishete? try asking ���� �� ��� � �����? (Imate li list i moliv?) "Do you have 
paper and pencil?" The first word, imate, means "(do) you have." This is a polite "you have." 
Then you have li, which we've already seen. Then you have list ("paper") and finally moliv 
("pencil"). As usual, before asking about someone else's stationery supplies, it's a good idea 
to say "excuse me" or izvinete. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1
 

Bulgarian writing is not too complicated, and once you learn to read the letter combinations, it 
gets very simple-you pronounce what you see. Spend a moment looking at this chart of letter 
combinations below. They'll help you a lot! 

Letter Combination Pronunciation
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-dz/-	� like "-ds" in "kids"

-j/-	
 like "-j" in "jacket"

-zh/-
 like "-s" in leisure

-i/-� like "-y" in "joy"

-ts/-� like "-ts" in "tsunami"

-ch/- like "-ch" in "check"

-sht/-� like "-st" in "stern"

-y/-� like "-u" in "urgent"

Quick Tip 2: Is the Company BVLGARI Bulgarian? 
 

A disambiguation is necessary about the connection between Bulgaria and the company and 
brand name Bulgari (BVLGARI). Although they seem similar, it is said that the founder of the 
company is of Greek origin, and there is no clear connection between the two names. In the 
ancient history, it is said that the so-called Bulgar tribes settled in the Balkans and formed the 
First Bulgarian Empire from where Bulgaria bears it name. 
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥⇤ ⌅⇧⌃⌥�⇥  ⇥ ⌦↵ �↵⌅↵ ⌅��⇥?

2. �⇥⇤ �⇧��✏⌅⇥⇣ ⌅��⇥?

3. �⇥⇤�� �⌘✓⇥�⇥�⇥?

ROMANIZATION

1. Kak trybva da se chete tova?

2. Kak prochitash tova?

3. Kakvo oznachava?

ENGLISH

1. How do you read this?

2. How do you pronounce this?

3. What does it mean?

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English

�↵⌅⇥ cheta read out

�⇧��✏⌅⇥◆ prochitam say (out)
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�⌘✓⇥�⇥�⇥◆ oznachavam mean

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�⇥⇤⌅⇧⌃⌥⌅�,  ⌦ �↵�⌅ �⌅ �⌦✏⌅ ⇣�⌦✏↵ ⌘⇣. 
I'm sorry, I can't read your name. (formal)

✓⌅◆�⇣ �⌦ �⌅ �⌫↵�⇣✏⌅� ⇣�⌦✏↵  ⌅ ✏↵⇠⇣ 

�⌫⌅�  ⌅ ⇡⇥⇧�⌅⌫�⇢⇣. 
I learned to say this town's name in 
Bulgarian.

"Dog"  ⌅ ⇡⇥⇧�⌅⌫�⇢⇣ ↵⇠ ⌅�⌅⌥⌅ ⇢◆�⌦. 
"Dog" in Bulgarian is kuche.

GRAMMAR

In the previous lessons, we introduced you to some phrases you can use when in Bulgaria, 
and this is the last lesson of the series dedicated to learning from the people around you. 
Today, we are going to cover "How do you read this?" 

In Bulgarian, "How do you read this?" is ��� ������ 	� 
� ���� ����? (Kak trybva da se 
chete tova?) Now let's hear it once again. Kak tryabva da se chete tova? The first word, kak, 
means "how." Next, we have tryabva, which in English means "must" or "should." Then da se 
chete is "to be read (out aloud)." Finally, we have the demonstrative adjective tova, which in 
English is "this." The entire sentence goes Kak trybva da se chete tova?  

If you are pointing at something, probably in a book, in a newspaper, or simply at a street 
sign, you might also like to ask "How do you pronounce this?" which in Bulgarian is ��� 
������� ����? (Kak prochitash tova?) Prochitash is "say out loud." 

After you have learned the reading and the pronunciation, you will probably want to know 
about the meaning. So why don't you try to ask ����� ��������? (Kakvo oznachava?), 
which means "What does it mean?" The first word, kakvo, means "what." Next, we have 
oznachava, which in English means "means." So all together, we have Kakvo oznachava? 
Literally, this means "What does it mean?" 

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Quick Tip 1
 

Do not be surprised if sometimes you can't read the expression of the Bulgarians. A 
commonly cited phenomenon of Bulgarian people is their head shaking for "yes" and nodding 
for "no." We should note, however, that the shaking and nodding are not identical to the 
Western gestures. The "nod" for no is actually an upward movement of the head rather than a 
downward one, while the shaking of the head for yes is not completely horizontal, but also 
has a slight "wavy" aspect to it. 

Quick Tip 2
 

A dental click (similar to the English "tsk") also means "no" (informal). People often say it with 
an upward nod. 
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥⇤⇥⌅⇧⌃⌅⌥�  ⌦↵  �⌥� �⌥ ⌃↵⇥�✏...

2. ⇣⌃⌘ ⌃ ✓⌥� ◆⌥ �⌥⇥↵⌥  �⌥�.

3. ⌥�⇥�✏ ⌃↵⇥, ↵✏��.

4. �✏⌫⇥ �⌃ ◆⌥ ⇠✏ ⌃⇤⇡⌃�⇥�⇥, ↵✏��?

ROMANIZATION

1. Rezerviral sym staya na imeto...

2. Bih iskal da naema staya.

3. Vasheto ime, molya.

4. Moje li da go izpishete, molya?

ENGLISH

1. I have a reservation.

2. I would like a room.

3. Your name please.

4. Can you spell it?

VOCABULARY
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Bulgar ian Romanization English

⌅⇥⇤⇥⌅⇧⌃⌅⌥↵ rezerviram reserve

⌃↵⇥ ime name

�⌥⇥↵⌥↵ naemam rent

⌃⇤⇡⌃ ⇧⌥↵ izpisvam spell

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�⇥⇤⇥⌅⇧⌃⌅⌥�  ⌦↵ ↵⌥ ⌥. 
I have reserved a table.

�⌃⇥ ⌃↵⇥ �⌅�✏⇧⌥ ⇣⌥  ⇥ ⌘✓�⇧⌃ ◆⌥ 

⌅⌥⇤⌘⌃ ⌥�⌥? 
Whose name shall appear on the receipt?

�⌃� ⌃ ⌥� ⇣⌥ ◆⌥⇥↵⌥ ✓�⌥ ⇤⌥ ⇥⇣⌃◆ ⇣⇥◆. 
I'd like to rent a car for a day.

⌫✓⇠ ◆⌃⌦� ⌃⇤⌘⌃ ⇧⌥ ⇣⇠↵⌥�⌥.

Fokusnikyt izpisva dumata. 
The magician spells the word.

⇡⇥ ↵✓⇢⌥ ⇣⌥ ⌃⇤⌘⌃ ⇧⌥↵ �⇥⇤⌃ ⇣⌦�⇢⌃ ⌃↵⇥◆⌥. 
I can't spell these long names.

GRAMMAR

In this lesson, we'll help you check in! In Bulgaria, there are hotels, guesthouses, and hostels, 
among many others. Let's jump right into the lesson! 

In Bulgaria, when you get to a hotel and you want to check in, you can use two possible 
phrases. If you have already booked the room and you want to say "I have a reservation" in 
Bulgarian, it is ���������� 	
� 	�� �� �����... (Rezerviral sym staya na imeto...) The first 
phrase, rezerviral sym, means "I have reserved." Next, we have the noun for "room" (staya). 
Then you have na imeto, which means "under the name," and finally you insert your name. So 
all together, we have Rezerviral sym staya na imeto... This means "I reserved a room under 
the name of..." 
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If you have not booked the room yet, the phrase "I would like a room" in Bulgarian is ��� 
�	��� �� ����� 	�� (Bih iskal da naema staya). The first phrase, bih iskal, means "I would 
like." Then we have da naema, which means "to rent." Finally, staya means "a room." So all 
together, we have Bih iskal da naema staya, which literally means "I would like to rent a 
room." 

Now, they will most likely ask you "Your name, please." In Bulgarian, this is ������ ���, 
����. (Vasheto ime, molya). The first word, vasheto, is a formal for "your" and then comes 
ime, which means "name." Next is the verb molya ("please"). This literally means "Your name, 
please." Remember, we only use this phrase in highly official circumstances, so don't try to 
start a conversation with this line in Bulgarian. People will think you're the police. 

You might also be asked "Can you spell it?" In Bulgarian, this is ���� �� �� �� ��������, 
���? (Moje li da go izpishete, molya?) The first word, moje, means "can" as you already 
know. Then comes the li, which also appeared in previous lessons. Finally, we end with  da 
go izpishete, which means "spell it" (formal). We could stop at this point, but they'll probably 
add molya, which by now we all know means "please." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1:  Go to the Country to See More of Bulgaria

 

"Village tourism," or selski turizym, is a great option to see how the local Bulgarians live. 
There you can stay and taste the local food, go mountain climbing, go horseback riding, and 
much more. There are many activities for people who decide to have a different holiday and 
go far away from the cities. 

Quick Tip 2:  Borrowed Bulgarian Words

 

Did you know that many Turkish words were adopted into Bulgarian during the long period of 
Ottoman rule? Words have also been borrowed from Latin, Greek, Russian, French, Italian, 
German, and increasingly from English. 
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥⇤⌅ ⇧⌃⌥� ⌅ ⌦⌅ ⇥↵ ⇥�⇥⌦⌥ ↵⇧⌅⌥⇧⌅?

2. �⇥�� ✏⇣ ↵⌅⌘✓◆?

ROMANIZATION

1.

Koga tryabva da osvobodya stayata?

2.

Moje li sapun?

ENGLISH

1.

What time is checkout?

2.

Can I have some soap?

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English

⇥↵ ⇥�⇥�⌦⌅ ⌅ osvobojdavam free

↵⌅⌘✓◆ sapun soap

��⌃⌘⌅ kyrpa towel

⌫�⇧�⌅ ⇠⌅ ⇠��⇣ chetka za zybi toothbrush

⌘⌅↵⇧⌅ ⇠⌅ ⇠��⇣ pasta za zybi toothpaste

⇡⌅⌘⇥⌅◆ shampoan shampoo

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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�⇥ ⇤⇥ ⌅⇥⇧⌃⇥⌥�  ⌦↵�⇧��✏⌃⇥ ⇣� ⇧↵-
⌘✏⌃✓, �↵◆  ⇤⇥ ↵⇣⌥↵⌘↵⇤�  ��⇣�↵.

 

To make your computer run faster, you can 

free some space.

�✓⌫�✓⇥� ⇤⇥ ⌦⇠⇧� ⇣⇥⇧⇠⌅.
 

I'll go outside to buy some soap.

�⇥⇡⇠⌘�⇢ ⌦✏⌃⇧⇥�⇥.
 

I've lost the towel.

�⇥⌘⌃⇥⌥�⇢ ⇣� ��⌦⇥�⇥ ✓⇥ ✓✏⌘�.
 

I forgot my toothbrush.

⌧✏⇤ ↵⇣�⇥⌥� ⇧⇥⇣�⇥�⇥ ✓⇥ ✓✏⌘�?
 

Where did you put the toothpaste?

� ⌥�◆⇤⇥�  ⇥�⇧↵⇥⌅⇥.
 

I can't see the shampoo.

GRAMMAR

In this lesson, we'll introduce you to some more useful phrases for hotels and the like. The first 

phrase is "What time is checkout?" In Bulgarian, this is Koga tryabva da osvobodya stayata? 
Let's break it down by syllable. Ko-ga trya-bva da os-vo-bo-dya sta-ya-ta? The first word, 

koga, means "when" in Bulgarian. Then you have tryabva da, which means "should," "must," 

or "have to." After that, you have osvobodya, which is "to free." Let's break it down by syllable. 

Os-vo-bo-dya. Following that, we have stayata. This means "the room." Let's break it down by 

syllable. Sta-ya-ta. So, to recap here, we have Koga tryabva da osvobodya stayata? Literally, 

this means "What time do I have to leave the room?" 

Let's try to ask "Can I have some soap?" This is Moje li sapun? Let's break it down. Mo-je li 
sapun? The first word is moje li, and it means "Can I have" Let's break down this word. Mo-je 
li. Then you have sapun, which means "soap." Now, this noun here, sapun, is in the 

accusative. Usually, the Bulgarian hotels will have soap, but just in case you need to ask, we 

prepared this example. 

There are still some things you might need to ask for at the reception desk. Below, we give 

you a list of words you can use. Just put them in our previous sentence, and they'll all work 

beautifully. 

For Example: 
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Bulgarian Romanization "English"

����� kyrpa "towel"

����� 	� 	�
� chetka za zybi "toothbrush"

����� 	� 	�
� pasta za zybi  "toothpaste"

������ shampoan "shampoo"

����� sapun "soap"

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1: How to Reward Good Service 

 

There are many cheap budget hotels and hostels in Bulgaria with quite high standards. If you 

decide to stay at a hotel, remember to tip! Even if it says everywhere that tips are included in 

the price, it is common to give tips if you're satisfied with the service. 

Quick Tip 2: What to Bring Home from Your Trip to Bulgaria 

 

The income from tourism constitutes a large part of the Bulgarian economy. Setting up 

numerous gift shops in each area has created many new jobs and supported many 

businesses. You might find the most famous gifts almost everywhere. These are the wooden 

souvenirs decorated with pyrography, dolls dressed up in national clothes, and of course, the 

traditional Bulgarian rose oil and perfume. 
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥⇤ ⇥⌅⇧⌃⌥ �⌃ ⇥ ⌦↵⌃�� ��✏⌃ �� ⇣�⌃⌥⇥�.

2. �⇥⇤ ⇥⌅⇧⌃⌥ �⌃ ⇥ ⌦↵⌃�� �⌃ ⇥ ⇧⌃↵�⇥⌘⇧⌃ �� ⇣�⌃⌥⇥�.

3. �⇥⇤ ⇥⌅⇧⌃⌥ �⌃ ⇥ ⌦↵⌃�� ��✏⌃ ⌦⇥⌅✓� �� ⇣�⌃⌥⇥�.

4. �⇥⇤ ⇥⌅⇧⌃⌥ �⌃ ⇥ ⌦↵⌃�� �� ⇥ ⇧�⌥◆� �� ⇣�⌃⌥⇥�.

ROMANIZATION

1. Bih iskal da izpratya tova do Italiya.

2. Bih iskal da izpratya tazi kartichka do Italiya.

3. Bih iskal da izpratya tova pismo do Italiya.

4. Bih iskal da izpratya tozi kolet do Italiya.

ENGLISH

1. I would like to send this to Italy.

2. I would like to send this postcard to Italy.

3. I would like to send this letter to Italy.

4. I would like to send this package to Italy.

VOCABULARY
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Bulgar ian Romanization English

⇥ ⌦↵⌃⌃✓ izpreshtam to send

⇧⌃↵�⇥⌘⇧⌃ kartichka postcard

⌦⇥⌅✓� pismo letter

⇧�⌥◆� kolet package

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�⇥⇤ ⇥⌅⇧⌃⌥ �⌃ ⇥ ⌦↵⌃�� ��✏⌃ ⇣�↵⌘. 
I would like to send this tomorrow.

✓◆⌃◆ ⇧⌃↵�⇥⇧⌃ �� ��⌫. 
I got a postcard from the United States.

⇠⌘⇡⇥⇧⇢� ⌦⇥�⌘ ⌦⇥⌅◆�.
Uchenikyt pishe pismo. 
The middle school student writes a letter.

�⇥⇤ ⇥⌅⇧⌃⌥ �⌃ ⇥ ⌦↵⌃�� ��✏⌃ ⌦⇥⌅◆� �� 
⌅⌘⌅�↵⌃ ◆⇥. 
I would like to send this letter to my sister.

�⇥⇤ ⇥⌅⇧⌃⌥ �⌃ ⇥ ⌦↵⌃�� �� ⇥ ⇧�⌥⌘� ⇡⌃ ⌧⌃⌧⌃ ◆⇥. 
I would like to send this package to my grandmother.

GRAMMAR

All right, everyone, in this lesson we're going to take a trip to the post office. Now the post 
office in Bulgaria is poshta. It uses a yellow-and-black color scheme, and you can find the 
logo, which includes a kind of stylized trumpet and the typical Bulgarian symbol of a lion in it, 
outside the buildings. 

In this lesson, we're going to work on getting your postcards, letters, and packages home. The 
expression we need to accomplish this is "I'd like to send this to" and then the desired 
destination. For this lesson, we'll use Italy. 

In Bulgarian, "I would like to send this to Italy" is Bih iskal da izpratya tova do Italiya. Let's 
break it down by syllable. Bih is-kal da iz-pra-tya to-va do I-ta-li-ya. The first word, bih iskal, 
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means "I would like." Let's break it down. Bih is-kal. Next, we have da izpratya, which means 
"to send" or "to mail." Then we have tova, which in English is "this." Finally, we have the name 
of the city you are sending it to following the word do, which means "to." Now, all together, we 
have Bih iskal da izpratya tova do Italiya. Literally, this means "I would like to send this to 
Italy." 

Let's look at the other words. We were talking about packages, letters, and postcards, so let's 
try to send a postcard! "Postcard" in Bulgarian is kartichka. Let's break it down by syllable. Kar-
tich-ka. "I would like to send this postcard to Italy" in Bulgarian is Bih iskal da izpratya tazi 
kartichka do Italiya. Let's break it down by syllable. Bih is-kal da iz-pra-tya ta-zi kar-tich-ka do I-
ta-li-ya. Notice the position of tazi kartichka, which means "this postcard." 

Now let's try "letter," which in Bulgarian is pismo. "I would like to send this letter to Italy" in 
Bulgarian is Bih iskal da izpratya tova pismo do Italiya. As you can see, we substitute the 
word for "card" (kartichka) with the word for "letter" (pismo), which is a neutral noun. 

Now let's try to send a package. In Bulgarian, "I would like to send this package to Italy" is Bih 
iskal da izpratya tozi kolet do Italiya. "Package" in Bulgarian is kolet. Let's break it down by 
syllable. Ko-let. So all together, we have Bih iskal da izpratya tozi kolet do Italiya. 

Now the package requires a closer look, which we'll do in the next lesson. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1 

 

If you already have your letter or your postcards ready for sending, you don't need to look for 
a post office. You just need to find a mailbox or a letterbox, which in Bulgaria you can 
recognize by its red color. You find them throughout neighborhoods all over the country. You 
can see the sign ���� or POST, the post office logo, and sometimes a notice with the 
timetable for collection and the time and days of collection. 

Quick Tip 2  
 

 The Bulgarian post has a reputation of being quite slow. A postcard or letter can take 
anywhere between three days to three or even four weeks. So make sure that if you need to 
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send anything urgent, you use EMS or other express post services also available in Bulgaria. 
Here is the website for them: http://www.bulgaria.alloexpat.com/bulgaria_information/
courier_companies_bulgaria.php. 
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥⇤ ⇥⌅⇧⌃⌥ �⌃ ⇥ ⌦↵⌃�� �� ⇥ ⇧�⌥✏� �� ⇣�⌃⌥⇥�.

2. ⌘⌃⇧✓� ⇥◆⌃ ✓ ⇧�⌥✏�⌃?

3. ⌘⌃⇧✓� ⌅�↵�⌃ ⇧�⌥✏�⌃?

ROMANIZATION

1.

Bih iskal da izpratya tozi kolet do Italiya.

2.

Kakvo ima v koleta?

3.

Kakvo sydyrja koleta?

ENGLISH

1.

I would like to send this package to Italy.

2.

What's in the package?

3.

What does the package contain?

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English

⌅�↵�⌃ sydyrja contain

⇧⌃⇧✓� kakvo what
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✓ ⌦⌃⇧✏�⌃ v paketa in the package

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�⇥⇤⌅ ⇧⌃ ⌥�⇧� ⇤⌃ ⌥⌦⌅⇧↵ ⇥� �⇧�↵.
 

It may contain traces of nuts.

✏⌃�⇣⇥ ⌘ ⌃⇣↵✓?
Kakvo pravish?

 

What are you doing?

✏⌃�⇣⇥ ↵◆⌃ ⌃ ⇣⌅�⌅ �?
 

What are we having for dinner?

��◆⌃ ⌦⌅�⌃ ⌥�⇣⌃ ⇣ ⌘⌃�⌅�⌃.
 

There is no medicine in the package.

GRAMMAR

In this lesson we're going to work on getting your package one step closer to its intended 

destination. In the previous lesson, we discussed the phrase "I would like to send this 

package to Italy," which was Bih iskal da izpratya tozi kolet do Italiya. Let's break it down by 

syllable. Bih is-kal da iz-pra-tya to-zi ko-let do I-ta-li-ya. Again, the location is interchangeable. 

When sending a package, though, you will probably have to explain what's in the package. 

The post office may even ask you "What's in the package?" In Bulgarian, this is Kakvo ima v 

koleta? Let's break it down by syllable. Kak-vo i-ma v ko-le-ta? The first word, kakvo, means 

"what." Let's break down this word. Kak-vo. Next, we have the third person verb ima, which in 

English is "there is." Finally, we have v koleta, which is the Bulgarian word for "in the 

package." To recap here, we have Kakvo ima v koleta? Literally, this means "What is there in 

the package?" All together, we have Kakvo ima v koleta? If you want to be sure to name all 

the things you are sending correctly, English is perfectly accepted. 

Another way in which they can ask you "What's in the package" is Kakvo sydyrja koleta? This 

translates as "What does the package contain?" Let's break it down by syllable. Kak-vo sy-dyr-

ja ko-le-ta? The first word, kakvo, means "what," and then you have sydyrja ("it contains"). 

Finally, you have koleta, "the package." All together, we have Kakvo sydyrja koleta? This 

literally means "What contains the package?" 

Please remember that even in Bulgaria as in many other countries, there are some rules for 
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things you can or cannot send. You can learn about this by asking the post office clerk or 

consulting the posters with standards and prohibitions that you can find in every post office. 

Also, by visiting the Bulgarian post website at http://www.bgpost.bg/, you can calculate the 

shipping price or track your package. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1 

 

Buying stamps in Bulgaria is very simple. They sell normal stamps at the poshta, so saying 

Marki molya. ("I would like some stamps") is the simplest and most common way of asking for 

them. Remembering your numbers comes in handy here, as they will most likely ask you how 

many you want. It's as easy as that! 

Quick Tip 2 

 

Bulgaria uses the metric system. There is one exception: drinks. When ordering a drink, you 

can use a special expression for quantity. For example, let's say you want to try the Bulgarian 

brandy, which is called rakiya, similar to other countries in the area like Greece and Turkey. 

You'd either get a golyama rakiya or malka rakiya. Golyama is "large" and means you get 100 

grams, while malka means "small" and you get 50 grams. Be careful with it: its alcohol 

percentage is usually forty percent, but sometimes it may reach fifty percent and sixty percent 

when the rakiya is produced at home. 
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥⇤ ⌅⇧ ⌃⇤⌥⌅⇧�  ⌥⇤⌃⌦ ⇥⇤↵?

2. �⇥⇤ ⌅⇧ ⌃⇤⌥⌅⇧�  ⌥⇤⌃⌦⇤?

3. �⇥⇤ ⌅⇧ ⌃⇤⌥⌅⇧�   ⌥⇥�⌃⌃  ⌥�� ?

4. ✏⇣⌘� ⇥ ✓⇤ ⌘⇤  ⌥⇥�⌃◆ ⇤⌅�↵⇤?

5. � ⌫� ⌅⇧ ⌘⇤ ⇥⇧ ⌘⇤⌘�↵� ⇠ -⌘��⌥⌃⇧ ⌥⇤⌃⌦⌃ ↵⇧?

6. � ⌫� ⌅⇧ ⌘⇤ ⇥⇧ �⇤�⇤⌅⇧↵�?

ROMANIZATION

1. Ima li nablizo bankomat?

2. Ima li nablizo banka?

3. Ima li nablizo obmenno biuro?

4. Kyde moga da obmenya valuta?

5. Moje li da mi dadete po-drebni banknoti?

6. Moje li da mi razvalite?

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. Is there an ATM near here?

2. Is there a bank near here?

3. Is there an exchange office near here?

4. Where can I exchange currency?

5. Smaller denominations please.

6. Break this please.

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English

 ⌥⇥�⌃⌃  ⌥�� obmenno biuro exchange office

⇠ -⌘��⌥⌃⇧ po-drebni smaller

⌥⇤⌃⌦⌃ ↵⇤ banknote denominations

 ⌥⇥�⌃◆⇥ obmenyam exchange

⌥⇤⌃⌦⇤ banka bank

�⇤�⇤⌅◆⇥ razvalyam to break (money)

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�⇥⇤⌅ ⇧⌃⌥� � ⌦⇥⇤↵ ↵ ⌃⌥�� ⇥���✏✏⇥ 
�⇣⌥⇥. 
Please stop the car outside an exchange 
office.

⌘�↵ � ⇤✓ ⌃⇥-�⌥��✏✓ ⌦↵⌥ ⇥◆✓? 
Do you have smaller potatoes?
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⌥⇥�↵�↵�✓ � ⌃⌥��⌃⇥�✓ ↵  ⌃⇥-�⌥��✏✓ 
�↵✏⌦✏⇥ ✓. 
Shopkeepers prefer smaller 
denominations.

⌫� ⇠✏↵� ⌦⇡�� �⇥⇢↵ �↵ ⇥���✏⌅ �↵⇤� ↵. 
I don't know where I can exchange money.

⌧⇥⌅ �↵✏⌦↵ � ⇠↵� ⇡⇢⇡⇤↵? 
Which bank is that around the corner?

�⇡�↵⇤⌅�↵�, ✏� �⇥⇢↵ �↵ �✓ ⌥↵⇠�↵⇤⌅. 
I'm sorry, I can't break it for you.

GRAMMAR

Exchanging money in Bulgaria is quite convenient. You can exchange money at airports and 
banks or withdraw money from an ATM. Rates applied when withdrawing money from an 
ATM are likely to be higher. As a general rule, try to find one of the countless exchange 
offices. So first things first: let's find a location that will exchange money. 

First, let's review some previous phrases and patterns we've already covered. 

In Bulgarian, "Is there an ATM near here?" is Ima li nablizo bankomat? Let's break it down by 
syllable. I-ma li na-bli-zo ban-ko-mat? We've already covered in this sentence in lesson 30. 

Now, to ask for a bank, we can just replace the word for "ATM" with the word for "bank" and 
the phrase works just fine. "Is there a bank near here?" is Ima li nablizo banka? Let's break it 
down by syllable. I-ma li na-bli-zo-ban-ka? Ima li nablizo banka? It's not very different from the 
ATM sentence, and, lucky for us, "bank" in Bulgarian is banka. 

Let's ask for an exchange office now. It is very similar: insert the word obmenno biuro in the 
previous sentence. Ima li nablizo obmenno biuro? If you can, make this your first choice. 

For times when there is neither a bank nor an ATM, you can ask, "Where can I exchange 
currency?" In Bulgarian, this is Kyde moga da obmenya valuta? Let's break it down by 
syllable. Ky-de mo-ga da ob-me-nya va-lu-ta? The first word, kyde, means "where." Let's 
break down this word. Ky-de. Then we have moga, which in English is "I can." Then you have 
the word da obmenya ("exchange"). Finally, we have valuta ("currency" or "money"). All 
together, we have Kyde moga da obmenya valuta? Literally, this means "Where can I change 
money?" 
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Exchanging currency is pretty straightforward-you need to fill out some forms and then 
present the amount you want exchanged. One extremely useful phrase is "Smaller 
denominations, please." It's usually beneficial to have smaller amounts of currency on you for 
paying for the bus fare, taxi fare, and so on. 

In Bulgarian, "Smaller denominations, please" is Moje li da mi dadete po-drebni banknoti? 
Let's break it down by syllable. Mo-je li da mi da-de-te po- dre-bni ban-kno-ti? The first word, 
moje li, means "Could you?" Next, we have da mi dadete, or "to give me." Then you have po-
drebni, which means "smaller." Note the way we make the comparative form of the adjective 
in Bulgarian: with po, and the hyphen, po-, and then we add the adjective. Finally, banknoti 
("notes" or "denominations"). All together, we have Moje li da mi dadete po-drebni banknoti? 
In English, this means, "Could you give me smaller denominations, please." 

Finally, you can also use the phrase "Break this, please" to indicate you would like smaller 
amounts of the currency. In Bulgarian, "Break this please" is Moje li da mi razvalite? Let's 
break it down by syllable. Mo-je li da mi raz-va-li-te? Let's break it into components. The first 
word is moje, which means "can," and the next is the particle used in questions, li. Then the 
last words in the sentence form one construction, "exchange" or literally "to break them for 
me." The whole sentence again is Moje li da mi razvalite? Use this when you have a note in 
your hand. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1 

 

Bulgarian shopkeepers hate one hundred bills, and even a fifty bill can give them headaches. 
If you have a big bill, don't try to ask them to break it without buying something first. 

Quick Tip 2 

 

Don't be tempted to buy leva from people who linger around train stations in Sofia, especially 
in the Central Bus and Train Station, Centralna gara. Walk past them and find a legitimate 
place outside the building. 
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥⇤⌅⇧⌃⇧⌥�  ⌦ ↵⇥�⌅↵ ⇧⌥��⌦ �⇧⇥⌥⌦?

2. �⌅�⇧ ⌅�✏�⌥ �⌃⇤⌃⇧ ↵⇥�⌅↵ ⇧⌥��⇧ �⇧⇥⌥⇧, ⇣⇤ ⌘.

3. �⌅�⇧ ↵�⌥⌅�✏�⌥ �⌃⇤⌃⇧ ↵⇥�⌅↵ ⇧⌥��⇧ �⇧⇥⌥⇧, ⇣⇤ ⌘.

4. ✓⇣⇧  ⌦ �⇧◆ ⌦⇤ ↵ ⇧⌥�� ⌥� ��⇤�?

ROMANIZATION

1.

Prodavate li predplateni karti?

2.

Edna desetlevova predplatena karta, molya.

3.

Edna petdesetlevova predplatena karta, molya.

4.

Ima li nablizo platen telefon?

ENGLISH

1.

Do you have prepaid telephone cards?

2.

A 10 leva prepaid card, please.

3.

A 50 leva prepaid card, please.

4.

Is there a payphone near here?

VOCABULARY
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Bulgar ian Romanization English

�⇥⇤⌅⇧⌃⇧⇣ Prodavam to sell

�⇥�⌅↵ ⇧⌥��⇧ �⇧⇥⌥⇧ Predplatena karta prepaid (calling) card

↵ ⇧⌥�� ⌥� ��⇤� platen telefon pay phone

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�⇥⇤ ⌅⇧ ⌃⇧ ⌥� ⌦↵�↵ ��⌅ .
 

They don't sell wine here.

�↵✏⇥⇣�⌘ ⌥�⇧⌦⌥✓↵◆⇧⌅↵◆↵ ⇤↵�◆↵.
 

I've lost the prepaid card.

� � ⌥✓↵◆⇧⌅ ◆⇧✓⇧� ⌅ ⌅⇧ �↵⇣ ◆�.
 

That pay phone doesn't work.

GRAMMAR

While most people wouldn't or couldn't step outside without their cell phones, when visiting 

another country, sometimes it's a little too far for your local carrier. You can, of course, use 

your cell phone when you get to Bulgaria, but you have to pay very expensive charges. So if 

you feel like saving your money, the good old ways work like a charm. 

In Bulgaria, you can buy phone cards, or you can use special booths for international calls. 

You can find them in every city's post office, or if you search more, you can find a reasonable 

price in the so-called telephone centers for international calls. Let us see what you should do 

if you want to buy a prepaid card from a mobile operator company such as Globul. These 

prepaid cards are usually for local calls, and they do not require you to sign a contract or pay 

monthly bills. You just have to buy or charge the card, and you will be ready to make the calls 

in and from Bulgaria. 

If you want to use the calling booths for making international calls, this might be a cheap way 

to call your country, but those booths are not as numerous as they used to be; of course, cell 

phones are more popular. The calling cards are a convenient way to make international calls, 

and you can use them with your own cell phone. This is what we will focus on in this lesson. 
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Before asking for a card, you may want to find out whether the store has the cards. In 

Bulgarian, "Do you sell prepaid cards?" is Prodavate li predplateni karti? Let's break it down 

by syllable. Pro-da-va-te li pred-pla-te-ni kar-ti? The first word, prodavate, means "do you 

sell," and it appears with the particle li, which you are familiar with. Let's break down these 

words: pro-da-va-te li. This word is third person plural. You use this because the third person 

form makes it polite and the plural means you are asking "them," the shop. Next, we have the 

Bulgarian phrase for "prepaid cards," predplateni karti. Let's break it down by syllable. Pred-

pla-te-ni kar-ti. All together, we have Prodavate li predplateni karti? Literally, this means "Do 

you sell prepaid cards?" 

The answer to this will be "yes" (da) or "no" (ne). In the case that the store has the cards, you'll 

want to ask for one of the denominations we talked about. 

Let's start with a ten leva card. 

In Bulgarian, "A ten leva prepaid card, please" is Edna desetlevova predplatena karta, molya. 

Let's break it down by syllable. Ed-na de-set-le-vo-va pred-pla-te-na kar-ta mo-lya. The first 

word, edna, means "a," the indefinite article. Then you have desetlevova ("a ten levas"), which 

by syllable is de-set-le-vo-va. After this, you have predplatena karta, meaning "prepaid card." 

Finally, you have molya, which means "please." Literally, this means "A ten-leva prepaid card, 

please." 

For a fifty leva card, you just have to change the value this way: Edna petdesetlevova 

predplatena karta, molya. 

If you are looking for the international call booths in post offices or the international telephone 

call centers, you will have to ask Ima li nablizo platen telefon? This means "Is there a pay 

phone near here?" The first word, ima, means "there is." Next is something you have already 

learned in Survival Phrases Number 30, nablizo, which translates as "near here" in English. 

Then we have the word for "pay phone," which is platen telefon. All together, we have Ima li 

nablizo platen telefon? In English, this means "Is there a phone booth near here?" 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1 

 

In Bulgaria, there are still some public phones that take coins, but the most common way to 
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make an international call is using the phone booths in the post offices and the telephone 

centers or to count on Skype for that. The mass usage of cell phones makes the number of 

public phones fewer and fewer every year. 

Quick Tip 2 

 

Bulgarian people don't really use telephone cards anymore and only use the prepaid cards 

when they need to talk to someone abroad. To see details for the prepaid tariffs and places 

where you can buy those cards, please visit http://www.globul.bg/eng/programa_bc.html. 

If you want to know the prices for your calls, you can find the international calls chart at the 

following link: http://www.globul.bg/eng/postpaid.03.html?posm=03. 
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥⇤ ⇥⌅⇧⌃⌥ �⌃  ⌃⌦↵⌃ ⇧�⌥⌃.

2. �⇥⇤ ⇥⌅⇧⌃⌥ �⌃  ⌃⌦↵⌃ ↵����.

3. �⇥⇤ ⇥⌅⇧⌃⌥ �⌃  ⌃⌦↵⌃ ⌅⇧✏�⌦�.

4. �⇥⇤ ⇥⌅⇧⌃⌥ �⌃  ⌃⌦↵⌃ ⇧�⌥⌦⌥�.

5. ⇣�⌘⌃ ��✓◆⌃ �⌃ ⌅⌦ �� ⌦?

6. ��⌫⌦ ⌥⇥ �⌃ ⌅⌦ �� ⌦  ⌃ ��✏⌘� ↵✓⌅��?

ROMANIZATION

1. Bih iskal da naema kola.

2. Bih iskal da naema motor.

3. Bih iskal da naema skuter.

4. Bih iskal da naema kolelo.

5. Koga tryabva da se vyrne?

6. Moje li da se vyrne na drugo myasto?

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. I would like to rent a car.

2. I would like to rent a motorbike.

3. I would like to rent a scooter/moped.

4. I would like to rent a bike.

5. When must I return it?

6. Can I return it someplace else?

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English

⇧�⌥⌃ kola car

↵���� motor motorcycle

�⌃ �� ⌃ da vyrna to return

⇧�⌥⌦⌥� kolelo bike

 ⌃⌦↵⌃↵ naemam renting

⌅⇧✏�⌦� skuter scooter/moped

 ⌃ ��✏⌘� ↵✓⌅�� na drugo myasto somewhere else

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�⇥⇤⌅⇧⌅ ⌃⌅⌥�⌥⌅  ⌅⇤⌦⌥⇥.
Kolata zaviva nalyavo. 
The car turns left.

�⇥⇤⌅⇧⌅ ↵ � ⇥�⇥ ��✏⇣ ⌅. 
The car is very dirty.
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⌘↵ �⇥�⌅ ✓⌅ ◆⌅�⌅� �⇥⇧⇥�. 
I can't drive a motorcycle.

�⇥�⌅ ✓⌅ ⌥✏� ⌅ ⌅⇣⇥�⇧⌅ ⇣�? 
When do I hand in my passport?

⌘↵ �⇥�↵ ✓⌅ ⌅�◆��⌅� ◆⇥⇤↵⇤⇥⇧⇥ ⇣� 
⇧⌫◆. 
You can't park your bike here.

⇠⌅  ⌅↵�↵� ◆⇥⇤⌅  ↵ ⌥� ⌅�� ↵ ⇤↵⇣ ⇥. 
Renting a car is not always easy.

⌘⌦◆⇥⇡ ↵ ⇥⇧◆�⌅✓ ⌅⇤ ⇣◆⌫⇧↵�⌅! 
Someone stole the scooter!

⇠�✏� ✓⇥◆⌫�↵ ⇧�⇧↵ ⇣�  ⌅ ✓�⌫�⇥ �⌦⇣⇧⇥. 
Keep your documents somewhere else.

GRAMMAR

In this lesson, we'll introduce you to a phrase that will help you get to the places you need to 
be! In some places, trains and subways are the way to travel, but it's also very useful to know 
how to rent a car, scooter, or bicycle. 

In Bulgarian, "I would like to rent a car" is Bih iskal da naema kola. Let's break it down by 
syllable. Bih is-kal da na-e-ma ko-la. The first word, bih iskal, is one of the words we already 
covered in some previous lessons, and it means "I would like." Let's break down this word. 
Bih is-kal. Next, we have da naema, which means "to rent." The last word in the sentence is 
kola, which in English is "car." 

"Motorbike" in Bulgarian is practically the same, motor. Let's use it in our sentence now: Bih 
iskal da naema motor. Renting a scooter is not as popular as in some Mediterranean 
countries, but you might want to try that too: Bih iskal da naema skuter. Again, we only have 
one new word, skuter, or "scooter," which, of course, you will easily remember. 

Finally, why not rent a bike as well? Bih iskal da naema kolelo. Kolelo means "bike." 

If you're renting something, it's also important to know when you must return it! Therefore, 
we're giving you a phrase you can use to make sure you return it on time. In Bulgarian, "When 
must I return it?" is Koga tryabva da se vyrne? Let's break it down by syllable. Ko-ga trya-bva 
da se vyr-ne? The first word, koga, means "when." Let's break down this word. Ko-ga. Next, 
we have tryabva, which in English is "must." Then we have da se vyrne, which literally means 
"to give something back" or "to return." All together, we have Koga tryabva da se vyrne? 
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Literally, this means "When must it be returned?" 

Finally, you may want to return it at a different location. In Bulgaria, "Can I return it somewhere 
else?" is Moje li da se vyrne na drugo myasto? First you have moje, which you know as "can." 
Then you have da se vyrne, which means "to be returned." Finally, we have the words na 
drugo myasto, meaning "somewhere else." The entire sentence again is Moje li da se vyrne 
na drugo myasto? 

The answer should be a big yes and the name of the location. Igen,... If you're unlucky, they'll 
say Nem, itt kell, which literally means "No, here must." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1 

 

Driving in Bulgaria can be anywhere between very convenient and ridiculously painful. The 
highway network is getting better every year and you can find gasoline at any gas station. The 
prices move between 2,40 leva and 2,60 leva per liter. On the other hand, certain areas are 
still not connected to the highways very well, and the slow, two-lane roads are often not very 
well maintained. Be careful when off the motorway. 

Quick Tip 2 

 

Pretty much the same goes for bikes. Some areas around Sofia are nice for a ride, but mostly 
it's built for cars. You should probably try riding in the countryside or smaller towns, and be 
careful with the car and bus drivers when you ride your bike in Sofia. 
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥⇤⌅ ⇧⇤⌃⌥�,  ⌦⌃↵.

2. ��⇤ ⇧⇤⌃⌥��,  ⌦⌃↵.

3. ✏⌥� ⇧⇤⌃⌥��,  ⌦⌃↵.

4. ⇣⇤⌃⌥�� ⌘⇤,  ⌦⌃↵.

ROMANIZATION

1. Edin bilet, molya.

2. Tri bileta, molya.

3. Pet bileta, molya.

4. Bileta Vi, molya.

ENGLISH

1. One ticket, please.

2. Three tickets please.

3. Five tickets, please.

4. Your ticket, please.

VOCABULARY
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Bulgar ian Romanization English

⇧⇤⌃⌥� bilet ticket

 ⌦⌃↵ molya please

⌥⇥⌅⌦ edno one

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�⇥⇤⌅⇧⌃⌥ ⇧⌃� ⌦⇥ ↵⇥ �⌅↵ �. 
I've lost the ticket to the museum.

�⌃� ⌦ ✏⇣✏ ✏⌦⌅⌘ ✓⌦✏◆ ✓⇥�⇥� ✓⌃ , 
���. 
A ticket with a student discount, please.

��⇥� ✏⇥�  ⌘✓⇥ �✓ ⌦⇥ � ⌘⌫⇧⇥. 
I have only one coin in my pocket.

GRAMMAR

There is so much to do and see in Bulgaria, and there are times when access to some must-
see places requires an admission ticket. So in this lesson, we're going to work on getting you 
through the gate, as we'll look at buying tickets. In Bulgaria, ticket is bilet. Let's break it down: 
bi-let. 

In Bulgarian, "One ticket, please" is Edin bilet, molya. Let's break it down by syllable. E-din bi-
let mo-lya. The first word, edin, means "one." Next we have bilet, which in Bulgarian is "ticket." 
To recap here, we have edin bilet. Let's look at the next word, which you know very well, 
molya, and it means "please" or "would like" or "would want." So, all together, we have Edin 
bilet, molya. Literally, this means, "A ticket, please." 

We'll work on getting tickets for the rest of the party now. 

Let's recap the numbers from one to ten. 

Bulgarian "English"
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edno "one"

dve "two"

tri "three"

chetiri "four"

pet "five"

shest "six"

sedem "seven"

osem "eight"

devet "nine"

deset "ten"

"Three tickets, please" in Bulgarian is Tri bileta, molya. Let's break it down by syllable. Tri bi-le-
ta mo-lya. The first word, tri, means "three." Next, we have the same noun as before but in 
plural here. So all together, we have Tri bileta, molya. Literally, this means "Three tickets, 
please." 

"Five tickets, please" in Bulgarian is Pet bileta, molya. 

Very often, you may be asked to show your ticket at places other than the entrance, so keep 
these admission tickets with you until you leave the place you are visiting. Someone might 
ask you Bileta Vi, molya. This means "Your ticket, please." The first word is bileta ("ticket"). 
Then you have the polite form of "you," which we write with a capital letter: Vi, as we did it in a 
previous lesson. Then you have molya ("please"). Let's break it down by syllable. Bi-le-ta Vi 
mo-lya. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 
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Many museums and galleries offer free entry on one day of the week, which is a bonus if 
you're traveling with a family. You can also get discount tickets for groups, students, children, 
or the elderly at many places. A full-price ticket for one person should be around between 
three and ten leva, while the price for students and kids might be between 0.50 leva and one 
leva. Note that every museum has specific pricing, so it is better to check the price list at the 
entrance. 

Quick Tip 

 

Public holidays in Bulgaria are worth remembering, as you may end up not getting in where 
you want on these days: 

January 1 and 2 

March 3 

May 1 

May 6 

May 24 

September 6 

September 22 

December 24, 25, and 26 

Easter (movable every year) 

Quick Tip 3  

 

 Remember this lesson well because all of the words and sentences here are applicable 
when you buy tickets for trains and subways as well. 
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥⇤ ⌅⇧ ⌃⌥�⇤ ⌦↵�⇧� �⇤ ⇤��⌅⇧⇧⌃�⇧ ✏⇣⇧�?

2. �⇥⇤ ⌅⇧ ⌃⌥�⇤ ⌦↵�⇧� �⇤ ⌘�✏�⌃�⇧ ✏⇣⇧�?

3. �⇥⇤ ⌅⇧ ⌃⌥�⇤ ⌦↵�⇧� �⇤ ✓⌥⌦�⌃�⇧ ✏⇣⇧�?

ROMANIZATION

1. Ima li spravochnik na angliiski ezik?

2. Ima li spravochnik na frenski ezik?

3. Ima li spravochnik na yaposnki ezik?

ENGLISH

1. Do you have an English information guide?

2. Do you have a French information guide?

3. Do you have a Japanese information guide?

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English

⌃⌥�⇤ ⌦↵�⇧� spravochnik information, guide

⌘�✏�⌃�⇧ (✏⇣⇧�) frenski (ezik) French (language)
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✓⌥⌦�⌃�⇧ (✏⇣⇧�) yaposnki (ezik) Japanese (language)

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�⇥⇤ ⌅⇧ ⌃⌥�⇤ ⌦↵�⇧� �⇤ �⇧�⇤✏⌃�⇧ ⇣⌘⇧�? 
Do you have a Chinese information guide?

✓�⇣�⌃�⇧◆� ⇣ ��⇤⌃⇧  ⇣⌘⇧�. 
French is a beautiful language.

⌥⌦�⌃�⇧◆� ⇣ ⇥�⌦�⌦ ���⌫⇣�. 
Japanese is very difficult.

GRAMMAR

In this lesson, we'll introduce you to a crucial phrase for travelers who are interested in 
learning more about the tourist attractions you're going to visit. Learning about the history and 
the cultural significance of places you visit can be just as rewarding as seeing them. This 
lesson will help us cover "Do you have an English information guide?" 

In Bulgarian, "Do you have an English information guide?" is Ima li spravochnik na angliiski 
ezik? Let's break it down by syllable: Ima li spra-voch-nik na an-glii-ski e-zik? The first word, 
ima, means "is there," and we add the particle for questions, li, which you know very well by 
now. This is followed by spravochnik, which in English is "information" or "guidebook." Let's 
break it down by syllable: spra-voch-nik. Let's take a look at the last words. We have na 
angliiski ezik, which in English means "in the English language." Let's break it down by 
syllable: na an-glii-ski e-zik. So to recap here, we have Ima li spravochnik na angliiski ezik? 
This sentence can refer to a person who could help you, a guide, or just a pamphlet at the 
entrance of the museum. 

So, all together, we have Ima li spravochnik na angliiski ezik?  

But to ask for a different language, we can just replace the word for "English" with any other 
word for a language and it works just fine. Let's try "French": in Bulgarian, "Do you have a 
French information guide?" is Ima li spravochnik na frenski ezik? The only thing that changes 
is the thing you are looking for. In this case, it's na frenski ezik. Let's break down this word: na 
fren-ski e-zik. 
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Let's try now with a Japanese guide! It's not so unlikely that information guides will be in 
Japanese because Bulgaria is very popular among Japanese tourists all year round. So, "Do 
you have a Japanese information guide?" is Ima li spravochnik na yaponski ezik? "Japanese" 
in Bulgarian is yaponski. Let's break down this word. So, all together, we have Ima li 
spravochnik na yaponski ezik? Piece of cake! 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1 

 

The official language is Bulgarian, but English is widely spoken in most tourist areas, so an 
English guide will most likely be available. Hungarian schools also teach German and French 
and not so often Italian and Spanish, so if you see some young people around you, you're 
likely to find one who speaks one of these languages. 

Quick Tip 2 

 

 Here are some other languages you might need to ask about! 

"English" Romanization Pronunciation Bulgarian 

"German" Nemski nem-ski

������

"Spanish" Ispanski is-pan-ski

���	
���

"Italian" Italianski i-ta-li-an-ski

��	��	
���
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥⇤ ⌅⇧⌃⌥�⇥  ⇥ ⌦↵ ⌃ ↵ ⌅��⇥?

2. ��⌅� ✏⇣ ↵?

ROMANIZATION

1. Kak tryabva da se yade tova?

2. Lyuto li e?

ENGLISH

1. How do you eat this?

2. Is this hot?

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English

⌃⌘ yam eat

✏�⌅ lyut hot (spicy)

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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�⇥⇤⇥⌅⇧⌃⌥�⌃�  ⌦↵�⇧⌥⌦ �⌦ ⇤⌦⇧⌦⌃⌦.
Semeistvoto zakusva na masata. 
The family eat breakfast at the table.

�⇥ �✏⇣⌘⌦⇤ ✓⌦ ◆⇤ ✓�⇤⌦⌃⇣. 
I don't like to eat tomatoes.

⌦ ⇣ ⌘��↵⌦ ⇥ �⌫⌃⌦. 
That paprika is spicy.

GRAMMAR

In Bulgaria, there are many delicious dishes! We've already covered how to order them, but 
now it's time to learn how to eat them! However, that is not always so straightforward. In this 
lesson, we'll learn how to ask "How do you eat this?" 

In Bulgarian, "How do you eat this?" is Kak tryabva da se yade tova? Let's break it down by 
syllable. Kak trya-bva da se ya-de to-va? Then we have kak, which means "how." Then you 
have tryabva da, which means "must." The next word should be familiar: se yade means "to 
eat" or "to be eaten." The last word, tova, means "this." Literally, all together, it means "How 
this must be eaten." Now, while most of the Bulgarian dishes are quite straightforward, 
homemade cooking can get you more complicated dishes. When in doubt, say Kak tryabva 
da se yade tova? 

Finally, we will talk about something that may come in handy for everyone who doesn't like 
hot things. Bulgarian cuisine is known for being spicy. While it's usually not the same 
spiciness as Indian food, it can come as shock for the unprepared. The question "Is this hot?" 
in Bulgarian is Lyuto li e? The first word, lyuto, means "spicy." Next, we have the particle you 
know well, li. Then, we end with e, which in English is "is." All together, we have Lyuto li e? 
Lyuto li e? "Is this spicy?" 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1 

 

For the lovers of spicy food, I highly recommend lukanka, a spicy and very tasty sausage and 
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liutenica, a spread or dip with varying spiciness that goes well with the traditional bread of the 
Bulgarian people. Both are very popular as spicy appetizers. Also, in Bulgarian restaurants, 
as well as in almost every home, hot paprika is always on the table. Use it carefully. 

Quick Tip 2 

 

There is a special kind of restaurant in Bulgaria called mehana. These rural-themed places 
usually serve homestyle cooking and big and filling meals that are not for the faint hearted. 
You can find many of these places when driving through the Black Sea side in eastern 
Bulgaria or around the Rhodopa Mountain to the south; these restaurants may also serve as 
inns for travelers. 

Of course, if you enjoy fish-themed restaurants, we recommend you head to the Black Sea 
coast, since it is the best place for finding dishes with fresh fish and all other kinds of seafood. 
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥⇤⇥⌅⇧⌃⌥⇧�⇥  ⌦↵�.

2. �⇥ �� �⇥⌦✏.

3. �⇥ �� ⌦⌥⌃⇥�⇥.

4. ⇣�⇧ ⌘⌥ �⇥⌦✏ ✓↵⌅⌃⇥?

ROMANIZATION

1. Vegetarianec sym.

2. Ne yam meso.

3. Ne yam sirene.

4. Ima li meso vytre?

ENGLISH

1. I am vegetarian.

2. I don't eat meat.

3. I don't eat cheese.

4. Does this have meat?

VOCABULARY
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Bulgar ian Romanization English

✓⇥⇤⇥⌅⇧⌃⌥⇧�⇥ vegetarianes vegetarian

�⇥⌦✏ meso meat

⌦⌥⌃⇥�⇥ sirene cheese

✓↵⌅⌃⇥ vytre inside

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�⇥ ⇥⇤⌅ ⇧⌃⌥⌅�⌅  ⌦↵ ��⇧�⇥�⇤⌅���✏. 
I have been a vegetarian for three years.

⇣� ⌃⌘⌅✓�↵ ↵� ⌃.
Ne obicham meso. 
I don’t like meat.

⇣� ◆↵  �⌅� ⌃ ↵� ⌃. 
I don't eat pork.

⇣��-�⌃�⌫⇠◆⇤�⌃⇥⌃  ⌅⇤��� � ⇡⌦⇠⇧�⇤⌅◆ 
 � ��⇤⌅✓� ⇤���. 
The most popular cheese in Bulgaria is 
called "krave."

⇢⌦⇥⇤� �◆↵� �⇠⌃�⌃⇠. 
There is no alcohol in it.

GRAMMAR

This lesson is not only for all of the vegetarians out there, but it's also for anyone with an 
aversion to a particular food! There are many reasons a person won't eat a particular food, 
and there may be instances when communicating this is necessary. Today, we'll go over 
some phrases to make sure you don't get any unwanted surprises on the plate. 

In Bulgarian, "I am a vegetarian" is Vegetarianec sym. Let's break it down by syllable. Ve-ge-
ta-ri-a-nec sym. The first word, vegetarianec, means "vegetarian." Let's break down this word. 
Ve-ge-ta-ri-a-nes. Next, we have sym, which in English is "I am." To recap here, we have 
Vegetarianec sym. This means "I am a vegetarian." 
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Another way you can communicate that you don't eat a particular food is by saying just that! 

In Bulgarian, "I don't eat meat" is Ne yam meso. Let's break it down by syllable. Ne yam me-
so. The first word, ne, means "no" or "don't." Next, we have yam, which in English is "I eat." To 
recap here, we have ne yam. Literally, this means "(I) don't eat." Let's look at the next word, 
meso, which means "meat." All together, we have Ne yam meso. Literally, this means "(I) don't 
eat meat." 

We can use this sentence pattern for other kinds of food by simply changing just one word! So 
let's look at some other possibilities. Let's try "cheese," which in Bulgarian is sirene. Let's 
break it down by syllable. Si-re-ne. Now let's try the phrase with this word. "I don't eat cheese" 
in Bulgarian is Ne yam sirene. Let's break it down by syllable. Ne yam si-re-ne. 

If you want to make sure some food doesn't have an ingredient you can't eat or you don't want 
to eat, you should simply ask about it. For example, if you want to make sure a meal doesn't 
have meat, you should ask Ima li meso vytre? The first word, ima, means "have," and then you 
have the usual li. After that comes meso, which we already know means "meat." In the end is 
vytre, which means "inside." Ima li meso vytre? 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1: If You're a Bulgarian Vegetarian, Is It Hard to Eat? 

 

Generally speaking, being a vegetarian in Sofia is not harder than in any other European city. 
You can find a variety of vegan and organic places here. On the other hand, when you're in a 
smaller town, things could get tricky. There can be a section in almost every restaurant with 
vegetarian dishes; the problem is that it's usually salad or grilled vegetables. If this is not 
enough for you, go for an Italian restaurant, which will surely have something else for you. 
Italian restaurants in Bulgaria are often called ������� (picariya).  

Bulgarian people, especially elderly ones, do fast before Easter and Christmas, so if you are 
invited to have lunch with a Bulgarian family in these periods of fasting, you can have the 
chance to taste various homemade dishes that are perfect for vegetarians. 

Quick Tip 2: How to Be Polite at the Bulgarian Table 
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Refusing to eat anything when you're a guest of a Bulgarian family is very rude. Try to inform 
people of your eating habits beforehand and don't expect too much variety in vegan dishes as 
a guest. It seems that vegetarianism is still treated with puzzled amusement. "Really? Why 
would you not eat meat?" 
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥⇤⇥⌅!

2. �⇥⇧⌃⌥� ⌦↵ �⇥�⌃�⌃✏ !

3. �⇥�⌃�⌃✏!

ROMANIZATION

1. Pomosht!

2. Povikaite policiya!

3. Policiya!

ENGLISH

1. Help!

2. Call the police!

3. Police!

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English

�⇥⇤⇥⌅! Pomosht! Help!

�⇥�⌃�⌃✏! Policiya! police
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�⇥⇧⌃⌥⇧�⇤ povikvam call

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�⇥⇤⇥ ⌅⇧⌃⌥⇤ �  ⇥⇤⌦↵� ��⇥��. 
I need some help here.

�↵� ✏⇣⌥⇣⌘ ��⌦⇣✓⇣◆, ��⇥�⌦⇣ ⇤ 
��⇥��. 
If you see the police, ask for help.

��✏⇣↵⇤� ⌫ ⌦⇣⌅⌫�↵⇤! 
Call the ambulance!

GRAMMAR

We hope that in this lesson we'll introduce you to some phrases that you won't have to use. 
While the threat of physical violence is not prevalent, when traveling to Bulgaria you should 
always be careful. In addition, this phrase is not limited to threatening situations, but you can 
also use it in the unfortunate event that you or someone around you is in need of immediate 
assistance. In this lesson, we'll learn how to call for help. 

Even if everyone wishes that nothing bad or dangerous happens while on holiday in 
Bulgaria, it's better if you know some important useful phrases to use in case of emergency. 

In Bulgarian, "Help!" is Pomosht! Let's break it down by syllable. Po-mosht. Literally, this 
means "Help." 

If you need to call the police, shout Policiya! Let's break it down by syllable: Po-li-ci-ya! 
Literally, this means "Police!" 

You also want to learn to say "Call the police!" It's Povikaite policiya! The first word, povikaite, 
means "you call" (plural), while the second word is policiya, or "police" again. 

The phone number for the police in Bulgaria is 166. You can easily call it from a public phone 
or a cell phone. Make sure that in an emergency you know how to ask for a public phone. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Quick Tip 1 

 

Getting mugged or jumped is very rare in Bulgaria. If you want to be safe, the same 
considerations apply here as in any other European country. Watch out for pickpockets, avoid 
drunk people, watch your belongings, and you should be fine. In the unlikely event that you 
become the victim of crime, contact the police by dialing 166. In case of a health emergency, 
visit the nearest hospital or health center, or dial 150. 

Quick Tip 2 

 

There are two areas you have to watch out for. One is Centralna gara, which we have 
mentioned in our lesson about how to get on the Bulgarian train. In the daytime it is a busy 
area, but if you walk there in the late evening, it might be scary and some homeless people 
might try to ask you for money. 

Also be careful when walking around Lyvov Most street in Sofia. This street is a shopping 
area with a lot of people, but we do not recommend you buy gifts or visit the restaurants there. 
It is possible that you will be approached by people who want to make you drunk or gypsy 
women who will offer to spend the night with you. It is better to avoid any conversation 
because you might end up losing a lot of money. 

One more thing, some people prefer going to the chalga clubs, which are folk music bars 
where famous people, models, and even mafia members meet. While such places for having 
fun are quite fancy, you might get in trouble easily, so be careful if you want to give them a try. 
And prepare for some crazy rhythms. 
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥⇤⌅, ⇥⇧⌃⌥�⌥ ⇧⌦ ↵⌦ � �⇥⇤�✏⇣⌥.

2. �⇥⇤⌅, ⇥⇧�⌦⌘⌦⇧⌦ ↵⌦ �⌥ ⌘⇥⌃⇧⇥�.

ROMANIZATION

1. Molya, otkaraite me v bolnica.

2. Molya, otvedete me na doktor.

ENGLISH

1. Please take me to the hospital.

2. Please take me to the doctor.

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English

⇥⇧⌃⌥��⌥↵ otkarvam to take

⇥⇧�⌦ ⌘⌥↵ otvejdam to take

�⇥⇤�✏⇣⌥ bolnica hospital

⌘⇥⌃⇧⇥� doktor doctor

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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�⇥⇤⇥⌅⇥ ⇧⌅⌃⇥⌥⇥ � ⇤⌦⌥↵ �� �⇧ 
�✏�⇣�⇤⌦. 
The father took his daughter to school.

⌘⇥✓⌃⇥⌅⇥ ⇧⌅◆⌦�⌦ ��⇥ �� ⇥ � �⇧⇣⌦⌃⇥⌥. 
The mother took her son to the dentist.

⌫ �⌦ ⌦ �⇧⇣�⇠⇥⌅⇥? 
Where is the hospital?

⇡⇢⇥ ⇣� ⌅�⌃ �⇧⌃⌅⇧⌥? 
Is there a doctor here?

GRAMMAR

In this lesson, we'll introduce you to some phrases you will find useful in case you need 
medical assistance. When traveling, sometimes the body takes a little time to adjust, and the 
immune system is no different. Here, we'll go over some phrases that will help get you to a 
location where you can get medical assistance. We'll start with the phrase "Please take me to 
the hospital." 

In Bulgarian, "Please take me to the hospital" is Molya, otkaraite me v bolnica. Let's break it 
down by syllable. Mo-lya ot-ka-rai-te me v bol-ni-ca. The first word is molya, and you know it 
very well. It means "please." Next, we have otkaraite me, which in English literally means 
"take me." Let's break it down by syllable: ot-ka-rai-te me. To recap here, we have Molya, 
otkaraite me. Literally, this means "please take me." Let's look at the next word, v bolnica, 
which literally means "to hospital." All together, we have Molya, otkaraite me v bolnica. 
Literally, this means "Please take me to hospital." We translate it as "Please take me to the 
hospital." 

If you would like someone to take you to visit a doctor, you can use the following phrase. 
"Please take me to the doctor," which is Molya, otvedete me na doktor. Let's break it down by 
syllable. Mo-lya ot-ve-de-te me na dok-tor. As you can see, this phrase is very similar to the 
previous one. You have molya otvedete ("please take me"), where the verb is different but the 
meaning is quite similar. Then you have na doktor, which literally means "to a doctor." So in 
this phrase, the last word is doktor instead of bolnica. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1 
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Visitors from EU countries are entitled to medical treatment under the EU Reciprocal Medical 
Treatment agreement. Whether you're living in Bulgaria or just visiting, it's extremely risky not 
to have health insurance for yourself and your family; if you're uninsured or underinsured, you 
could be faced with some very high medical bills. If you have a holiday home and come to 
Bulgaria as a visitor, you should check whether you qualify for free or subsidized health 
treatment in Bulgaria as part of a reciprocal health agreement between your home country 
and Bulgaria. 

Quick Tip 2 

 

Summer in Bulgaria can get very hot. The temperature goes crazy and can climb up to forty 
degrees Celsius. Drink a lot of water and use plenty of sunscreen, even if you're only walking 
around. 

On the other hand, the winter is very cold, so if your visit is connected with winter sports or any 
other activity in the winter, be prepared for minus eighteen to twenty degrees Celsius. 
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥⇤⌅⇧⌃⌥�  ⌦⌅ ↵⌅⌃⌥�↵⇤⌅, � �✏.

2. ⇣�⌅�⌅⌥⌅ �⇥ ⌘ ��.

3. ✓ �� �⇥ ⌃⌥ �⌅◆.

ROMANIZATION

1. Lekarstvo za nastinka, molya.

2. Glavata me boli.

3. Boli me stomah.

ENGLISH

1. A cold medicine, please.

2. I have a headache.

3. I have a stomachache.

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English

↵⌅⌃⌥�↵⇤⌅ nastinka a cold

⌦⌅ za for
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�⇥⇤⌅⇧⌃⌥� lekarstvo medicine

⌘ �� Boli hurt

�⌅�⌅ glava head

⌃⌥ �⌅◆ stomah stomach

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�⇥⇤⌅⇧⌃⇥⌥ �⇧⌃⇥ ⇥⌅⇥ ⇤⌦↵�⇧�⇥. 
I caught a cold last week.

��✏⇣⌘⇥ �⇧ ✓⌘ ⇥◆⌃✏⌘⇥ ��⌦� �⇥ �⌫�⌦. 
I need moisturizing cream for my hands.

�⌦ ↵✓⌃⌦⇤✓⌥ ⌃⇧�⇥�⌘⇧  ⌦�⇥�⇤⌅⌘⇥. 
I didn't bring any medicine.

⇠✓ ⇧ �⌦ ⇡⌫�⇣⇥. 
My spine aches.

⇢↵⇥�⇧⌥ ⇤⇧ ⇡ ⇥⌘⇥⌅⇥. 
I hit my head.

�⌦✓ ⌃⌦ ⌦ ⌘ �⌦↵ ⌘ ⇤⌅✓�⇥⌥⇥ �⇧. 
There is something wrong with my 
stomach.

GRAMMAR

Once you are in the pharmacy, you will need to explain how you feel in order to let the 
pharmacist give you the right medicines. In this lesson, we'll work on explaining symptoms so 
you can get the proper treatment and any medicine you may need. 

Let's try to make a list of all the possible things you might need. 

In Bulgarian, "cold medicine" is lekarstvo za nastinka. Let's break it down by syllable. Le-kar-
stvo za na-stin-ka. 

"A cold medicine, please" in Bulgarian is Lekarstvo za nastinka, molya. Let's break it down by 
syllable. Le-kar-stvo za na-stin-ka mo-lya. The first word, lekarstvo, means "medicine." Then 
you have za, which literally means "for." Next, we have nastinka, which means "cold" 
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(sickness). Finally, we have molya ("would like" or "please"). Let's break it down by syllable. 
Le-kar-stvo za na-stin-ka mo-lya. 

Let's see how to explain your symptoms. In Bulgarian, "I have a headache" is Glavata me boli. 
Let's break it down by syllable. Gla-va-ta me bo-li. The first part, glavata me, means "my 
head." Next, we have boli, which means "hurts." All together, we have Glavata me boli. 
Literally, this means "My head hurts," and in this case we translate it as "I have a headache." 

A different way to say you are in pain, for example in your stomach, is Boli me stomah. Let's 
break it down by syllable. Bo-li me sto-mah. This is a very straightforward sentence. Boli 
means "hurts," and me stomah means "my stomach." Easy, right? 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1 

 

Here's a list of over-the-counter medicine for various problems: 

Romanization "English"

fervex, paracetamol "cold"

aspirin, panadol "headache"

laxal "constipation"

stoparan "diarrhea"

visine "eye infections"

 Don't forget to consult a doctor or pharmacist before taking any of these! 
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥⇤⌅⇧⌃⇥ ⌥�---

2. �⇥⇤⌅⇧⌃⇥ ⌥� ⌥ ⌦↵⌦.

3. �⇥⇤⌅⇧⌃⇥ ⌥�  ⇥�⇧�� ⇥ ⌥ ⌦↵⌦.

4. �⌅ ⌥� �⇥⇤⌅⇧⌃⇥.

ROMANIZATION

1. Haresva mi---

2. Haresva mi mnogo.

3. Haresva mi naistina mnogo.

4. Ne mi haresva.

ENGLISH

1. I like it.

2. I really like it.

3. I like it very much.

4. I don't like it.

VOCABULARY
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Bulgar ian Romanization English

�⇥⇤⌅⇧⌃⇥⌥ haresvam like

 ⇥�⇧�� ⇥ ⌥ ⌦↵⌦ naistina mnogo very much

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�⇥⇤⌅⇧⌃⇧ ⌥⇧⌥� ⌦ ↵⇥��⌃�↵⇥ �⇥�⌦�✏⇥ 
⌅⇣ ⌦↵⌘⇥⌃⇥.
Malkoto momiche naistina haresva kuchencata. 
The young girl really likes the puppies.

✓⇥�⌦�✏⇥⌥ ���⌦↵⌦. 
I like cheese.

◆⌥⇥⌦ ↵⇥��⌃�↵⇥ ⌥↵⇧�⇧ �⇧�⇥. 
There were so many people.

GRAMMAR

In this lesson, we'll introduce you to a phrase you'll use countless times on your journey! For 
everyone out there who likes Bulgarian food, this word will ensure you keep getting more of it! 

In Bulgarian, "I like it" is Haresva mi. The first word, haresva, means "like." Next, we have mi, 
which in English is "I." To recap here, we have Haresva mi. Literally, this means "I like." 

If you want to say that you really like something, then you can use this phrase. In Bulgarian, "I 
really like it" is Haresva mi mnogo. This phrase is essentially the same. There is just one 
additional word added. That word is mnogo. This word is an adverb and literally means "a 
lot." The meaning of the entire phrase is "I really like it." 

In Bulgarian, to express that we really like something, we also use the preposition naistina. 
We say Haresva mi naistina mnogo, which in English we translate as "I like it very much." 

In the event that you don't like something, "I don't like it" is Ne mi haresva. The first word, ne, 
means "not." Next, we have the phrase we just covered meaning "I like it," but with a changed 
position of the words, mi haresva. To build the negative form, you just need to add ne at the 
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beginning of the phrase, change the position of the words, and you will have Ne mi haresva. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1
 

If you haven't tried the typical Bulgarian cheese, you should definitely ask for dishes with it: 
you will definitely like it. The so-called sirene, which means "cheese," together with yogurt, is 
a national food of all the countries in Balkans. Many Bulgarians, Serbs, Croats, Macedonians, 
and Greeks regularly eat some sirene or yogurt in some form. 
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BULGARIAN

1. �⇥⇤ ⌅⇧⌃?

2. �⇥⇤ ⌅⌥?

3. �⇥� ⇥⌦ ⌅⌃---

4. ↵�⌥�⇧�✏ ⌦⌥ ⌃ ⇣⇥ ⌅⌃ �⇥⌘✏��⇥⌃⌦.

5. ✓�✏◆✏ ⌦⌥ ⌃ ⌘�⌥�⇧�✏.

ROMANIZATION

1. Kak ste?

2. Kak si?

3. Kazvam se---

4. Priyatno mi e da se zapoznaem.

5. Mnogo mi e priyatno.

ENGLISH

1. How do you do? (formal)

2. How do you do? (informal)

CONT'D OVER
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3. My name is...

4. Nice to meet you. (formal)

5. Nice to meet you. (informal)

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English

⇤⇥� ⇥⌦ kazvam say

⌘�⌥�⇧�✏ priyatno
pleasurable, delighted, to be 

glad, joy

�⇥⌘✏��⇥ ⇥⌦ ⌅⌃ zapoznanvam se to get acquainted

⌅⌦ sym be

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�⇥⇤⌅⇧⇥ ⌃⌥�⇥  �⌦↵⌅, ⌃⌦� �⌅��⌅✏� 

"⇣⌅�⌘✓⌅��." 
When somebody sneezes, we say "Bless 
you."

◆✓⌦⌥⇧⌃⇥ ✏⌦ � ⌘⌅ � �⌅�⇥�⌃⌅�✏. 
Nice to meet you.

�⌃⇥⇤⇥ ✏⌦ � �✓⌦⌥⇧⌃⇥ ⌘⌅ � �⌅�⇥�⌃⌅�✏. 
I'm very glad for the acquaintance.

⌫⇥⇠✓� ⇡⌦ ⇧�? 
Are you okay?

GRAMMAR

Whatever the reason for traveling to Bulgaria, you won't leave the country without having met 
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people. Therefore, it's necessary to learn how to introduce yourself and how to respond to 
people introducing themselves. 

The best way to introduce ourselves is maybe by reviewing the parts of a conversation. As 
you know, we have a polite version, the one where we use the formal level of speech, and 
another one in which we use the informal level. 

Let's cover the formal version first. 

In Bulgarian, "How do you do?" is Kak ste? The first word, kak, means "how." Next, we have 
ste, which in English literally means "you are." All together, we have Kak ste? This literally 
means "How do you do?" 

After Kak ste, we will cover "My name is...," and we will use my name this time. Therefore, "My 
name is Maria" is Kazvam se Maria. Let's break it down. The first word, kazvam, means "say" 
or "call," and we follow it with se, which in English means "me" or "myself." To recap here, we 
have kazvam se, which literally means, "I call myself." Then you have the name, in this case 
"Maria." All together, we have Kazvam se Maria, which literally means, "I call myself Maria." 

After that, we will cover "Nice to meet you," which in Bulgarian is Priyatno mi e da se 
zapoznaem. The first word, priyatno, literally means "pleasurable." Then you have mi e ("for 
me"), and finally you have da se zapoznnaem, which in English is "to meet" or "to know each 
other." All together, we have Priyatno mi e da se zapoznaem, which literally means "pleasure 
of knowing you." 

Let's look over the informal level now. It's very straightforward because you need to change 
just a few things. 

Kak ste ("How do you do?") becomes Kak si? since you are now using the second person 
singular in place of the second person plural of the formal level. The second part doesn't 
change at all. In fact, we also have Kazvam se Maria in the informal level, meaning "My name 
is Maria." 

In place of Priyatno mi e da se zapoznaem ("nice to meet you") at the informal level, we 
instead have Mnogo mi e priyatno. Mnogo means "much"/"a lot." Mi e means "to me" or "for 
me." And priyatno, as we know, is "pleasurable." This is simple and useful! Mnogo mi e 
priyatno. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Quick Tip 1
 

Simple things such as greeting someone in the morning with a dobro utro instead of "good 
morning" or introducing yourself in the native language will go a long way in making friends 
with your hosts. In addition, inquiring about words and their meaning is an excellent way to 
carry a conversation for hours between people who don't share a common language. 

Quick Tip 2
 

To manage to learn the Cyrillic alphabet is what you need to do before anything else. It's not 
as difficult as it first looks. Still, there are some letters in Cyrillic that look just like what you are 
used to in English, but are pronounced in a different way. 

For Example:  

1. � is pronounced [-v] in Bulgarian.

2. E is pronounced [-eh] in Bulgarian.

3. P is pronounced [-r] in Bulgarian.



https://www.bulgarianpod101.com?src=pdf_travel_to_compilation_audiobook_pdf_logo&utm_medium=pdf_logo&utm_content=pdf_logo&utm_campaign=travel_to_compilation_audiobook&utm_term=(not-set)&utm_source=pdf&utm_source=pdf
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BULGARIAN

1. What are the five most important National Holidays in Bulgaria?

2. 1. Ден на Освобождението на България от турско робство (3 март)

3. 2. Гергьовден - Ден на храбростта и на Българската армия (6 май)

4. 3. Ден на българската просвета и култура и на славянската писменост (24 май)

5. 4. Възкресение Христово - Великден

6. 5. Бъдни вечер

ROMANIZATION

1. What are the five most important National Holidays in Bulgaria?

2. 1. Den na Osvobozhdenieto na Balgariya ot tursko robstvo (3 mart)

3. 2. St. George's Day - Day of Bravery and the Bulgarian Army (May 6th)

4. 3. Den na balgarskata prosveta i kultura i na slavyanskata pismenost (24 may)

5. 4. Vazkresenie Hristovo - Velikden

6. 5. Badni vecher

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. What are the five most important National Holidays in Bulgaria?

2. 1. The Day of Liberation of Bulgaria from Ottoman Rule (March 3rd)

3. 2. St. George's Day - Day of Bravery and the Bulgarian Army (May 6th)

4. 3. Day of Bulgarian Education and Culture, and Slavonic Literature (May 24th)

5. 4. Resurrection of Christ - Easter

6. 5. Christmas Eve

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English Class Gender

Ден на 
Освобождение

то на 
България от 
турско робство 

(3 март)

Den na 
Osvobozhdeniet
o na Balgariya 

ot tursko 
robstvo (3 mart)

The Day of 
Liberation of 
Bulgaria from 
Ottoman Rule 
(March 3rd)

phrase

Гергьовден - 
Ден на 

храбростта и 
на 

Българската 
армия (6 май)

Gergyovden - 
Den na 

hrabrostta i na 
Balgarskata 

armiya (6 may)

St. George's 
Day – Day of 

Bravery and the 
Bulgarian Army 

(May 6th)

phrase
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Ден на 
българската 
просвета и 
култура и на 
славянската 
писменост (24 

май)

Den na 
balgarskata 
prosveta i 
kultura i na 

slavyanskata 
pismenost (24 

may)

Day of 
Bulgarian 

Education and 
Culture, and 

Slavonic 
Literature (May 

24th)

phrase

Възкресение 
Христово - 
Великден

Vazkresenie 
Hristovo - 
Velikden

Resurrection of 
Christ – Easter

phrase

Бъдни вечер Badni vecher Christmas Eve noun feminine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Честването на 3 март в България 
приключва с тържествена заря.
Chestvaneto na 3 mart v Balgariya priklyuchva s 
tarzhestvena zarya. 
The celebration of March 3rd in Bulgaria 
finishes with festive fireworks.

Денят на храбростта е официално 
обявен през януари 1880 г.
Denyat na hrabrostta e ofitsialno obyaven prez 
yanuari 1880 g. 
The Day of Bravery was officially 
announced as a holiday in January 1880.

Денят в чест на създателите на 
славянската писменост се празнува 
за първи път през XII век.
Denyat v chest na sazdatelite na slavyanskata 
pismenost se praznuva za parvi pat prez XII vek. 
The day in honor of the creators of the 
Slavonic written system was celebrated for 
the first time in the twelfth  century.

Първото великденско яйце се 
боядисва винаги в червено.
Parvoto velikdensko yaytse se boyadisva vinagi v 
cherveno. 
The first Easter egg is always dyed in red.
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Бъдни вечер се празнува според новия Грегориански календар на 24-ти 
декември.
Badni vecher se praznuva spored noviya Gregorianski kalendar na 24-ti dekemvri. 
Christmas Eve is celebrated according to the new Gregorian calendar on December 24th.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

1. The Day of Liberation of Bulgaria from Ottoman Rule (March 3rd)
 

Liberation Day is celebrated on March 3. On this day in 1878, the last Russian-Turkish War 
officially ended, and the preliminary Treaty of San Stefano was signed, making Bulgaria a 
free country. 

2. St. George's Day – Day of Bravery and the Bulgarian Army (May 6th)
 

Along with the official celebrations of the day, this is the name day for the more than 5% of 
Bulgarians who are named after St. George. Some Bulgarians celebrate their name day more 
festively than their birthday. A grilled whole lamb is the traditional meal for the day. Every 
person celebrating their Name Day should be prepared to welcome uninvited visitors into 
their homes. 

3. Day of Bulgarian Education and Culture, and Slavonic Literature (May 24)
 

In the middle of the 9th century, the two monks Cyril and Methodius, later canonized as saints, 
created the first Slavonic alphabet known as Glagolitsa. By the end of the century, it had been 
simplified and renamed the Cyrillic alphabet and was adopted by most of the Slavic language-
speaking nations at the time. 

4. Resurrection of Christ – Easter
 

Easter is considered the most important holiday within the Eastern Orthodox Church. The 
date varies according to the moon phases, but it always occurs on a Sunday in April or early 
May. 
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5. Christmas Eve
 

Christmas Eve is the last day of the Christmas fasting period. By tradition, even if the family is 
not very religious and does not observe the fast, the Christmas Eve dinner consists only of 
lean dishes. There is a lucky coin hidden in the bread that's served, which is believed to bring 
health and prosperity to the person who finds it. 
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BULGARIAN

1. What are the five Must-Try foods in Bulgaria?

2. 1. баница

3. 2. българско кисело мляко

4. 3. шопска салата

5. 4. таратор

6. 5. луканка

ROMANIZATION

1. What are the five Must-Try foods in Bulgaria?

2. 1. banitsa

3. 2. balgarsko kiselo mlyako

4. 3. shopska salata

5. 4. tarator

6. 5. lukanka

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. What are the five Must-Try foods in Bulgaria?

2. 1. Banitsa pastry

3. 2. Bulgarian yogurt

4. 3. Shopska salad

5. 4. Tarator (cold yogurt soup)

6. 5. Lukanka (type of dry sausage)

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English Class Gender

баница banitsa
banitsa (pie), 
banitsa pastry noun feminine

българско 
кисело мляко

balgarsko 
kiselo mlyako Bulgarian yogurt

шопска салата shopska salata Shopska salad noun feminine

таратор tarator
Tarator (cold 
yogurt soup)

луканка lukanka
Lukanka (type 
of dry sausage)

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Традиционната баница с тиква се 
нарича "тиквеник".
Traditsionnata banitsa s tikva se naricha 
"tikvenik". 
The traditional banitsa with pumpkin is 
called tikvenik. (Pumpkin is "tikva" in 
Bulgarian.)

Българско кисело мляко започва да 
се произвежда официално извън 
България през 70-те години на 20 век 
в Япония.
Balgarsko kiselo mlyako zapochva da se 
proizvezhda ofitsialno izvan Balgariya prez 70-te 
godini na 20 vek v Yaponiya. 
Bulgarian yogurt started to be officially 
produced outside of Bulgaria in Japan 
during the 1970s.

Шопската салата е едно от любимите 
ястия на чуждестранните туристи в 
България.
Shopskata salata e edno ot lyubimite yastiya na 
chuzhdestrannite turisti v Balgariya. 
The shopska salad is one of the favorite 
dishes among foreign tourists in Bulgaria.

Да, особено харесвам шопска салата.
Da, osobeno haresvam shopska salata. 
Yes, I especially like Shopska salad.

Купичка с таратор е любимо 
освежително ястие през летния сезон.
Kupichka s tarator e lyubimo osvezhitelno yastie 
prez letniya sezon. 
A bowl of tarator is a favourite refreshing 
dish in the summertime.

Много семейства преди са правили 
своя домашна луканка.
Mnogo semeystva predi sa pravili svoya 
domashna lukanka. 
A lot of families used to make their own 
lukanka at home.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

1. Banitsa pastry
 

Banitsa is the most popular traditional dish. It's prepared using filo pastry with many different 
fillings such as cheese and eggs, spinach, meat, apples, or pumpkin. 

2. Bulgarian yogurt 
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Bulgarian yogurt has a slightly sour flavor. It is widely accepted that Bulgarian yogurt was 
derived from the ancient and mysterious tribe of Thracians, who inhabited the Balkan 
peninsular centuries before the establishment of the Bulgarian state in 681 AD. 

3. Shopska salad 

 

The shopska salad is the most popular starter among foreign tourists and Bulgarians 
themselves. It is prepared from chopped fresh vegetables—tomatoes and cucumber—
flavored with onion, parsley, and fresh or roasted pepper, and inevitably sprinkled with white 
cheese. 

4. Tarator (yogurt cold soup) 

 

Tarator is typically made of shaken yogurt and chopped cucumber and seasoned with garlic, 
some walnut and parsley, salt, and a spoonful of olive oil. It is best enjoyed on a hot summer 
day. 

5. Lukanka (type of dry sausage) 

 

In essence, lukanka is a spicy, dry sausage made of minced meat, usually a mixture of pork, 
beef, and some bacon. It is curried with a lot of flavorful spices and half-dried in a cold, windy 
place for at least two months. 
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BULGARIAN

1. What are five most popular beverages in Bulgaria?

2. 1. ракия

3. 2. боза

4. 3. медовина

5. 4. сироп от бъз

6. 5. вино

ROMANIZATION

1. What are five most popular beverages in Bulgaria?

2. 1. rakiya

3. 2. boza

4. 3. medovina

5. 4. sirop ot baz

6. 5. vino

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. What are five most popular beverages in Bulgaria?

2. 1. Rakia (type of liquor drink)

3. 2. Boza (type of wheat fermented drink)

4. 3. Mead

5. 4. Elderberry syrup

6. 5. Wine

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English Class Gender

ракия rakiya
Rakia (type of 
liquor drink) noun feminine

боза boza

Boza (type of 
wheat 

fermented drink)
noun feminine

медовина medovina mead noun feminine

сироп от бъз sirop ot baz elderberry syrup phrase

вино vino wine noun neutral

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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През зимата, българите се случва да 
пият греяна ракия, за да се борят със 
студа.
Prez zimata, balgarite se sluchva da piyat 
greyana rakiya, za da se boryat sas studa. 
During wintertime, Bulgarians might drink 
warmed up rakia to fight the cold.

Популярно мнение е, че житните 
култури, оттук и бозата, стимулират 
създаването на кърма, затова преди 
са я препоръчвали на млади майки.
Populyarno mnenie e, che zhitnite kulturi, ottuk i 
bozata, stimulirat sazdavaneto na karma, zatova 
predi sa ya preporachvali na mladi mayki. 
It is a popular belief that cereals, hence 
boza, stimulates the production of milk, so 
it used to be recommended to new 
mothers.

Домашната безалкохолна медовина 
се счита за полезна за децата.
Domashnata bezalkoholna medovina se priema 
za zdravoslovna za detsata. 
The home-made non-alcoholic medovina 
is considered good for children.

Сироп от бъз може да се направи 
както от белия цвят, така и от черните 
плодове на храстовидното растение.
Sirop ot baz mozhe da se napravi kakto ot beliya 
tsvyat, taka i ot chernite plodove na hrastovidnoto 
rastenie. 
Elderberry syrup can be made either from 
the white flowers or the black fruits of the 
bush.

Било е установена традиция, особено 
в извънградските райони, всеки дом 
да произвежда свое бяло и червено 
вино.
Bilo e ustanovena traditsiya, osobeno v 
izvangradskite rayoni, vseki dom da proizvezhda 
svoe byalo i cherveno vino. 
It was a tradition in every home, especially 
in the rural areas, to produce their own 
white and red wines.

Една чаша червено вино, моля.
Edna chasha cherveno vino, molya. 
A glass of red wine, please.
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Тук не се продава вино.
Tuk ne se prodava vino. 
They don't sell wine here.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

1. Rakia (type of liquor drink)
 

Rakia is a traditional high spirit liquor drink. When it is distilled at home, its alcohol degree 
varies from 40 percent to up to 70 percent or higher, depending on the region. Industrially 
produced rakia is usually 40 percent. 

2. Boza (type of wheat fermented drink)
 

Boza is a drink that is popular across the Balkans, Turkey, and some other countries in Asia. 
In Bulgaria, it is made from baked wheat flour or millet and has a sweet and slightly sour taste. 
Its alcohol content is low, at 1% or less. It is popular among both children and adults. 

3. Mead
 

Medovina or mead is often considered an alcoholic beverage made from fermenting honey 
with water. Very often in a Bulgarian household, however, a simple drink created by stirring 
some honey in a glass of warm water and flavoring it with a slice of lemon will also be called 
medovina. 
 
 
4. Elderberry syrup
 

Elderberry syrup is not a drink you can find in any commercial establishment, but you will find 
it in almost every home in Bulgaria. It is often diluted with water and is associated with a list of 
healthy benefits. 

5. 
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Wine
 

Grape fermentation is believed to be as ancient as human civilization. In Bulgaria, wine is 
regarded as a traditional drink. The country prides itself on its local varieties, such as Mavrud, 
Gamza, and Melnik. 
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BULGARIAN

1. What are the five most popular home-cooked meals in Bulgaria?

2. 1. боб чорба

3. 2. погача

4. 3. пълнени чушки с ориз

5. 4. печено агне

6. 5. свинско месо с лук

ROMANIZATION

1. What are the five most popular home-cooked meals in Bulgaria?

2. 1. bob chorba

3. 2. pogacha

4. 3. palneni chushki s oriz

5. 4. pecheno agne

6. 5. svinsko meso s luk

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. What are the five most popular home-cooked meals in Bulgaria?

2. 1. bean soup

3. 2. ceremonial bread

4. 3. stuffed peppers with rice

5. 4. grilled whole lamb

6. 5. pork with onions

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English

боб чорба bob chorba bean soup

погача pogacha ceremonial bread

пълнени чушки с ориз palneni chushki s oriz stuffed peppers with rice

печено агне pecheno agne grilled whole lamb

свинско месо с лук svinsko meso s luk pork with onions

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Бобената супа може да се сервира с 
цяла печена наденица.
Bobenata supa mozhe da se servira s tsyala 
pechena nadenitsa. 
Bean soup can be served with a whole 
grilled sausage on top.

Погачата не е обикновен хляб, а често 
има сложна украса.
Pogachata ne e obiknoven hlyab, a chesto ima 
slozhna ukrasa. 
The pogacha is not a plain bread, but 
usually has intricate decoration.
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Освен с ориз, чушките могат да бъдат 
пълнени с плънка от яйца и сирене.
Osven s oriz, chushkite mogat da badat palneni s 
planka ot yaytsa i sirene. 
Besides rice, peppers can be stuffed with 
a filling made from eggs and cheese.

Традиционно на Гергьовден във всеки 
дом се приготвя печено агне, при 
възможност - цяло.
Traditsionno na Gergyovden vav vseki dom se 
prigotvya pecheno agne, pri vazmozhnost - 
tsyalo. 
According to tradition, on St. George's day, 
a roast lamb is prepared in every home; if 
possible, the lamb will be a whole one.

Свинско месо с лук е задължителна част от менюто в ресторантите с 
традиционна българска кухня.
Svinsko meso s luk e zadalzhitelna chast ot menyuto v restorantite s traditsionna balgarska kuhnya. 
Pork with onions is a must on the menus of restaurants that offer traditional Bulgarian 
cuisine.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

1. Bean soup
 

The popularity of bean soup is supposedly associated with the variety of beans available in 
Bulgaria. The classic bob chorba recipe includes beans, vegetables like carrots, tomatoes, 
onions, and peppers, and spices, especially spearmint. 

2. Ceremonial bread 

 

Ceremonial bread is a substantial part of the Bulgarian tradition and is prepared on a variety 
of occasions, whether somber or celebratory. These include weddings, the births of children, 
when babies take their first steps or are christened, or when someone passes away. 

3. Stuffed peppers with rice 
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This dish is prepared everywhere in the country, but its recipe might differ according to region. 
Traditionally, fresh or dried peppers are used to prepare it, and the filling may be made of rice 
mixed with spices or rice mixed with some minced meat. 

4. Grilled whole lamb 
 

In Bulgarian rural tradition, every household in the village used to have a small farm where 
they typically reared sheep. The tradition of grilling a whole lamb is related to some religious 
or family festivities, such as birthdays, weddings, or local family or village gatherings. 

5. Pork with onions 
 

This is a traditional dish usually cooked during the winter. It is also related to the older rural 
area traditions when every family used to fatten up a pig. It was sacrificed around the 
Christmas or New Year holidays when the family was all around and the pork was used to 
prepare different kinds of sausages or canned food. 
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BULGARIAN

1. What are five most popular sweets and desserts in Bulgaria?

2. 1. цедено кисело мляко със сладко

3. 2. баклава

4. 3. крем карамел

5. 4. тиквеник

6. 5. ошав

ROMANIZATION

1. What are five most popular sweets and desserts in Bulgaria?

2. 1. tsedeno kiselo mlyako sas sladko

3. 2. baklava

4. 3. krem karamel

5. 4. tikvenik

6. 5. oshav

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. What are five most popular sweets and desserts in Bulgaria?

2. 1. strained yogurt with jam

3. 2. baklava (sweet pastry with nuts and sugar syrup)

4. 3. caramel custard

5. 4. tikvenik (sweet pumpkin pie)

6. 5. oshav (stewed fruit compote)

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English

цедено кисело мляко със 
сладко

tsedeno kiselo mlyako sas 
sladko strained yogurt with jam

баклава baklava
baklava (sweet pastry with 

nuts and sugar syrup)

крем карамел krem karamel caramel custard

тиквеник tikvenik tikvenik (sweet pumpkin pie)

ошав oshav oshav (stewed fruit compote)

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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В зависимост от региона, цеденото 
кисело мляко може да се поднесе със 
сладко от череши, сладко от смокини 
или пък с мед.
V zavisimost ot regiona, tsedenoto kiselo mlyako 
mozhe da se podnese sas sladko ot chereshi, 
sladko ot smokini ili pak s med. 
Depending on the region, the strained 
yogurt might be served with fig jam, cherry 
jam or with honey.

Баклавата обикновено е постно ястие 
и се приготвя за Бъдни вечер.
Baklavata obiknoveno e postno yastie i se 
prigotvya za Badni vecher. 
Baklava is usually a lean dish and is 
prepared for Christmas Eve.

Освен в индивидуални чашки, крем 
карамел може да се приготвя и в тава.
Osven v individualni chashki, krem karamel mozhe 
da se prigotvya i v tava. 
Besides individual cups, caramel custard 
can be prepared also in a baking pan.

Тиквеникът е традиционен български 
десерт, но някои хора го харесват и за 
закуска.
Tikvenikat e traditsionen balgarski desert, no 
nyakoi hora go haresvat i za zakuska. 
Tikvenik is a traditional Bulgarian dessert, 
but some people like it for breakfast as 
well.

Коренът на думата "ошав" може да се проследи през османския до персийския 
език и биквално означава "сладка вода".
Korenat na dumata "oshav" mozhe da se prosledi prez osmanskiya do persiyskiya ezik i bikvalno 
oznachava "sladka voda. 
The root of the word "oshav" can be traced through the Ottoman to the Persian language 
and literary means "sweet water".

CULTURAL INSIGHT

1. Strained yogurt with jam
 

This is the most traditional dessert in Bulgaria. It used to be popular in everyday life, but now 
you can most often find it on the menus of traditional Bulgarian restaurants. 
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2. Baklava (sweet pastry with nuts and sugar syrup)
 

Baklava is a sweet pastry made of layers of filo filled with chopped walnuts, sweetened with 
sugar syrup, and flavored with cinnamon. It is popular not only in Bulgaria, but also in all the 
countries that used to be part of the Ottoman Empire. 

3. Caramel custard
 

Caramel custard is not a traditional Bulgarian dessert, but it is a favorite among many 
Bulgarians, and is typically prepared at home. It is often baked in aluminium cups. 

4. Tikvenik (sweet pumpkin pie)
 

Tikvenik is a type of banitsa pastry filled with pumpkin paste. Unlike other banitsa types, it is 
sweet in taste. It is usually prepared for festive occasions. 

5. Oshav (stewed fruit compote)
 

This dessert is traditionally prepared for Christmas Eve, but some people like to have it 
throughout winter. In essence, it is a compote of stewed dried fruits that can be commonly 
found in Bulgaria, including apples, pears, plums, cherries or apricots. 
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BULGARIAN

1. What are five most popular fruits in Bulgaria?

2. 1. ябълка

3. 2. диня

4. 3. синя слива

5. 4. праскова

6. 5. грозде

ROMANIZATION

1. What are five most popular fruits in Bulgaria?

2. 1. yabalka

3. 2. dinya

4. 3. sinya sliva

5. 4. praskova

6. 5. grozde

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. What are five most popular fruits in Bulgaria?

2. 1. apple

3. 2. watermelon

4. 3. plum

5. 4. peach

6. 5. grape

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English Class Gender

ябълка yabalka apple noun feminine

диня dinya watermelon noun feminine

синя слива sinya sliva plum noun feminine

праскова praskova peach noun feminine

грозде grozde grape noun neutral

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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"Тримата братя и златната ябълка" е 
обичана народна приказка от малките 
деца в България.
Trimata bratya i zlatnata yabalka e obichana 
narodna prikazka ot malkite detsa v Balgariya. 
"The Three Brothers and the Golden 
Apple" is a folk tale loved by  small 
children in Bulgaria.

Колко ябълки искате?
Kolko yabalki iskate? 
How many apples do you want?

Вкусът на динята се съчетава добре с 
този на българското сирене, затова 
някои хора я предрочитат така за 
десерт или за лека вечеря.
Vkusat na dinyata se sachetava dobre s tozi na 
balgarskoto sirene, zatova nyakoi hora ya 
predrochitat taka za desert ili za leka vecherya. 
The taste of watermelon goes well with 
that of the Bulgarian cheese, therefore, 
some people like it this way as a dessert 
or a light dinner.

Прилепите висят на клон и ядат диня.
Prilepite visyat na klon i yadat dinya. 
The bats are hanging from a branch eating 
watermelon.

Като традиционен плод в България, 
сините сливи заемат важно място в 
известната народна приказка "Сливи 
за смет".
Kato traditsionen plod v Balgariya, sinite slivi 
zaemat vazhno myasto v izvestnata narodna 
prikazka "Slivi za smet". 
As a common fruit in Bulgaria, plums have 
a prominant place in the famous folklore 
fairy tale "Garbage for Plums".

"Крадецът на праскови" е български 
филм от 60-те, а обичаната Невена 
Коканова играе главната роля в него.
Kradetsat na praskovi e balgarski film ot 60-te, a 
obichanata Nevena Kokanova igrae glavnata 
rolya v nego. 
"The Peach Thief" is Bulgarian film from 
1960s, and the beloved Nevena 
Kokanova is the leading actress there.
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Гроздовите сортове обикновено се 
делят на винени и десертни, като 
десертните се предпочитат за прясна 
консумация.
Grozdovite sortove obiknoveno se delyat na 
vineni i desertni, kato desertnite se predpochitat 
za pryasna konsumatsiya. 
The grape types are usually divided into 
wine and dessert vines. The dessert ones 
are usually consumed fresh.

Мишката яде грозде.
Mishkata yade grozde. 
The mouse is eating a grape.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

1. Apple
 

Apples are quite a traditional and popular fruit in Bulgaria and can be found in supermarkets 
all year long. As autumn is their usual season, people used to preserve apples for the winter 
months by storing them in cool places or cutting them into pieces and drying them. 

2. Watermelon
 

Watermelon is a fruit that can be found almost everywhere in Bulgaria. Cold watermelon is a 
popular dessert during the summer. 

3. Plum
 

Fresh plums are usually available only during the autumn. Dried plums can be found 
throughout the year and are considered a cheap and healthy dessert. 

4. Peach
 

The peach is a fruit which grows well mainly in the southern part of Bulgaria. It is often canned 
to be preserved for the winter. Peach compote is quite a popular dessert everywhere in the 
country. 
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5. Grape
 

Grapes have been popular in the region for centuries and are the basis for Bulgarian wine 
and rakia. 
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BULGARIAN

1. What are five most popular vegetables in Bulgaria?

2. 1. чушка

3. 2. домат

4. 3. картоф

5. 4. тиква

6. 5. чесън

ROMANIZATION

1. What are five most popular vegetables in Bulgaria?

2. 1. chushka

3. 2. domat

4. 3. kartof

5. 4. tikva

6. 5. chesan

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. What are five most popular vegetables in Bulgaria?

2. 1. pepper

3. 2. tomato

4. 3. potato

5. 4. pumpkin

6. 5. garlic

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English Class Gender

чушка chushka pepper noun feminine

домат domat tomato noun masculine

картоф kartof potato noun masculine

тиква tikva pumpkin noun feminine

чесън chesan garlic noun masculine

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Традиционните български пълнени 
чушки с ориз се приготвят с пресни 
или със сушени чушки и се сервират с 
кисело мляко.
Traditsionnite balgarski palneni chushki s oriz se 
prigotvyat s presni ili sas susheni chushki i se 
servirat s kiselo mlyako. 
The traditional Bulgarian stuffed peppers 
with rice are cooked with fresh or dried 
peppers and served with yogurt.

Българският вариант на домати с 
моцарела е домати с рендосано 
солено саламурено сирене.
Balgarskiyat variant na domati s motsarela e 
domati s rendosano soleno salamureno sirene. 
The Bulgarian version of tomatoes with 
mozzarella is tomatoes with grated salty 
brined cheese.

Дядо ми отглежда домати в градината 
си.
Dyado mi otglezhda domati v gradinata si. 
My grandfather grows tomatoes in his 
garden.

Не обичам да ям домати.
Ne obicham da yam domati. 
I don't like to eat tomatoes.

Пататникът е традиционно родопско 
ястие, приготвено с рендосани 
картофи, лук, сол и малко характерни 
подправки.
Patatnikat e traditsionno rodopsko yastie, 
prigotveno s rendosani kartofi, luk, sol i malko 
harakterni podpravki. 
The Patatnik is a traditional dish from the 
Rhodopa mountain region and is made of 
grated potatoes, onions, salt, and some 
specific spices.

Имате ли по-дребни картофи?
Imate li po-drebni kartofi? 
Do you have smaller potatoes?
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Кратуната е вид тиква, но на 
разговорен език е пренебрежителна 
дума за човешка глава.
Kratunata e vid tikva, no na razgovoren ezik e 
prenebrezhitelna duma za choveshka glava. 
Kratuna is a type of pumpkin, but also a 
scornful slang word of a human head.

Според народното вярване, чесънът 
предпазва от лоша магия.
Spored narodnoto vyarvane, chesanat predpazva 
ot losha magiya. 
According to the traditional believes, garlic 
protects agains bad luck spells.

Ако ядеш чесън преди интервю за работа, ще направиш лошо впечатление.
Ako yadesh chesan predi intervyu za rabota, shte napravish losho vpechatlenie. 
If you eat garlic before a job interview, you will make a bad impression.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

1. Pepper
 

Peppers come in all types and varieties in Bulgaria and are the basic ingredient for a lot of 
traditional dishes. Either fresh or grilled, they are often used in salads. 

2. Tomato
 

A lot of Bulgarians consider the tomato a basic and traditional vegetable. Tomatoes are 
extensively used in local cuisine and are consumed fresh or processed. 

3. Potato 
 

 
Potatoes are regarded as a basic food in Bulgaria, along with bread. They are a main 
ingredient for a lot of traditional dishes and are a popular side dish served with different kinds 
of meat. 

4. Pumpkin
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Autumn is the season of pumpkins. They are used in various dishes, usually desserts. A lot of 
people like to eat pumpkin seeds, either raw or roasted. 

5. Garlic 

 

Onions, shallots, garlic, and leeks are all widely used in Bulgarian cuisine. They are 
consumed either as an ingredient in almost every cooked dish or fresh in salads. 
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BULGARIAN

1. What are the five most popular traditional clothing in Bulgaria?

2. 1. носия

3. 2. калпак

4. 3. цървул

5. 4. пояс

6. 5. бродирана риза

ROMANIZATION

1. What are the five most popular traditional clothing in Bulgaria?

2. 1. nosiya

3. 2. kalpak

4. 3. tsarvul

5. 4. poyas

6. 5. brodirana riza

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. What are the five most popular traditional clothing in Bulgaria?

2. 1. nosiya (a traditional Bulgarian folk costume)

3. 2. kalpak (a traditional high-crowned cap)

4. 3. tsarvul (traditional footwear)

5. 4. belt

6. 5. embroidered shirt

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English

носия nosiya
nosiya (a traditional 

Bulgarian folk costume)

калпак kalpak
kalpak (a traditional high-

crowned cap)

цървул tsarvul tsarvul (traditional footwear)

пояс poyas belt

бродирана риза brodirana riza embroidered shirt

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Днес само изпълнителите на 
традиционни български танци носят 
калпаци.
Dnes samo izpalnitelite na traditsionni balgarski 
tantsi nosyat kalpatsi. 
Today, only traditional Bulgarian dance 
performers wear kalpaks.

Цървулите са се правели от свинска 
или телешка кожа.
Tsarvulite sa se praveli ot svinska ili teleshka 
kozha. 
The tsarvuls used to be made from pig- or 
calfskin.

Калпакът, поясът и цървулите са 
общите елементи в традиционната 
народна мъжка носия.
Kalpakat, poyasat i tsarvulite sa obshtite elementi 
v traditsionnata narodna mazhka nosiya. 
Kalpak, poyas and tsarvuli are the 
common elements in the traditional male 
folk costume.

Бродираната риза обикновено има 
бродерия по целия дълъг ръкав и 
отпред, на гърдите.
Brodiranata riza obiknoveno ima broderiya po 
tseliya dalag rakav i otpred, na gardite. 
The embroidered shirt usually has 
embroidery that runs along the whole long 
sleeve and on the front.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

1. Nosiya (a traditional Bulgarian folk costume)
 

Depending on the region, traditional Bulgarian folk costumes can consist of a lot of different 
parts, but usually an apron is present in any of them. Although it is not popular to wear the 
clothes nowadays, there are different events which try to revive the tradition. 

2. Kalpak (a traditional high-crowned cap)
 

The kalpak is a traditional high-crowned cap usually worn by men, made of sheepskin and 
trimmed with fur. When the Bulgarian Army was established, a type of kalpak used to be part 
of the military uniform. 

3. Tsarvul (traditional footwear)
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The tsarvuli or pair of tsarvuls are a type of traditional leather footwear used extensively 
throughout the whole Balkan peninsula. These sole-less shoes were popular before the 
industrialized mass shoes production era. 

4. Belt
 

This is the belt of the traditional male costume. It is usually wide and comes mainly in red or 
black. 

5. Embroidered shirt
 

Embroidered shirts are common both for male and female folk costumes. The embroidery has 
sophisticated and symbolic patterns. Although they are quite colorful and the colors may differ 
according to the region, red is always present as a symbol of blood and life. 
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BULGARIAN

1. What are the five most popular examples of pop or traditional culture in Bulgaria?

2. 1. народна музика

3. 2. чалга

4. 3. тераса с лозница

5. 4. сурвачка

6. 5. златен накит

ROMANIZATION

1. What are the five most popular examples of pop or traditional culture in Bulgaria?

2. 1. narodna muzika

3. 2. chalga

4. 3. terasa s loznitsa

5. 4. survachka

6. 5. zlaten nakit

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. What are the five most popular examples of pop or traditional culture in Bulgaria?

2. 1. traditional music

3. 2. chalga (a recent music genre using elements from other ethnic music)

4. 3. vine terrace

5. 4. survachka

6. 5. golden ornament

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English

народна музика narodna muzika traditional music

чалга chalga

chalga (a recent music 
genre using elements from 

other ethnic music)

тераса с лозница terasa s loznitsa vine terrace

сурвачка survachka survachka

златен накит zlaten nakit golden ornament

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Една от отличителните характеристики 
на българската народна музика е 
разнообразието от неравноделни 
ритми.
Edna ot otlichitelnite harakteristiki na balgarskata 
narodna muzika e raznoobrazieto ot neravnodelni 
ritmi. 
One of the most distinctive features of 
Bulgarian traditional music is the variety of 
irregular beats and rhythms.

За много хора в България, слушането 
на чалга е израз на по-нисък 
социален статус и ценности.
Za mnogo hora v Balgariya, slushaneto na chalga 
e izraz na po-nisak sotsialen status i tsennosti. 
Listening to chalga is an expression of 
lower social status and values for many 
people in Bulgaria.

Лозницата над терасата обикновено е 
с десертно грозде.
Loznitsata nad terasata obiknoveno e s desertno 
grozde. 
The vine over the terrace usually bears 
dessert type of grapes.

Някои семейства все още правят своя 
собствена сурвачка и я украсяват с 
вълна, нанизи от сушени плодове, 
пуканки и малки гевречета.
Nyakoi semeystva vse oshte pravyat svoya 
sobstvena survachka i ya ukrasyavat s valna, 
nanizi ot susheni plodove, pukanki i malki 
gevrecheta. 
Some families still make their own 
traditional survachka and decorate it with 
wool, strings of dried fruit, pop corn, and 
tiny pretzels

Все още е част от традицията, да се подарява златен накит на момиче, когато то 
стане на 18 години, в чест на нейното пълнолетие.
Vse oshte e chast ot traditsiyata, da se podaryava zlaten nakit na momiche, kogato to stane na 18 
godini, v chest na neynoto palnoletie. 
It is still traditional to give a golden ornament or necklace to a girl when she turns 18 in 
celebration of her maturity.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

1. Traditional 
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music
 

Although Bulgaria has a rather small territory, it is still divided into seven ethnographic 
regions with their distinct traditional music, costumes, and customs. Elements of Bulgarian 
traditional songs are often used in foreign film productions. 

2. Chalga (a recent music genre using elements from other ethnic music)
 

Chalga is a relatively new Bulgarian music genre that is often referred to as pop-folk. It is 
often influenced by other types of national music such as Greek, Turkish, Arabic, Serbian, and 
Latino. This type of music is rather controversial because the songs often have daring and 
overtly sexual lyrics. 

3. Vine terrace
 

Although not explicit, the vine terrace might be regarded as a former status symbol. It was 
assumed that you needеd to be rather wealthy and didn't need to go to work in the fields in 
order to be able to enjoy relaxing on the terrace. 

4. Survachka
 

Survachka is a cornel twig teased into different shapes and decorated. It is used to perform a 
special custom associated with Christmas or the New Year holidays. 

5. Golden ornament
 

Golden ornaments used to be part of the traditional Bulgarian costume, an heirloom, and a 
symbol of wealth. 
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BULGARIAN

1. What are the five most popular traditional dances in Bulgaria?

2. 1. ръченица

3. 2. дунавско хоро

4. 3. еленино хоро

5. 4. дайчово хоро

6. 5. ганкино хоро

ROMANIZATION

1. Which are the five most popular traditional dances in Bulgaria?

2. 1. rachenitsa

3. 2. dunavsko horo

4. 3. elenino horo

5. 4. daychovo horo

6. 5. gankino horo

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. What are the five most popular traditional dances in Bulgaria?

2. 1. rachenitsa (Bulgarian folk dance)

3. 2. dunavsko horo (Bulgarian folk dance)

4. 3. elenino horo (Bulgarian folk dance, literally meaning Elena's dance)

5. 4. daychovo horo (Bulgarian folk dance)

6. 5. gankino horo (Bulgarian folk dance)

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English

ръченица rachenitsa
rachenitsa (Bulgarian folk 

dance)

дунавско хоро dunavsko horo
dunavsko horo (Bulgarian 

folk dance)

еленино хоро elenino horo

elenino horo (Bulgarian folk 
dance, literally meaning 

Elena’s dance)

дайчово хоро daychovo horo
daychovo horo (Bulgarian 

folk dance)

ганкино хоро gankino horo
gankino horo (Bulgarian folk 

dance)

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Ръченицата е единственият български 
народен танц, който може да се 
изпълнява индивидуално.
Rachenitsata e edinstveniyat balgarski naroden 
tants, koyto mozhe da se izpalnyava individualno. 
Rachenitsa is the only Bulgarian folk 
dance which can be performed 
individually.

Дунавско хоро звучи по 
Националната телевизия всяка Нова 
година точно след обръщението на 
президента и националния химн.
Dunavsko horo zvuchi po Natsionalnata televiziya 
vsyaka Nova godina tochno sled obrashtenieto 
na prezidenta i natsionalniya himn. 
The Dunavsko horo is aired on National 
Television every New Year right after the 
President's address and the national 
anthem.

Много често Елениното хоро се 
изпълнява само от жени.
Chesto Eleninoto horo se izpalnyava samo ot 
zheni. 
The Elenino horo is very often performed 
by women only.

Популярната фолк-песен "Бяла роза" 
има същия ритъм като дайчовото хоро.
Populyarnata folk-pesen "Byala roza" ima 
sashtiya ritam kato daychovoto horo. 
The popular folk song "White Rose" has 
the same rhythm as the daychovo horo.

Ганкиното хоро се нарича още Копаница в Софийска област.
Gankinoto horo se naricha oshte Kopanitsa v Sofiyska oblast. 
The Gankino horo is also called Kopanitsa in the Sofia region.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

1. Rachenitsa (Bulgarian folk dance)
 

One of the most distinctive features of Bulgarian traditional music is the variety of irregular 
beats and rhythms. Each of the seven ethnic regions has its own distinctive dances, but the 
rachenitsa is the most common traditional dance and is performed in all regions. 

2. Dunavsko horo (Bulgarian folk dance)
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The Danube dance or dunavsko horo is popular in the north central and western regions. It is 
often performed with brass instruments. 

3. Elenino horo (Bulgarian folk dance, literally meaning Elena's dance)
 

Like most other folk dances, the elenino horo is not performed individually, and all the 
dancers hold hands. It is often danced in a circle. 

4. Daychovo horo (Bulgarian folk dance)
 

The rhythm of the daychovo horo is 9/8, divided 4 times: 2+2+2+3. It can be performed in a 
circle or a line. 

5. Gankino horo (Bulgarian folk dance)
 

The Gankino horo is often performed by a small orchestra of traditional instruments: a kaval, 
which is an end-blown flute; a gadulka which is a bowed string instrument; a tapan which is a 
large drum worn over the shoulder; and a gaida which is a traditional goat-skin bagpipe. 
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BULGARIAN

1. What are five popular historical figures in Bulgaria?

2. 1. Васил Левски

3. 2. Стефан Стамболов

4. 3. Паисий Хилендарски

5. 4. цар Симеон Велики

6. 5. хан Аспарух

ROMANIZATION

1. What are five popular historical figures in Bulgaria?

2. 1. Vasil Levski

3. 2. Stefan Stambolov

4. 3. Paisiy Hilendarski

5. 4. tsar Simeon Veliki

6. 5. han Asparuh

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. What are five popular historical figures in Bulgaria?

2. 1. Vasil Levski

3. 2. Stefan Stambolov

4. 3. Paisius of Hilendar

5. 4. King Simeon the Great

6. 5. Khan Asparukh

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English Class Gender

Васил Левски Vasil Levski Vasil Levski proper name masculine

Стефан 
Стамболов

Stefan 
Stambolov

Stefan 
Stambolov proper name masculine

Паисий 
Хилендарски

Paisiy 
Hilendarski

Paisius of 
Hilendar proper name masculine

цар Симеон 
Велики

tsar Simeon 
Veliki

King Simeon 
the Great proper name masculine

хан Аспарух han Asparuh Khan Asparukh proper name masculine

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Денят в чест на живота и делото на 
Васил Левски се празнува всяка 
година на 19-ти февруари.
Denyat v chest na zhivota i deloto na Vasil Levski 
se praznuva vsyaka godina na 19-ti fevruari. 
The day in honor of the life and 
contribution of Vasil Levski is celebrated 
every year on February 19th.

Стефан Стамболов не почива мирно, а 
е убит през 1895 г.
Stefan Stambolov ne pochiva mirno, a e ubit prez 
1895 g. 
Stefan Stambolov did not pass away 
peacefully, but was murdered in 1895.

Паисий Хилендарски завършва 
своята "История славянобългарска" в 
българския Зографски манастир през 
1762 г.
Paisiy Hilendarski zavarshva svoyata "Istoriya 
slavyanobalgarskaya" v balgarskiya Zografski 
manastir prez 1762 g. 
Paisius of Hilendar finished Slavonic-
Bulgarian History in 1762 in the Bulgarian 
Zograf Monastery.

Цар Симеон Велики е първият 
български владетел, обявен за 
император или на български - цар.
Simeon I e parviyat balgarski vladetel, obyaven 
za imperator ili na balgarski - tsar. 
King Simeon the Great was the first 
Bulgarian ruler proclaimed as an emperor 
or tsar in Bulgarian.

Българската държава е основана през 681 г., когато хан Аспарух обединява 
новодошлите българи със седем славянски племена и останалите траки.
Balgarskata darzhava e osnovana prez 681 g., kogato han Asparuh obedinyava novodoshlite balgari 
sas sedem slavyanski plemena i ostanalite traki. 
The country of Bulgaria was established in 681, when Khan Asparukh united the newly 
arrived Bulgars with the seven Slavic tribes and the remaining Thracians.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

1. Vasil Levski
 

Vasil Levski initiated the organized revolutionary movement for the liberation of Bulgaria from 
Ottoman rule in the early 1870s. There is a well-known monument to Levski in the center of 
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the capital city of Sofia. The place was outside the city borders in 1873 and is supposedly the 
exact place where he died. 

2. Stefan Stambolov
 

Stefan Stambolov was a Bulgarian politician who served as prime minister from 1887 through 
1894. He actively participated in the Bulgarian liberation movement. It is claimed that 
Stambolov was a nationalist who was very often authoritative in his approach but also a 
powerful politician who significantly strengthened Bulgaria. 

3. Paisius of Hilendar
 

Paisius was a monk at the Hilandar monastery on Mount Athos. After extensive research, he 
wrote a book known as Slavonic-Bulgarian History. Most Bulgarians think of him as the 
forefather of the Bulgarian National Revival, because his history book helped revive the 
national identity of the Bulgarians, who had been under Ottoman rule since 1396. 

4. King Simeon the Great
 

Simeon the Great ruled during the First Bulgarian Empire for over 35 years at the beginning of 
the 10th century. A successful military leader, he led Bulgaria to its greatest territorial 
expansion ever, making it one of the significant forces at the time. 

5. Khan Asparukh
 

Khan Asparukh is recognized as the one who established the Bulgarian nation. He led some 
30,000 to 50,000 Bulgars to escape the threat of a possible Khazar invasion. They moved 
west from an area that is part of Ukraine today towards the Danube River. When they reached 
what is now the northern border of Bulgaria, he united the newcomers with the local tribes to 
establish a new country and had it recognized by the Byzantine empire. 
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BULGARIAN

1. What are five common animals in Bulgaria?

2. 1. българско овчарско куче (каракачанска овчарка)

3. 2. източно-балканска свиня

4. 3. български барак

5. 4. делиормански (лудогорски) кон

6. 5. кафява мечка

ROMANIZATION

1. What are five common animals in Bulgaria?

2. 1. balgarsko ovcharsko kuche (karakachanska ovcharka)

3. 2. iztochno-balkanska svinya

4. 3. Bulgarian Barak (a breed of hound dog)

5. 4. deliormanski (ludogorski) kon

6. 5. kafyava mechka

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. What are five common animals in Bulgaria?

2. 1. Bulgarian shepherd dog (Karakachan)

3. 2. East Balkan pig

4. 3. Bulgarian Barak (a breed of hound dog)

5. 4. Deliorman horse

6. 5. brown bear

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English Class Gender

българско 
овчарско куче 
(каракачанска 
овчарка)

balgarsko 
ovcharsko 

kuche 
(karakachanska 

ovcharka)

Bulgarian 
shepherd dog 
(Karakachan)

phrase

източно-
балканска 
свиня

iztochno-
balkanska 

svinya
East Balkan pig noun feminine

български 
барак

Bulgarian Barak 
(a breed of 
hound dog)

Bulgarian Barak 
(a breed of 
hound dog)

noun masculine

делиормански 
(лудогорски) 

кон

deliormanski 
(ludogorski) kon

Deliorman horse noun masculine

кафява мечка kafyava mechka brown bear noun feminine

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Каракачанската овчарка се приема за 
древна порода, която може да се 
проследи назад до времето на траките.
Karakachanskoto kuche se priema za drevna 
poroda, koyato mozhe da se prosledi nazad do 
vremeto na trakite. 
The Karakachan shepherd dog is 
considered an ancient breed and can be 
traced back to Thracian times.

Източно-балканската свиня 
обикновено е черна на цвят.
Iztochno-balkanskata svinya obiknoveno e 
cherna na tsvyat. 
The East Balkan pig is usually black in 
color.

Българският Барак не е официално 
призната порода куче.
Balgarskiyat Barak ne e ofitsialno priznata poroda 
kuche. 
The Bulgarian Barak is not an officially 
recognized breed of dog.

Делиорманският кон се е отглеждал в 
североизточна България.
Deliormanskiyat kon se e otglezhdal v 
severoiztochna Balgariya. 
The Deliorman horse used to be reared in 
North-Eastern Bulgaria.

Някои туристически агенции организират обиколки за наблюдение на кафяви 
мечки.
Nyakoi turisticheski agentsii organizirat obikolki za nablyudenie na kafyavi mechki. 
Some tourist agencies organize brown bear viewing tours.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

1. Bulgarian shepherd dog (Karakachan)
 

The Karakachan dog is relatively big and usually has a black head and black and white fur. In 
the past, it was used as a guard dog. The breed is recognized by leading international 
organizations and recently became popular in the U.S. 

2. East Balkan pig
 

The East Balkan pig is found in only two mountain regions in Eastern Bulgaria—the Stranzha 
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and the East Balkan mountains. Usually this type of pig is bred in open air, whereas other 
types of pig are usually bred inside. 

3. Bulgarian Barak (a breed of hound dog)
 

The Bulgarian Barak Hound is a scenthound used to hunt small and big game. It has a good 
sense of orientation and smell, a strong hunting instinct, and is agile. 

4. Deliorman horse
 

The Deliorman horse used to be raised only in the territory of Bulgaria and was in great 
demand in the Ottoman Empire. For centuries, it was raised in herds, straying around and 
living freely in the open, thus fostering natural selection within the breed. 

5. Brown bear
 

There are around 500 brown bears living in Bulgaria. They are one of the rare animal species 
in the Bulgarian Red Book. It used to be common for gypsies to raise and train bears and to 
show them as attractions during local fairs. 
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BULGARIAN

1. What are five common plants in Bulgaria?

2. 1. маслодайна роза

3. 2. мурсалски чай

4. 3. липа

5. 4. лайка

6. 5. мушкато

ROMANIZATION

1. What are five common plants in Bulgaria?

2. 1. maslodayna roza

3. 2. mursalski chay

4. 3. lipa

5. 4. layka

6. 5. mushkato

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. What are five common plants in Bulgaria?

2. 1. damask rose

3. 2. ironwort tea

4. 3. linden tree

5. 4. chamomile

6. 5. geranium

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English Class Gender

маслодайна 
роза

maslodayna 
roza damask rose noun feminine

мурсалски чай mursalski chay ironwort tea noun masculine

липа lipa linden tree noun feminine

лайка layka chamomile noun feminine

мушкато mushkato geranium noun neuter

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Поне 3000 кг. цвят от рози е 
необходим за производството на 1 кг. 
розово масло.
Pone 3000 kr. tsvyat ot rozi e neobhodim za 
proizvodstvoto na 1 kg. rozovo maslo. 
At least 3,000 kilograms of rose petals are 
necessary for the production of 1 kilogram 
of rose oil.

Напоследък мурсалският чай става 
особено популярен, тъй като се 
приема, че има силно действие на 
афродизиак.
Naposledak mursalskiyat chay stava osobeno 
populyaren, tay kato se priema, che ima silno 
deystvie na afrodiziak. 
Recently, ironwort tea has become 
especially popular because of its allegedly 
aphrodisiac effect.

Чаят от цвят на липа има приятен 
аромат и е полезен през студените 
зимни месеци.
Chayat ot tsvyat na lipa ima priyaten aromat i e 
polezen prez studenite zimni mesetsi. 
Hot linden blossom tea has a nice aroma 
and is good during the cold winter months.

Цветовете на лайката напомнят за 
слънцето и за свободното детство.
Tsvetovete na laykata napomnyat za slantseto i 
za svobodnoto detstvo. 
The chamomile petals remind people of 
the sun and the free spirit of the childhood.

Мушкатото е предпочитано външно растение, тъй като то е устойчиво към 
драстични промени във времето, каквито се случват често в България.
Mushkatoto e predpochitano vanshno rastenie, tay kato to e ustoychivo kam drastichni promeni vav 
vremeto, kakvito se sluchvat chesto v Balgariya. 
The geranium is a preferred exterior plant as it can endure the sudden weather changes 
which often occur in Bulgaria.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

1. Damask rose 

 

Bulgaria is known for its production of high quality rose oil. The region around the town of 
Kazanlak is known as Rose Valley and is the center of the rose oil production industry in the 
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country. Every year in the first week of June, which is close to the time when the roses are 
coming into full blossom, a rose festival is held in the town. 

2. Ironwort tea 

 

The traditional tea in Bulgaria is an herbal tea. Bulgarians like different tea flavors, either 
plain or mixes. They steam either the stem or the leaves of the dry herb or just buy tea bags. 
Ironwort or mursal tea grows in a limited area in the southern mountains in Bulgaria and is 
known for its antibacterial and antioxidant properties. 

3. Linden tree
 

The linden or lime tree grows in all parts of the country. Many people like it because of its 
delicate blossom aroma. In some towns, linden trees used to be planted along the pedestrian 
lanes or central streets for the same reason, so that people can enjoy their blossom around 
June. 

4. Chamomile
 

The chamomile flower is quite common in the wild fields in Bulgaria and is preferred by small 
girls for their posies or wreath. The flower is also quite a popular ingredient in almost all 
herbal tea mixes and is known for its antibacterial properties. 

5. Geranium
 

The geranium is probably the most common outside decoration flower in Bulgaria. It can be 
found in almost every plant garden or terrace. It is a perennial plant and comes in diverse 
colors and petal patterns. 
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BULGARIAN

1. What are five common geographical features in Bulgaria?

2. 1. Седемте рилски езера

3. 2. Белоградчишки скали

4. 3. Перперикон

5. 4. Мадарски конник

6. 5. нос Калиакра

ROMANIZATION

1. What are five common geographical features in Bulgaria?

2. 1. Sedemte rilski ezera

3. 2. Belogradchishki skali

4. 3. Perperikon

5. 4. Madarski konnik

6. 5. nos Kaliakra

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. What are five common geographical features in Bulgaria?

2. 1. Seven Rila Lakes

3. 2. Belogradchik Rocks

4. 3. Perperikon

5. 4. Madara Rider

6. 5. Cape Kaliakra

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English Class Gender

Седемте 
рилски езера

Sedemte rilski 
ezera

Seven Rila 
Lakes proper name

Белоградчишки 
скали

Belogradchishki 
skali

Belogradchik 
Rocks proper name

Перперикон Perperikon Perperikon proper name masculine

Мадарски 
конник Madarski konnik Madara Rider proper name masculine

нос Калиакра nos Kaliakra Cape Kaliakra proper name masculine

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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В близост до Седемте рилски езера се 
намира хижа, където туристите могат 
да отпочинат или да пренощуват.
V blizost do Sedemte rilski ezera se namira hizha, 
kadeto turistite mogat da otpochinat ili da 
prenoshtuvat. 
There is a hut in the area of the Seven Rila 
Lakes where tourists can refresh or stay 
overnight.

Белоградчишките скали станаха 
особено известни сред 
чуждестранните туристи, тъй като 
бяха номинирани неотдавна в 
кампанията "Новите 7 чудеса на 
природата".
Belogradchishkite skali stanaha osobeno izvestni 
sred chuzhdestrannite turisti, tay kato byaha 
nominirani neotdavna v kampaniyata "Novite 7 
chudesa na prirodata". 
The Belogradchik rocks became very 
popular with foreign tourists after they 
were nominated in the recent New Seven 
Wonders of Nature campaign.

В публикации напоследък, 
Перперикон е наричан "Европейският 
Мачу Пикчу" и "Каменният Помпей".
V publikatsii naposledak, Perperikon e narichan 
"Evropeyskiyat Machu Pikchu" i "Kamenniyat 
Pompey 
Perperikon was named “the European 
Machu Picchu” or the "Stone Pompeii" in a 
recent publication.

Все още е под въпрос, дали на 
Мадарският конник е изобразен един 
от ранните български владетели или 
тракийски бог.
Vse oshte e pod vapros, dali na Madarskiyat 
konnik e izobrazen edin ot rannite balgarski 
vladeteli ili trakiyski bog. 
It is still in doubt whether the Madara Rider 
represents one of the early Bulgarian 
rulers or a Thracian god.

Според най-популярната легенда за нос Калиакра, 40 български девици 
решават да сплетат заедно косите си и да скочат в Черно море, вместо да бъдат 
заловени от османските нашественици.
Spored nay-populyarnata legenda za nos Kaliakra, 40 balgarski devitsi reshavat da spletat zaedno 
kosite si i da skochat v Cherno more, vmesto da badat zaloveni ot osmanskite nashestvenitsi. 
The most popular legend about Cape Kaliakra says that forty Bulgarian virgin girls 
preferred to tie their hair together and jump into the Black Sea rather than being captured 
by the Ottoman invaders.

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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1. Seven Rila Lakes
 

The Seven Rila Lakes are glacial lakes that lie in the northern part of the Rila Mountains. The 
deepest of the seven lakes is called The Eye, and in nice weather, its color is deep blue. The 
lakes make for a nice day trip. 

2. Belogradchik Rocks
 

The Belogradchik Rocks are considered the most spectacular rock formation in Bulgaria. 
They vary in color, but brick red is the most dominant and distinct one. The most attractive 
formations are situated closer to the town of Belogradchik and its ancient fortress. There are 
many legends about the rocks. 

3. Perperikon
 

Perperikon is an ancient Thracian city, and its excavation started in 2000. The archeological 
complex is situated on Rhodope mountain close to the border with Greece. The first traces of 
civilization on the ancient site date from the Bronze Age. 

4. Madara Rider
 

The Madara Rider is an early medieval rock relief carved on an almost vertical 100 meter 
high cliff. It depicts a twenty-three meter high figure of a horseman triumphing over a lion, and 
was included on the UNESCO World Heritage List in 1979. It is located close to the town of 
Shumen in the northeastern part of Bulgaria. 

5. Cape Kaliakra
 

Cape Kaliakra is located at the end of a two-kilometer long peninsula running sharply into the 
northern Bulgarian Black Sea. The coast there is steep with vertical cliffs of sixty to seventy 
meters. Cape Kaliakra is both a natural and archeological reserve. 
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BULGARIAN

1. What are five popular cities in Bulgaria?

2. 1. София

3. 2. Пловдив

4. 3. Велико Търново

5. 4. Варна

6. 5. Созопол

ROMANIZATION

1. What are five popular cities in Bulgaria?

2. 1. Sofiya

3. 2. Plovdiv

4. 3. Veliko Tarnovo

5. 4. Varna

6. 5. Sozopol

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. What are five popular cities in Bulgaria?

2. 1. Sofia

3. 2. Plovdiv

4. 3. Veliko Tarnovo

5. 4. Varna

6. 5. Sozopol

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English Class Gender

София Sofiya Sofia proper noun feminine

Пловдив Plovdiv Plovdiv proper noun masculine

Велико 
Търново Veliko Tarnovo Veliko Tarnovo noun neutral

Варна Varna Varna proper noun feminine

Созопол Sozopol Sozopol proper name masculine

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Град София е разположен в 
подножието на планина Витоша, 
висока повече от 2000 м. и най-старият 
природен парк на Балканите.
Grad Sofiya e razpolozhen v podnozhieto na 
planina Vitosha, visoka poveche ot 2000 m. i nay-
stariyat priroden park na Balkanite. 
Sofia is located at the foot of the more than 
2000 meter high Mount Vitosha, which is 
the oldest national park in the Balkans.

Бил ли си в София?
Bil li si v Sofiya? 
Have you been to Sofia?

Аз живея в София.
Az Jiveya v Sofiya. 
I live in Sofia.

Старият град на Пловдив е 
исторически резерват, където 
туристите могат да видях градски 
къщи в архитектурния стил от 
българския Ренесанс.
Stariyat grad na Plovdiv e istoricheski rezervat, 
kadeto turistite mogat da vidyah gradski kashti v 
arhitekturniya stil ot Balgarskiya Renesans. 
The Old Town of Plovdiv is a historic 
preservation site where tourists can see 
townhouses from the Bulgarian 
Renaissance architectural style.

"Крепостната кула, където латинският 
император Балдуин I намира смъртта 
си като затворник във Велико 
Търново, бе реконструирана наскоро.
Krepostnata kula, kadeto latinskiyat imperator 
Balduin I namira smartta si kato zatvornik vav 
Veliko Tarnovo, be rekonstruirana naskoro. 
The fortress tower where the Latin 
Emperor Baldwin I met his death as a 
prisoner in Veliko Tarnovo was recently 
reconstructed.

Единственият делфинариум на 
Балканите се намира в края на 
Морската градина на Варна.
Edinstveniyat delfinarium na Balkanite se namira 
v kraya na Morskata gradina na Varna. 
The only dolphinarium in the Balkans is 
situated at the edge of Varna's Sea 
Garden.
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Пътят до Варна е един час.
Pytyat do Varna e edin chas. 
It's one hour to Varna.

Празниците на изкуствата Аполония 
се провеждат всяка година в Созопол 
в началото на септември и отбелязаха 
30-годишен юбилей през 2014 г.
Praznitsite na izkustvata Apoloniya se provezhdat 
vsyaka godina v Sozopol v nachaloto na 
septemvri i otbelyazaha 30-godishen yubiley prez 
2014 g. 
The Apollonia Arts Festival takes place 
every year in early September in Sozopol 
and celebrated its 30th anniversary in 
2014.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

1. Sofia
 

Sofia has been the capital city of Bulgaria since 1879. It is the fifteenth largest city in the 
European Union and has a population of 1.4 million people. It is strategically located in the 
center of the Balkan Peninsula and surrounded by numerous Eastern Orthodox monasteries. 
It is popular for its hot springs. 

2. Plovdiv
 

Plovdiv is the second largest city in Bulgaria and has a population close to 350,000. It ranks 
among the world's oldest cities and is often considered the cultural capital of Bulgaria. The 
city is a convenient gateway to other places worth seeing, such as Bachkovo Monastery, 
Pamporovo ski resort, and the Hisarya ancient bath. 

3. Veliko Tarnovo
 

Veliko Tarnovo is a city in north-central Bulgaria that was the capital city of the Second 
Bulgarian Empire between 1185 and 1422. The old capital used to be situated on three hills. 
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Nowadays, tourists can see well preserved old houses in the city center. 

4. Varna
 

Varna is oftentimes referred to as the Sea Capital of Bulgaria. It is the largest city on the 
Bulgarian Black Sea Coast and the third largest one in Bulgaria. It is the gateway to some of 
the most prestigious seaside resorts, such as Albena, Golden Sands, St. Constantine, and 
Helena. 

5. Sozopol
 

Sozopol is one of the smaller but most ancient towns along the Bulgarian Black Sea Coast. 
Although it is rather crowded during the summer months, people can still find some solitude 
and quiet among the 19th century wooden houses in the Old Town or stroll along the recently 
reconstructed Fortress Wall. 
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BULGARIAN

1. What are five popular games and sports in Bulgaria?

2. 1. надбягване с каруци

3. 2. футбол

4. 3. игра на дама

5. 4. криеница

6. 5. Не се сърди, човече

ROMANIZATION

1. What are five popular games and sports in Bulgaria?

2. 1. nadbyagvane s karutsi

3. 2. futbol

4. 3. igra na dama

5. 4. krienitsa

6. 5. Ne se sardi, choveche

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. What are five popular games and sports in Bulgaria?

2. 1. peasant cart race

3. 2. soccer

4. 3. hopscotch

5. 4. hide and seek

6. 5. Ludo (the board game)

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English Class Gender

надбягване с 
каруци

nadbyagvane s 
karutsi

peasant cart 
race phrase

футбол futbol soccer noun masculine

Не се сърди, 
човече

Ne se sardi, 
choveche

Ludo (the board 
game) proper name neuter

криеница krienitsa hide and seek noun feminine

игра на дама igra na dama hopscotch phrase

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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По традиция, само каруци, теглени от 
коне, участват в надбягванията с 
каруци на Тодоровден.
Po traditsiya, samo karutsi, tegleni ot kone, 
uchastvat v nadbyagvaniya s karutsi na 
Todorovden. 
Traditionally only horse-drawn carts can 
participate in the races on Todorovden.

От 1956 до сега с изключение на само 
3 години, български отбор винаги е 
участвал в Шампионската лига на 
Европа.
Ot 1956 do sega s izklyuchenie na samo 3 
godini, balgarski otbor e uchastval vinagi v 
Shampionska liga na Evropa. 
Except for only 3 years, there has always 
been a Bulgarian team in the UEFA 
Champions League since 1956.

Аз играх футбол с Дейвид Бекъм.
Az igrah futbol s Deyvid Bekam. 
I played soccer with David Beckham.

Играчите играят футбол.
Igrachite igrayat futbol. 
The players are playing soccer.

"Не се сърди, човече" е вид игра на 
дъска и се играе само от двама, трима 
или четирима участника.
"Ne se sardi, choveche" e vid igra na daska i se 
igrae samo ot dvama, trima ili chetirima 
uchastnika. 
"Don't be angry, man!" is a type of board 
game played by two, three, or four players 
only.

Участниците в играта на криеница 
могат да си помагат чрез определени 
команди.
Uchastnitsite v igrata na krienitsa mogat da si 
pomagat chrez opredeleni komandi. 
Participants in the hide and seek game 
can help each other with certain command-
like hints.

Трябва да има поне двама участника, за да може да се играе на дама.
Tryabva da ima pone dvama uchastnika, za da mozhe da se igre na dama. 
There should be at least two participants in order to start playing hopscotch.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

1. Peasant cart race
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Peasant cart racing has never been an official sports activity in Bulgaria, but it is quite an 
interesting custom that takes place in Todorovden on the first Saturday of the Great Lent. 
Peasant carts in Bulgaria are usually four-wheel vehicles and are drawn by an ox, donkey, or 
horse. 

2. Soccer
 

Soccer or football, is the most popular sport to watch or play in Bulgaria. It was introduced in 
the country at the end of the nineteenth century. In 1994, Bulgaria's national soccer team 
managed to grab fourth place in the FIFA World Cup. 

3. Hopscotch
 

Hopscotch was a popular outdoor game, mostly for girls, before children started spending 
more time indoors in front of electronic devices. The most popular pattern of the diagram was 
with nine numbered sections. 

4. Hide and seek
 

Hide and seek also used to be a very popular outdoor game for all children. Often they waited 
till sunset to start playing, as it was more challenging to find players who were hiding after 
dusk. 

5. Ludo board game
 

In Bulgarian, the Ludo board game is literally called "Don't be angry, man" (Не се сърди, 
човече). It is often played by children and adults, and there is always at least one loser in the 
game. The remaining player(s) calm down the losing one with the words, "Don't be angry, 
man!" 
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BULGARIAN

1. What are five tourist attractions and places in Bulgaria?

2. 1. Рилски манастир

3. 2. Копривщица

4. 3. Казанлъшка гробница

5. 4. Боянска църква

6. 5. Крепост Баба Вида

ROMANIZATION

1. What are five tourist attractions and places in Bulgaria?

2. 1. Rilski manastir

3. 2. Koprivshtitsa

4. 3. Kazanlashka grobnitsa

5. 4. Boyanska tsarkva

6. 5. Krepost Baba Vida

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. What are five tourist attractions and places in Bulgaria?

2. 1. Rila Monastery

3. 2. Koprivshtitsa

4. 3. Thracian Tomb of Kazanlak

5. 4. Boyana Church

6. 5. Baba Vida Fortress

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English Class Gender

Казанлъшка 
гробница

Kazanlashka 
grobnitsa

Thracian Tomb 
of Kazanlak proper name feminine

Боянска 
църква

Boyanska 
tsarkva Boyana Church proper name feminine

Копривщица Koprivshtitsa Koprivshtitsa proper name feminine

Рилски 
манастир Rilski manastir Rila Monastery proper name masculine

Крепост Баба 
Вида

Krepost Baba 
Vida

Baba Vida 
Fortress proper name feminine

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Достъпът до истинската Казанлъшка 
гробница е строго горничен, за да 
може да се съхранят нейните 
оригинални стенописи.
Dostapat do istinskata Kazanlashka grobnitsa e 
strogo granichen, za da mozhe da se sahranyat 
neynite originalni stenopisi. 
Access to the real Thracian Tomb of 
Kazanlak is highly restricted so that its 
original wall paintings can be preserved.

Боянската църква, където може да се 
види една от първите икони на Св. 
Иван, е отворена отново за посещение 
през 2006 г.
Boyanskata tsarkva, kadeto mozhe da se vidi 
edna ot parvite ikoni na Sv. Ivan, e otvorena 
otnovo za poseshtenie prez 2006 g. 
Boyana Church, where one of the first 
icons of St. Ivan can be seen, was re-
opened to the public in 2006.

Националният събор на българското 
народно творчество се провежда 
веднъж на всеки пет години в гр. 
Копривщица.
Natsionalniyat sabor na balgarskoto narodno 
tvorchestvo se provezhda vednazh na vseki pet 
godini v gr. Koprivshtitsa. 
The National Festival of Bulgarian Folklore 
takes place once every five years in 
Koprivshtitsa.

Рилският манастир е най-големият 
източно-православен манастирски 
комплекс в България.
Rilskiyat manastir e nay-golemiyat iztochno-
pravoslaven manastirski kompleks v Balgariya. 
Rila Monastery is the biggest Eastern 
Orthodox monastery complex in Bulgaria.

Името на крепостта буквално означава "баба Вида" и се свързва с местна 
легенда.
Imeto na krepostta bukvalno oznachava "baba Vida" i se svarzva s mestna legenda. 
The name of Baba Vida Fortress literally means "Grandmother Vida" and is tied to a local 
legend.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

1. Rila Monastery
 

St. Ivan of Rila, honored as the patron saint of the Bulgarians, was a hermit monk who lived 
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on Rila Mountain in the first half of the tenth century. He is believed to have established the 
monastery known today as the Rila Monastery. Now the place has a distinct interior style and 
is one of the national historical monuments. 

2. Koprivshtitsa
 

Koprivshtitsa is a small historic town in the Sredna Gora mountain. Its unique architecture has 
been preserved from the beginning of the nineteenth century. Among Bulgarians, it is known 
as the birthplace of famous writers, revolutionaries, and politicians from the Bulgarian 
National Revival period. 

3. Thracian Tomb of Kazanlak
 

The Thracian Tomb of Kazanlak has been one of the protected UNESCO World Heritage 
Sites since 1979. The tomb is located close to the ancient Thracian capital and the modern 
town of Kazanlak. 

4. Boyana Church
 

The Boyana Church is another one of the historic and architectural places in Bulgaria which 
is included on UNESCO's World Heritage Sites list. The oldest preserved section of the 
church dates to the tenth century. 

5. Baba Vida Fortress
 

Baba Vida Fortress is located in Vidin along the Danube river and is the only entirely 
preserved medieval fortress in Bulgaria. For some time, the fortress was used by military 
forces but was reopened to the public in 1958. 
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BULGARIAN

1. What are five common things in the home in Bulgaria?

2. 1. ръчно-направен китеник

3. 2. дървена лъжица

4. 3. православна икона

5. 4. кафеварка

6. 5. плетени терлици

ROMANIZATION

1. What are five common things in the home in Bulgaria?

2. 1. rachno-napraven kitenik

3. 2. darvena lazhitsa

4. 3. pravoslavna ikona

5. 4. kafevarka

6. 5. pleteni terlitsi

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. What are five common things in the home in Bulgaria?

2. 1. handmade tufted and fleece rug

3. 2. wooden spoon

4. 3. Eastern Orthodox icon

5. 4. stovetop coffee maker

6. 5. hand-knitted slippers

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English Class Gender

ръчно-
направен 
китеник

rachno-
napraven kitenik

handmade 
tufted and 
fleece rug

noun masculine

дървена 
лъжица darvena lazhitsa wooden spoon noun feminine

православна 
икона

pravoslavna 
ikona

Eastern 
Orthodox icon noun feminine

кафеварка kafevarka
stovetop coffee 

maker noun feminine

плетени 
терлици pleteni terlitsi

hand-knitted 
slippers phrase

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Тъкането на ръчно-направени 
китеници е било традиционно 
занимание за прекарване на времето 
през зимата.
Takaneto na rachno-napraveni kitenitsi e bilo 
traditsionno zanimanie za prekarvane na vremeto 
prez zimata. 
Weaving a handmade tufted and fleece 
rug used to be a traditional winter pastime.

Дървените лъжици са с изчистен 
дизайн и преди са били ръчно 
изработвани от мъжете в семейството.
Darvenite lazhitsi sa s izchisten dizayn i predi sa 
bili rachno izrabotvani ot mazhete v semeystvoto. 
Wooden spoons are simple in design and 
used to be handmade by the men in the 
family.

Често хората поставят православна 
икона на предното стъкло на колата си 
като вярват, че тя ще ги предпази от 
злополуки.
Chesto horata postavyat pravoslavna ikona na 
prednoto staklo na kolata si kato vyarvat, che tya 
shte gi predpazi ot zlopoluki. 
People often put an Eastern Orthodox icon 
in the windshield of their cars, believing 
that it will protect them against accidents.

Типът кафеварка, която се използва 
масово в България, често се нарича 
"кубинска", но всъщност има 
италиански произход.
Tipat kafevarka, koyato se izpolzva masovo v 
Balgariya, chesto se naricha "kubinska", no 
vsashtnost ima italianski proizhod. 
The type of stovetop coffee maker used 
extensively in Bulgaria is often called 
"Cuban," but it originates from Italy.

Когато са били млади, бабите ни са носели през зимата плетени терлици, чорапи 
и жилетки.
Kogato sa bili mladi, nashite babi sa noseli prez zimata pleteni terlitsi, chorapi i zhiletki. 
When they were young, our grandmothers used to wear hand-knitted slippers, socks, and 
cardigans during the winter time.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

1. Handmade tufted and fleece rug
 

Traditional kiteniks are woven using a loom and are made of natural colored wool. They are 
used most often as bed or couch covers, but some people also use them as rugs. 
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2. Wooden spoon
 

Until almost the middle of the twentieth century, the wooden spoon was the traditional cutlery 
in the rural Bulgarian home. In the modern Bulgarian home, a wooden spoon can be used 
only when cooking. 

3. Eastern Orthodox icon
 

In recent years, it has become popular to give an icon to people when they buy a new home 
or marry. Even if the family is not particularly religious, they still believe that an icon of the 
Virgin Mary and Child will protect the home and the people living in it. 

4. Stovetop coffee maker
 

Coffee is quite popular in Bulgaria. For some people it is part of their morning routine, while 
for others, it is a way to spend pleasant time with friends. A simple stove-top coffee maker is 
almost a must in every Bulgarian home. 

5. Hand-knitted slippers
 

Although it is getting more and more rare to actually see them on people's feet, there is 
probably a pair of hand-knitted slippers hidden somewhere in almost every Bulgarian home. 
They are often left as a reminder from the person's grandmothers or a childhood memory. 
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BULGARIAN

1. What are five common places in a village in Bulgaria?

2. 1. читалище

3. 2. бакалия

4. 3. кръчма

5. 4. мегдан

6. 5. черква

ROMANIZATION

1. What are five common places in a village in Bulgaria?

2. 1. chitalishte

3. 2. bakaliya

4. 3. krachma

5. 4. megdan

6. 5. cherkva

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. What are five common places in a village in Bulgaria?

2. 1. chitalishte (a form of community center)

3. 2. grocery store

4. 3. pub

5. 4. square

6. 5. church building

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English Class Gender

читалище chitalishte

chitalishte (a 
form of 

community 
center)

noun neuter

бакалия bakaliya grocery store noun feminine

кръчма krachma pub noun feminine

мегдан megdan square noun masculine

черква cherkva church building noun feminine

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Сградата на местното читалище често 
е разположена в центъра и е лесно 
разпознаваема.
Sgradata na mestnoto chitalishte chesto e 
razpolozhena v tsentara i e lesno 
razpoznavaema. 
The building of the local chitalishte is often 
located in the center and is easily 
recognizable.

Селската бакалия често има остарял 
интериор и вече предлага стоки, които 
преди хората са произвеждали сами.
Selskata bakaliya chesto ima ostaryal interior i 
veche predlaga stoki, koito predi horata sa 
proizvezhdali sami. 
The rural grocery store often has an 
outdated interior and already offers goods 
that people used to produce themselves in 
the past.

Кръчмата често се състои от едно 
основно помещение за клиентите с 
изчистен интериор, бар и семпли маси 
и столове.
Krachmata chesto se sastoi ot edno osnovno 
pomeshtenie za klientite s izchisten interior, bar i 
sempli masi i stolove. 
The pub usually consists of one main hall 
for customers and has an unsophisticated 
interior with a bar, plain tables, and chairs.

Хората преди са се събирали всяка 
неделя на мегдана, за да се видят и 
да поиграят хоро.
Horata predi sa se sabirali vsyaka nedelya na 
megdana da se vidyat i da poigrayat horo. 
People used to gather at the megdan 
every Sunday to network and to dance 
traditional dances.

По традиция до черквата се намира и селското гробище.
Po traditsiya do cherkvata se namira i selskoto grobishte. 
By tradition, the rural cemetery is located next to the church building.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

1. Chitalishte (a form of community center)
 

A chitalishte is a particular form of a public multi-purpose institution in Bulgaria that combines 
the different functions of a community center, library, theater, and cinema hall or a place for 
education and different extra-curricular activities. The first such institutions were established 
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in the 1850s when Bulgaria was still under Ottoman rule. 

2. Grocery store
 

Until quite recently, families living in villages used to be self-sustaining and produced all the 
basic foods in their home farms. However, products such as sugar, cooking oil, sweets, or 
carbonated drinks can be found only at the local grocery store. 

3. Pub
 

The local pub is the place where people can buy alcoholic drinks or cigarettes. It is usually a 
place frequented by men, where people also play table games or discuss politics. It might 
also be the only place for public gatherings in the village. 

4. Square
 

The megdan used to be a wide, clean space in the middle of the village and it was later called 
the square. It used to be the place where you went to see and be seen and where people 
gathered to celebrate festivals of local significance. 

5. Church building
 

As Christianity has been the official religion in Bulgaria since the second half of the ninth 
century, the church building used to be one of the main buildings in every settlement. During 
Communist times, a lot of the churches were demolished or transformed to be used for other 
purposes. 
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BULGARIAN

1. What are five commonly used medicines and drugs in Bulgaria?

2. 1. аспирин

3. 2. витамини

4. 3. валериана

5. 4. билков чай

6. 5. лавандулов спирт

ROMANIZATION

1. What are five commonly used medicines and drugs in Bulgaria?

2. 1. aspirin

3. 2. vitamini

4. 3. valeriana

5. 4. bilkov chay

6. 5. lavandulov spirt

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. What are five commonly used medicines and drugs in Bulgaria?

2. 1. aspirin

3. 2. vitamins

4. 3. valerian

5. 4. herbal tea

6. 5. lavender alcohol

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English Class Gender

аспирин aspirin aspirin noun masculine

витамини vitamini vitamins noun

валериана valeriana valerian noun feminine

билков чай bilkov chay herbal tea noun masculine

лавандулов 
спирт lavandulov spirt lavender alcohol noun masculine

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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"Когато се приема аспирин, 
обикновено се препоръчва да се 
изпие и една чаша вода.
"
Kogato se priema aspirin, obiknoveno se 
preporachva da se izpie i edna chasha voda. 
When taking an aspirin, it is advisable to 
also drink a full glass of water.

Хората често приемат мулти-витамини 
през пролетта и есента, за да се 
предпазят от вируси.
Horata chesto priemat multi-vitamini prez proletta i 
esenta, za da se predpazyat ot virusi. 
People often take multivitamins in spring 
and autumn to protect themselves from 
viruses.

Валерианата има слабо седативно 
действие и е безобидно средство при 
нервна възбуда и напрежение.
Valerianata ima slabo sedativno deystvie i e 
bezobidno sredstvo pri nervna vazbuda i 
naprezhenie. 
Valerian has a slight sedative effect and is 
a harmless remedy for nervous tension 
and stress.

"Когато пият билков чай, българите го 
подслаждат с мед и добавят малко 
лимон.
"
Kogato piyat bilkov chay, balgarite go 
podslazhdat s med i malko limon. 
When Bulgarians drink herbal tea, they 
sweeten it with honey and add a little 
lemon.

Вместо лавандулов спирт, българите често използват традиционната ракия, за 
да промият дребни рани.
Vmesto lavandulov spirt, balgarite chesto izpolzvat traditsionnata rakiya, za da promiyat drebni rani. 
Instead of lavender alcohol, Bulgarians often use the traditional rakia drink to tend minor 
wounds.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

1. Aspirin
 

The most popular brand of aspirin is Bayer. It is a medicine that can be found in every 
household and is the first one used when people are getting a cold or have a high 
temperature. 
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2. Vitamins
 

The most popular vitamin is C, which is acknowledged to be good when people have a flu or 
just need to revive their immune system. People often take vitamin B when they experience 
stress or vitamins A and E for the skin. 

3.Valerian 

Valerian is a type of wild herb. It's a popular folk medicine in Bulgaria which can be found in 
the pharmacy without a prescription and is offered as capsules or liquid. 

4. Herbal tea
 

The most popular type of tea in Bulgaria is herbal tea. People might pick and dry wild herbs 
themselves. The mass manufactured teas that can be found in stores are usually mixes of 
herbs, but some plain herbal teas are also popular, such as linden, camomile, or mint tea. 

5. Lavender alcohol
 

Lavender alcohol is recognized as a simple antiseptic remedy and is extensively used at 
home for small wounds and injuries. 
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BULGARIAN

1. What are five frequently used modes of transportation in Bulgaria?

2. 1. автомобил

3. 2. автобус

4. 3. трамвай

5. 4. тролейбус

6. 5. влак

ROMANIZATION

1. What are five frequently used modes of transportation in Bulgaria?

2. 1. avtomobil

3. 2. avtobus

4. 3. tramvay

5. 4. troleybus

6. 5. vlak

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. What are five frequently used modes of transportation in Bulgaria?

2. 1. car

3. 2. bus

4. 3. tram

5. 4. trolleybus

6. 5. train

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English Class Gender

автомобил avtomobil car noun masculine

автобус avtobus bus noun masculine

трамвай tramvai tram noun

тролейбус troleybus trolleybus noun masculine

влак Vlak train noub masculine

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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По време на комунистическия режим, 
на едно домакинство е било 
разрешено да притежава само една 
кола.
Po vreme na komunisticheskiya rezhim, na edno 
domakinstvo e bilo razresheno da pritezhava 
samo edna kola. 
During the Communist regime, people 
were allowed to own only one car per 
household.

Градските автобуси в България често 
са без климатик.
Gradskite avtobusi v Balgariya chesto sa bez 
klimatik. 
There is often no air-conditioner in the 
inner-city buses in Bulgaria.

Всеки ден взимам автобус за към 
работа.
Vseki den vzimam avtobus za kam rabota. 
Every day I get the bus to work.

Учениците се возят на автобуса.
Uchenicite se vozyat na avtobusa. 
The students ride the bus.

Автобусите са най-бързи по това 
време на деня. 
The bus is the fastest this time of the day.

Конските омнибуси в София са били 
наричани "трамваи" преди да се 
появят истинските електрически 
трамваи.
Konskite omnibusi v Sofiya sa bili narichani 
"tramvai" predi da se poyavyat istinskite 
elektricheski tramvai. 
The horse omni-buses in Sofia used to be 
called ""trams"" before the real electrical 
trams appeared.

Трамваят спря на спирката.
Tramvayat sprya na spirkata. 
The tram stopped at the station.

Планира се линиите на тролейбусите в 
София да достигнат 20 до 2020 г.
Planira se liniite na troleybusite v Sofiya da 
dostignat 20 do 2020 g. 
There are plans for the trolleybus lines in 
Sofia to be increased to 20 by 2020.
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Поради преобладаващо планинския 
терен, в България няма високо-
скоростни влакове.
Poradi preobladavashto planinskiya teren, v 
Balgariya nyama visoko-skorostni vlakove. 
Because of the predominantly 
mountainous terrain, there are no high-
speed trains in Bulgaria.

Следващият влак за Лондон ще 
пристигне до 30 минути.
Sledvashtiyat vlak za London shte pristigne do 30 
minuti. 
The next train to London will arrive in thirty 
minutes.

Пътникът чака влака.
Pytnikyt chaka vlaka. 
The traveler waits for the train.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

1. Car
 

Until recently, Bulgaria was not known as a car manufacturing country. Even today, it is a 
Chinese investor who is assembling cars in Bulgaria. However, the brand is not popular 
locally, and Bulgarians prefer other European or Japanese car brands. 

2. Bus
 

The autobus is the most common public intra- or inter-city transportation means in Bulgaria. 
Even if they only come at rare intervals or only on specific days of the week, buses run to 
almost every settlement in the country. When the route is not a popular one, mini-buses are 
often used instead. 

3. Tram
 

Trams are one of the symbols of the capital city of Bulgaria, as there are trams only in Sofia. 
Currently 23 tram lines intersect the city, with some of them connecting districts that are quite 
distant. 
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4. Trolleybus
 

The trolley buses might be regarded as an environmentally friendly means of transportation, 
as they use electricity to run. They are quite popular in the capital and some of the other major 
cities in Bulgaria. 

5. Train
 

The trains used to be the most convenient and cheapest inter-city transport in Bulgaria. In 
recent years though, they are getting neglected and outdated. More and more people prefer 
to use their own cars instead of public transportation. 
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BULGARIAN

1. What are five common shops or services in town in Bulgaria?

2. 1. аптека

3. 2. бензиностанция

4. 3. супермаркет

5. 4. мол

6. 5. пекарна

ROMANIZATION

1. What are five common shops or services in town in Bulgaria?

2. 1. apteka

3. 2. benzinostantsiya

4. 3. supermarket

5. 4. mol

6. 5. pekarna

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. What are five common shops or services in town in Bulgaria?

2. 1. pharmacy

3. 2. gas station

4. 3. supermarket

5. 4. mall (department store)

6. 5. bakery

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English Class Gender

аптека apteka pharmacy noun feminine

бензиностанци
я

benzinostantsiy
a gas station noun feminine

супермаркет supermarket supermarket noun masculine

мол mol

mall 
(department 

store)
noun masculine

пекарна pekarna bakery noun feminine

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Аптеката е единственото място, 
където могат да се намерят лекарства 
с рецепта.
Aptekata e edinstvenoto myasto, kadeto mogat 
da se nameryat lekarstva s retsepta. 
The pharmacy is the only place where 
prescription medicines can be found.

Може да купите паста за зъби от 
аптеката. 
You can buy toothpaste at the pharmacy.

Обикновено няма бенциностанции в 
центъра на града, затова шофьорите 
трябва да проверяват резервоарите си 
предварително.
Obiknoveno nyama bentsinostantsii v tsentara na 
grada, zatova shofyorite tryabva da proveryavat 
rezervoarite si predvaritelno. 
There are usually no gas stations in the 
city center, so drivers need to check their 
tanks in advance.

Повечето от супермаркет веригите в 
България са собственост на чужди 
инвеститори.
Povecheto ot supermarket verigite v Balgariya sa 
sobstvenost na chuzhdi investitori. 
Most of the supermarket chains in Bulgaria 
are owned by foreign investors.

Въпреки че няма почти никакви 
клиенти, супермаркетът работи 
денонощно.
Vapreki che nyama pochti nikakvi klienti, 
supermarketat raboti denonoshtno. 
Although there are hardly any customers, 
the supermarket is open 24 hours a day.

Клиентът пазарува в супермаркета.
Klientyt pazaruva v supermarketa. 
The customer shops at the supermarket.

Отивам до супермаркета. 
I am going to the supermarket.

Първият модерен мол в България 
беше отворен в София през 2006 г.
Parviyat moderen mol v Balgariya beshe otvoren 
v Sofiya prez 2006 g. 
The first modern mall in Bulgaria was 
opened in Sofia in 2006.
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Наред с хляб, в пекарната обикновено 
се предлагат различни печени 
закуски, които българите обичат да 
ядат за закуска или между основните 
хранения.
Nared s hlyab, v pekarnata obiknoveno se 
predlagat razlichni pecheni zakuski, koito 
balgaritet obichat da yadat za zakuska ili mezhdu 
osnovnite hraneniya. 
Along with bread, different baked 
delicacies which Bulgarians like for 
breakfast or as snacks are usually offered 
in the bakery.

Всяка неделя, тя ходи до перакранат 
с децата си.
Vsyaka nedelya, tya hodi do perakranat s detsata 
si. 
She goes to the bakery every Sunday with 
her kids.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

1. Pharmacy
 

The pharmacy is where you can buy prescription and over-the-counter drugs in Bulgaria. In 
the last few years, pharmacies have expanded their offerings, adding more cosmetics 
products as well. 

2. Gas station
 

Many Bulgarians own cars, and gas stations can be found everywhere in the country. 
However, in some of the less-populated regions, people might need to travel at least twenty 
kilometers or more to the nearest gas station. 

3. Supermarket
 

There are a lot of different supermarket chains in Bulgarian cities. They differ according to 
their price category, quality of service, and variety of products. 

4. Mall (department 
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store)
 

The trade centers that are called "malls" in Bulgaria usually accommodate fashion retail 
floors, a food corner, restaurants and cafés, and an entertainment corner with a movie theater. 
Along with the commercial section, the upper floors are usually offices. 

5. Bakery
 

Small specialized stores such as bakeries, butchers, fruit and vegetable stands, liquor stores, 
and fish stores used to be quite common in Bulgaria. When bigger retail chains entered the 
market, smaller shops started to disappear. Bakeries are almost the only ones that managed 
to survive. 
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BULGARIAN

1. What are five popular brands of mineral water in Bulgaria?

2. 1. Горна Баня

3. 2. Девин

4. 3. Хисаря

5. 4. Велинград

6. 5. Михалково

ROMANIZATION

1. What are five popular brands of mineral water in Bulgaria?

2. 1. Gorna Banya

3. 2. Devin

4. 3. Hisarya

5. 4. Velingrad

6. 5. Mihalkovo

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. What are five popular brands of mineral water in Bulgaria?

2. 1. Gorna Banya

3. 2. Devin

4. 3. Hisarya

5. 4. Velingrad

6. 5. Mihalkovo

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English Class Gender

Горна Баня Gorna Banya Gorna Banya proper name feminine

Девин Devin Devin proper name masculine

Хисаря Hisarya Hisarya proper name

Велинград Velingrad Velingrad proper name masculine

Михалково Mihalkovo Mihalkovo proper name neuter

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Горна Баня е първата минерална вода 
в България, която се бутилира 
официално и дистрибутира масово 
през 1958 г.
Gorna Banya e parvata mineralna voda v 
Balgariya, koyato se butilira ofitsialno i distributira 
masovo prez 1958 g. 
Gorna Banya was the first mineral water in 
Bulgaria to be officially bottled and offered 
for mass distribution in 1958.

Минерална вода под марката Девин 
се предлага за първи път през 1992 г.
Mineralna voda pod markata Devin se predlaga 
za parvi pat prez 1992 g. 
Mineral water under the brand Devin was 
offered in 1992 for the first time.

Минерална вода Хисаря е 
нискоминерализирана и за първи път 
се бутилира в края на 60-те години на 
20 век.
Mineralna voda Hisarya e niskomineralizirana i za 
parvi pat se butilira v kraya na 60-te godini na 20 
vek. 
Hisarya mineral water is low in minerals 
and was first bottled at the end of the 
1960s.

Велинград е едно от малкото места в 
България с горещи минерални води 
над 60 градуса.
Velingrad e edno ot malkoto mesta v Balgariya s 
goreshti mineralni vodi nad 60 gradusa. 
Velingrad is one of the rare places in 
Bulgaria with very hot mineral waters over 
60 degrees.

Водата от Михалково преминава през различни скали, почви и минарали по пътя 
си към повърхността и така по естествен начин поглъща въглероден диоксид.
Vodata ot Mihalkovo preminava prez razlichni skali, pochvi i minarali po patya si kam povarhnostta i taka 
po estestven nachin poglashta vagleroden dioksid. 
Mihalkovo water passes through different rocks, soils and minerals on its way to the 
surface, thus naturally absorbing carbon dioxide.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

1. Gorna Banya
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It is estimated that there are 225 mineral springs being exploited in Bulgaria. Gorna Banya is 
a district of the capital city. There are two companies bottling water there under the same 
brand. 

2. Devin
 

Devin is a relatively small town in the Rhodope Mountains in the southern part of Bulgaria. It 
was not particularly popular for its mineral springs until a company started to bottle and 
market water under the brand Devin. 

3. Hisarya
 

There are a total of twenty-two mineral hot springs in the area around the small town of Hisar, 
which has been a popular health resort for thousands of years. Hisar's mineral hot springs are 
known for their healing power for kidney diseases. 

4. Velingrad
 

Velingrad is an ancient spa resort in the Balkans. It is located near the Rhodope Mountains 
and is a popular weekend rest place for people who live in the southern parts of Bulgaria. 

5. Mihalkovo
 

The bottlers of Mihalkovo water claim that it is unique, because it comes from mineral water 
springs that are naturally carbonated. Although the spring began to be exploited during the 
Communist time, the brand started to be promoted only in the early 1990s. 
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BULGARIAN

1. What are five famous artists and musicians in Bulgaria?

2. 1. Панайот Пипков (композитор)

3. 2. Валя Балканска (народна певица)

4. 3. Райна Кабаиванска (оперна певица)

5. 4. Владимир Димитров - Майстора (художник)

6. 5. Доньо Донев (карикатурист)

ROMANIZATION

1. What are five famous artists and musicians in Bulgaria?

2. 1. Panayot Pipkov (kompozitor)

3. 2. Valya Balkanska (narodna pevitsa)

4. 3. Rayna Kabaivanska (operna pevitsa)

5. 4. Vladimir Dimitrov - Maystora (hudozhnik)

6. 5. Donyo Donev (karikaturist)

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. What are five famous artists and musicians in Bulgaria?

2. 1. Panayot Pipkov (a composer)

3. 2. Valya Balkanska (a traditional folk singer)

4. 3. Raina Kabaivanska (an opera singer)

5. 4. Vladimir Dimitrov - the Master (a painter artist)

6. 5. Donyo Donev (a cartoonist)

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English Class Gender

Панайот 
Пипков 

(композитор)

Panayot Pipkov 
(kompozitor)

Panayot Pipkov 
(a composer)

proper name masculine

Валя 
Балканска 
(народна 
певица)

Valya 
Balkanska 
(narodna 
pevitsa)

Valya 
Balkanska (a 
traditional folk 

singer)

proper name feminine

Райна 
Кабаиванска 

(оперна 
певица)

Rayna 
Kabaivanska 

(operna pevitsa)

Raina 
Kabaivanska 

(an opera 
singer)

proper name feminine

Владимир 
Димитров - 
Майстора 
(художник)

Vladimir 
Dimitrov - 
Maystora 

(hudozhnik)

Vladimir 
Dimitrov - the 

Master (a 
painter artist)

proper name masculine
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Доньо Донев 
(карикатурист)

Donyo Donev 
(karikaturist)

Donyo Donev 
(a cartoonist) proper name masculine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Панайот Пипков е известен с 
композициите си на песни за деца и 
училищни хорове.
Panayot Pipkov e izvesten s kompozitsiite si na 
pesni za detsa i uchilishtni horove. 
Panayot Pipkov is famous for his song 
compositions for children and school 
choirs.

Валя Балканска обикновено се 
изявява самостоятелно на сцена, 
акомпанирана само от един 
изпълнител на гайда.
Valya Balkanska obiknoveno se izyavyava 
samostoyatelno na stsena, akompanirana samo 
ot edin izpalnitel na gayda. 
Valya Balkanska usually performs single 
on stage accompanied only by a gaida, or 
Bulgarian bagpipe, player.

Райна Кабаиванска основава 
благотворителен фонд на свое име и 
подкрепя млади даровити български 
оперни изпълнители.
Rayna Kabaivanska osnovava blagodtvoritelen 
fond na svoe ime i podkrepya mladi daroviti 
balgarski operni izpalniteli. 
Raina Kabaivanska has set a charitable 
fund to her name and supports young 
talented Bulgarian opera singers.

Един от върховете в Антарктида е 
кръстен на Владимир Димитров - 
Майстора.
Edin ot varhovete v Antarktida e krasten na 
Vladimir Dimitrov - Maystora. 
One of the peaks in Antarctica is named 
after Vladimir Dimitrov—the Master.

Анимациите на Доньо Донев са често сатирични, затова са насочени към по-
зряла аудитория.
Animatsiite na Donyo Donev sa chesto satirichni, zatova sa nasocheni kam po-zryala auditoriya. 
Donyo Donev's cartoons are often satirical, therefore they target mainly a more mature 
audience.

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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1. Panayot Pipkov (a composer)
 

Panayot Pipkov belonged to the first generation of Bulgarian composers. He was born in the 
1870s and initially debuted as an amateur actor. In 1898, he went to Italy to study music and 
later worked as a music teacher and conductor in Bulgaria. 

2. Valya Balkanska (a traditional folk singer)
 

Valya Balkanska is a famous Bulgarian traditional folk singer. She comes from a place in the 
Rhodope Mountains and mainly performs songs from the region. She was the only Bulgarian 
to have a song included as one of the tracks on the Voyager Golden Record "Music From 
Earth." 

3. Raina Kabaivanska (an opera singer)
 

Raina Kabaivanska is a famous opera singer who graduated from music school in Bulgaria, 
and then went to specialize in Italy. She is acknowledged as one of the leading lyrico-spinto 
sopranos of her generation. 

4. Vladimir Dimitrov—the Master (a painter artist)
 

Vladimir Dimitrov, known as "the Master," is a famous Bulgarian painter from the first half of 
the twentieth century. He was a "war painter" during the Balkan War and World War I. Most of 
his paintings are rendered in bright colors and feature peasants. 

5. Donyo Donev (a cartoonist)
 

Donyo Donev is most famous as "the father of the Three Fools." This is a series of 11 
animated humorous short episodes which appeared between 1970 and 1990. 
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BULGARIAN

1. What are five famous writers in Bulgaria?

2. 1. Иван Вазов

3. 2. Алеко Константинов

4. 3. Елисавета Багряна

5. 4. Пенчо Славейков

6. 5. Георги Господинов

ROMANIZATION

1. What are five famous writers in Bulgaria?

2. 1. Ivan Vazov

3. 2. Aleko Konstantinov

4. 3. Elisaveta Bagryana

5. 4. Pencho Slaveykov

6. 5. Georgi Gospodinov

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. What are five famous writers in Bulgaria?

2. 1. Ivan Vazov

3. 2. Aleko Konstantinov

4. 3. Elisaveta Bagryana

5. 4. Pencho Slaveykov

6. 5. Georgi Gospodinov

VOCABULARY

Bulgar ian Romanization English Class Gender

Иван Вазов Ivan Vazov Ivan Vazov proper name masculine

Алеко 
Константинов

Aleko 
Konstantinov

Aleko 
Konstantinov proper name masculine

Елисавета 
Багряна

Elisaveta 
Bagryana

Elisaveta 
Bagryana proper name feminine

Пенчо 
Славейков

Pencho 
Slaveykov

Pencho 
Slaveykov proper name masculine

Георги 
Господинов

Georgi 
Gospodinov

Georgi 
Gospodinov proper name masculine

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Романът на Иван Вазов, озаглавен 
"Под игото", е най-известното 
произведение на класическата 
българска литература и е преведен на 
над 30 езика.
Romanat na Ivan Vazov, ozaglaven "Pod igoto", 
e nay-izvestnoto proizvedenie na klasicheskata 
balgarska literatura i e preveden na nad 30 ezika. 
Ivan Vazov's novel titled "Under the Yoke" 
is the most famous piece of classic 
Bulgarian literature and has been 
translated into over 30 languages.

Алеко Констатинов е изобразен на 
банкнотата с най-голям номинал от 100 
лева, която е в обръщение в момента.
Aleko Konstatinov e izobrazen na banknotata s 
nay-golyam nominal ot 100 leva, koyato e v 
obrashtenie v momenta. 
Aleko Konstantinov is pictured on the 
highest denominated Bulgarian banknotes 
of 100 leva, currently in circulation.

Елисавета Багряна е номинирана за 
три поредни години за Нобелова 
награда в средата на 40те години на 
20 век.
Elisaveta Bagryana e nominirana za tri poredni 
godini za Nobelova nagrada v sredata na 50te 
godini na 20 vek. 
Elisaveta Bagryana was nominated for a 
Nobel Prize for three consecutive years in 
the mid-1940s.

Едно от най-известните произведения 
на Пенчо Славейков е сборник от 
лирични миниатюри, озаглавен "Сън 
за щастие".
Edno ot nay-izvestnite poizvedeniya na Pencho 
Slaveykov e sbornik ot lirichni miniatyuri, 
ozaglaven "San za shtastie". 
One of the most prominent works of 
Pencho Slaveykov is a collection of lyrical 
miniatures titled "A Dream of Happiness."

"Естествен роман" на Георги Господинов е преведен и издаден на 21 различни 
езика.
Estestven roman na Georgi Gospodinov e preveden i izdaden na 21 razlichni ezika. 
Georgi Gospodinov's “Natural Novel” was translated and published in twenty-one different 
languages.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

1. Ivan Vazov
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Ivan Vazov is referred to as "the Patriarch of Bulgarian literature." He tried to revive Bulgarian 
literature and created pieces of work in the major forms of literature—novels, poetry, drama, 
and short stories. His most prominent works focus on the Bulgarians' struggle for 
independence. 

2. Aleko Konstantinov
 

Aleko Konstantinov is a Bulgarian writer, journalist, and traveller who only lived 34 years, but 
left an impressive mark on Bulgarian literature. He is most famous as the creator of Bay 
Ganyo, a fictional character perceived as a satirical stereotype of the uneducated, profit-
driven Bulgarian. 

3. Elisaveta Bagryana
 

Elisaveta Bagryana was a Bulgarian poet and is considered to be one of the first ladies of 
Bulgarian women's literature, along with Dora Gabe. 

4. Pencho Slaveykov
 

Pencho Slaveykov is a prominent Bulgarian poet. For some time, he was a director of the 
National Library and the National Theater. 

5. Georgi Gospodinov
 

Georgi Gospodinov is a Bulgarian poet, writer, and playwright. It is claimed that he is the most-
translated Bulgarian author post-1989. 
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